only two customers on the Baytown Branch, despite having offered, since early May
1998, customers the access to direc? BNSF switching services.
UP s data allegedly showing that BNSF s haulage movements from the branch
experience transit times comparable with those of UP's shipments is flawed. UP claims
that, since BNSF's haulage shipments are handled in the same trains as the UP
shipments, they cannot be receiving inferior treatment. Yet data provided by UP itself,
sea Verified Statement of Jerry S. Wilmoth at 8, shows differing levels ol' service in July
and August 1996 which undercut comments about BNSF and UP t'-affic receiving
identical service: in July, trsnsit times to BNSF at "Baytown" (should be Dayton) were
haif a day shorter than UP's transit times; in August, half a day longer

While BNSF

does not have comparable data on UP traffic, Mr. Wilmoth's statements about different
transit times between BNSF and UP shipments contradict UP's assertions that these
shipments receive the same service because they move on the same trains.
UP's Opposition also misstates BNSF's position

BNSF has stated that, for a

significant period of t'me up to and after July 8, 1998. BNSF was receiving inferior
service because UP was enable to consistently meet the transit standards established
with BNSF for movement of loaded cars off this line. Although UP is now meeting and,
in some cases, exceeding those standards,^' it is still the case that UP switch and
haulage service to BNSF for customers on the Baytown and Cedar Bayou Branches

As explained in BNSF's Aipplication, much of the reason for triis improvement
stems from BNSF's close car-by-car monitoring and communication with UP. as carried
out by BNSF's Log sties Trackage & Haulage Team in Fort Worth. See Application, V.S.
Rickershauser at 11.
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remains totally under the control of UP. UP's switch and haulage service for BNSF is
not covered by the Dispatching Protocol.
Because UP solely controls its switch and haulage service to BNSF. it can
intentionally or unintentionally degrade its service for BNSF destined traffic.

For

example, cars moving from plastics shippers on the line through the Sjolander Dayton
Storage-In-Transit (SIT) facility are mostly unaffected by differential switching service:
the roadhaul carrier for these outbound shipments is not identified until, in the vast
majority of cases, the cars are at the SIT.

At that time, the SIT blocks the cirs for

interchange to UP or BNSF directly. However, inbound cars, which BNSF originally
delivered to UP at Dayton and UP now requires be delivered at Houston, are more
affected by differential switching. Besides tfie potential for delay on the Baytown Branch
itself, in part due to the inadequate movement and status reporting UP concedes, there
is additional dwell time of these cars moving through additional yards and interchanges
in Houston.
UP's allegations, contained in UP's Reply filed September 30. 19S8 in the Sub-No.
21 oversight proceeding, that BNSF has "never" presented joint-facility issues concerning
the Baytown Branch to the Joint Service Committee, established pursuant to the
Dispatching Protocol, for resolution are inaccurate. UP's Reply at 59. Indeed. BNSF
has previously raised issues to the Joint Service Committee about problems with
haulage on the Baytown Branch. UP's allegation that a BNSF representative stated that
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BNSF had no problems with UP's haulage service is also inaccurate; UP's officials are
simply mistaken or misunderstood discussions that occurred.Thus, UP's opposition to BNSF's request is baseless. UP has expressed its
unhappiness about providing haulage service to BNSF, but it is also unhappy about the
congestion problems caused by BNSF's switching operations on these lines. While
customers are entitled to access under Decision No. 44 to competitive BNSF service on
the Baytown and Cedar Bayou Branches, they are left with a choice between UP
reciprocal switch/haulage service to reach BNSF or the 'double" daily switching by both
UP and BNSF which many, if not most, cannot accommodate

UP has yet to offer a

•.workable proposal that would allow BNSF to compete effectively with UP. In contrast.
BNSF's proposed neutral switching supervision would reduce switching moves and the
number of trains operating on the branches toward the line's capacity, meet the needs
of customers, and address the complaints of both UP and BNSF.
E.

BNSr Trackage Rights Over Any Lines Over Which UP
Commences Directional Operations

As shown by the events that have occurred since the UP/SP merger and the
service crisis, UP's long-term cperating plans with respect to directional operations
remain uncertain and unknown. Indeed, directional running was originally contemplated
in its operating plans to be used only in limited circumstances such as on SP's "Rabbit"
line between Houston and Lewisville and in Central Texas. However, pcst-merger. UP
has unilaterally decided to institute additional directional operations on UP's Flatonia-

In fact, I do not believe that a meeting took place on September 16 as UP states;
i recall a meeting on September 22.
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Placedo-Algoa routes, th*= UP and SP Baytown Branches, the UP and SP routes
between Houston and Beau.nont and, ultimately when track work is completed, the UP
and SP lines between Beaumont, lowa Junction and Kinder, LA.
The operational Impacts of directional running for the merger, both positive and
negative, were recognized by a number of parties in the UP/SP merger proceeding. On
the positive side, directional running could increase a line's capacity.

However,

opponents to the UP/SP merger, notably Conrail and KCS. "argued that BNSF will face
crippling operational obstacles In providing service over these trackage rights. They
argue that BNSF's service will be hampered by going against the flow of the directional
running of certain lines . . . ." Decision No. 44 at 132. The Board's decision, which
included adoption of the CMA Agreement, addressed the issue of directional running by
granting BNSF additional trackage rights specifically to join UP's directional flows
between Houston, Memphis and the St. Louis area. These parties, as well as UP and
BNSF, recognized that BNSF could not provide competitive service to "2-to-l" customers
in a trackage rights corridor if BNSF could not "go with the flow" of UP's directional
operations.
UP fully understands the issues for BNSF's operations of being required to run
bidlrectlonally in a corridor where UP has instituted directional running.

When it

discussed ihe commencement of directional running between Flatonia and Placedo in
November, 1997. Mr. Handley, UP's operating witness, stated that "BNSF joined in the
directional operation by running its trains south from Caldwell to Placedo through
Flatonia. This kept BNSF trains from running against the flow of traffic." V.S. Handley
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at 46. At that time, UP recognized that having as many trains as possible running in the
same direction in a directional corridor, without regard to ownership, is the best way to
maximize available capacity and minimize or avoid congestion on a route.
BNSF's actual operations and service have been, and will continue to be.
adversely Impacted by UP's de-islon to adopt these directional operations if BNSF has
trackage rights over some, but not all, of the routes where UP is operating directionally.
BNSF simply cannot provide consistent, reliable and competitive service to customers
when it is forced to operate "against the flow." Nor does the future hold the prospect of
improved BNSF operations since UP can decide to institute directional operations on
other routes (just like It did on the Baytov.-n Branch), forcing BNSF to move against the
UP flow to serve any BNSF customers directly or reroute trains over other heavily
congested lines.

Pre-merger SP was not operating with these uncertainties or

constraints.
Another example, as previously described in my earlier Verified Statement
contained In BNSF's Application. Is reflected In UP's decision to commence northbound
directional running on the former SP line from Waxahachie to Fort Worth, over which
BNSF has trackage rights.- Map 5 depicts these trackage rights. UP's decision to
commence directional operations will make it difficult for BNSF to run southbound traffic

In my verified statement contained in BNSF's Application, I discussed the Fort
Worth to Waxahachie line as an example where UP has begun or plans to begin
directional operations and BNSF has been unable to secure trackage rights over the
bidirectional route. This situation also has arisen, or may soon arise, on UP's routes
between Taylor and San Antonio, TX, and on tne Baytown Branch between Houston and
Baytown.
17
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over its trackage rights line from Waxahachie to Fort Worth, delaying BNSF traffic and
potentially contributing to congestion in the Fort Worth area with negative impacts on
shippers. Various shippers like the Texas Munlclp?.! Power Agency. He iston Light and
Power, and Texas Utilities Electric Company are supporting BNSF's request for trackage
rights over UP's line between Fort Worth and Dallas so that BNSF can offer competitive
service for traffic moving southbound from Fort Worth.
UP's threat to discontinue use of directional operations in the event the Board
were to grant BNSF's request for trackage rights between Fort Worth and Dallas (and
possibly elsewhere) if BNSF is granted the right to join directional operations shows that
UP's decisions about Its operating practices in the Houston/Gulf Coast area have been
and will continue to be based on its perceived self-interest, irrespective of proven
efficiencies presented by an alternative operating practice.
F.

BNSF Additional Trackage Rights on UP/SP Lines in the Houston
Terminal Area for BNSF to Operate over Any Available Clear Routes
Through the Terminal as Determined and Managed by the Spring
Consolidated Dispatching Center, Including, but Not Limited To, the
Former SP Route Between West Junction and Tower 26 Via Chaney
Junction.

Contrary to UP's opposition, this request would not permit BNSF any new
competitive access to shippers. It would permit the dispatchers and corridor managers,
already working in the Spring Center, to take advantage of every possible route to move
through trains of UP, BNSF and Tex Mex through Houston in order to keep the Houston
terminal complex as fluid as possible. Today, there is an artificial barrier to dispatching
trains within and through the Houston terminal area. Map 6 depicts the Houston terminal
area.

Dispatchers cannot dispatch BNSF or Tex Mex trains over routes where the
18
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earner is not the owr.er or does not have trackage rights. While BNSF's network in the
Houston area is limited, UP already has -jnrestricted trackage rights over all BNSF
Houston terminal area routes including, as negotiated in February, BNSF's strategic
Houston "bypass" line between Beaumont and Navasota via Cleveland and Conroe.
G.

Tracltage Rights On UP's San Antonio-Laredo Line

UP's and Tex Mex's opposition to BNSF's request for trackage rights to Laredo
raises a number of operating issues that can be resolved with expanded capacity to
accommodate additional traffic. Map 7 depicts the San Antonio to Laredo line. If the
Board were to gran; BNSF s request. BNSF is willing to enter into discussions with UP
and Tex Mex as to what capital is necessary to support BNSF's additional movements.
With respect to operations at the International Bridge at Laredo, it is anticipated
that customs activity will not be perfonned on the Bridge as has been past practice, thus
freeing up operating windows for train movement between the United States and Mexico.
Moreover, were the Board to grant BNSF's request, BNSF believes that it would be able
to work with the other carriers to establish a mutually acceptable time frame for its
operations.
!n addition, UP has built a crossover at Heafer. TX between the UP and SP
mainlines througri San Antonio, penmilting UP to route trains around its congested SoSan
Yard using the SP icuble track, easing congestion at that point. Accordingly, BNSF's
operations using this same trackage will have no adverse impact on yard operations at
SoSan Yard.
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VERIFIED STATEMENT
OF
HAROLD F. WEDDLE

My name is Harold F. Weddle, and I arn Assistant Vice President, Mexico
Business Unit, for The Burlington Northern and Santa Fe Railway Company ("BNSF").
My business address is 2650 Lou Menk Drive, Fort Worth, TX 76131. In my position,
I am responsible for developing and managing Mexico business for BNSF.
I started my rail career with the Southern Pacific Transportation Co. in 1955,
progressing through many operating positions to head up SP's first Intermodal operating
and marketing business unit from 1968 to 1980. From 1980 until 1988, I operated a
small warehousing and trucking distribution service In Houston, TX. From 1988 until
early 1991, I worked with American President Distribution Services ("APDS") and, In
particular, helped develop stack train services for American President Lines ("APL") into
and out of Mexico. From 1991 until 1996, I was Director of Sales for SP's Mexico
Business Unit, headquartered In Houston, TX. In January, 1997, I joined BNSF to assist
in establishing a Mexico business unit, for which I am now responsible. I received a
BBA degree from the University of Houston In 1961.
I am submitting this Verified Statement to respond to certain allegations made by
the Texas Mexican Railway Company ("Tex Mex") in its September 18, 1998 response
(' Tex Mex Opposition") to BNSF's July 8, 1998 Application for Additional Remedial
Conditions Regarding the Houston/Gulf Coast Area.

Specifically, as a part of its

response, Tex Mex submitted the Verified Statement of Its President, Larry D. Fields, to
respond to BNSF's contention that the Board should grant BNSF trackage rights over

UP's San Antonio-Laredo line because BNSF has been unable to establish a competitive
long-term lntercha'.i,e arrangement with Tex Mc: for traffic to and from Mexico via
Laredo.

Mr. Fields asserts that the Term Sh'.et Agreement proposed to BNSF In

mid-May of this year by Tex Mex was accepti^le to BNSF's negotiators although it was
not accepted by BNSF's upper management. As I explain below, the provisions of Tex
Mex's proposed Term Sheet Agreement were not acceptable to any of BNSF's
negotiators, including myself, because, in fact, the provisions proposed in the Term
Sheet Agreement would not enable BNSF to compete effectively over the Laredo
gateway.
In its decision ar^^roving the UP/SP merger, the Board Imposed two conditions
that were intended to ensure that the merged UP/SP system faced competition for traffic
crossing between the United States and Mexico at Laredo. The first condition embodied
in the settiement agreement between UP/SP and BNSF, gave BNSF a connection to Tex
Mex at Corpus Christi to create a BNSF/Tex Mex routing over Laredo. The second
condition gave Tex Mex a connection to the Kansas City Southern Railway Company
( "KCS") at Beaumont to create a KCS/Tex Mex routing over Laredo.
Since the merger, BNSF and Tex Mex have cooperated where possible with each
other to make the BNSF/Tex Mex routing a reality, and have continued negotiations in
an attempt to reach a durable, long-temn agreement that would make the BNSF/Tex Mex
routing attractive to shippers and market competitive. Of course. UP was and is the
dominant rail competitor at the Laredo gateway. Therefore, our negotiations had to
factor in the circuity of the BNSF-Tex Mex route to Laredo, compared with UP, as well

as the interrelationship of making our two-line haul competitive with a frequently more
direct single-line haul.
BNSF and Tex Mex began negotiating on these issues to reach a longterm
interline agreement in 1996. Beginning in midyear 1997, Pete Rickershauser, Richard
Miller and I became responsible for these negotiations, working with Mr, Fields of Tex
Mex, and, on occasion, senior representation from KCS and Transportacion Ferroviaria
Mexicana ("TFM"). As a result of our mutual efforts. BNSF and Tex Mex reached
agreement In late February of this year on the provisions of such a long-term agreement
which would have enabled us to jointly offer a competitive service product via the Laredo
gateway

In fact, BNSF was prepared to execute this agreement on March 5, 1998 at

a scheduled meeting in San Antonio, but we were advised by Mr, Fie'ds that the
provisions were unacceptable to Tex Mex's parent, KCS, and no fmal agreement was
executed. As BNSF has previously advised the Board, BNSF was unaware until that
time that the December 1995 Joint Venture agreement between KCS and Transportacion
Maritama Mexicana ("TMM") might limit the ability of Tex Mex to accept the terms it had
agreed to in the ongoing BNSF/Tex Mex negotiations
Subsequently, negotiations resumed and, as Mr. Fields has outlined in his Verified
Statement, Tex Mex proposed a revised Term Sheet Agreement to BNSF in May 1998.
Mr Fields told us thM Tex Mex was unable to resolve any of BNSF's concerns about the
high level of rates and divisions in Tex Mex's proposed Term Sheet Agreement and that
essentially BNSF would have to 'take it or leave it". Mr. Fields' assertion that the
proposed Term Sheet Agreement was acceptable to "BNSF negotiators" is inaccurate.

Neither I nor any of BNSF's other negotiators believed that the provisions were
acceptable, and we explicitly advised Mr. Fields of our concerns and reservations.
Indeed, it was only at Mr. Fields' insistence that the Term Sheet Agreement be
pr sented to BNSF s upper management that we o^reed to do so. Upon review of the
proposed Term Sheet Agreement by BNSF's upper management, it was determined that
BNSF would affirm the position taken by its negotiators that the terms were
unacceptable, did not permit BNSF to be competitive, and had, in fact, changed
considerably from those agreed to in late February.
Mr. Fields asserts that Tex Mex's proposed Term Sheet Agreement would enable
BNSF to compete with UP because (1) the agreement would provide BNSF with the
authority to quote through rates over Tex Mex's lines, (II) the agreement would establish
a mechanism for addressing situations where the division*- set by the agreement caused
specific movements not to be competitive md imposed an obligation on the parties to
negotiate In good faith to make the divisions market competitive If economically feasib'e;
and (lil) the agreement would be "long-term" (five-year Initial term renewable for
successive five-year terms). Tex Mex Opposition at 11-12.
However, these provisions were not sufficient to meet BNSF's, or the market's,
commercial needs While BNSF wouW indeed have the authority to quote through rates
over Tex Mex's lines, the level of divisions provided in the agreement would not have
pemriitted BNSF to be competitive, in my estimation, for traffic moving to or from Mexico
via the Laredo gateway. In addition, while the agreement would have allowed the parties
to negotiate competitive rates for specific movements, the basic level of the divisions in

the term sheet agreement wc.ild have meant that nearly every opportunity would have
to be negotiated, a laborious and time consuming process, frequently time-constralned
because of customers' requirements and UP's ability to quote single-line pricing and
service packages. While the proposed agreement provided for a rive year term with
renewal provisions, the agreement also contained a clause where either party could
terminate it in the secx}nd year. This cancellation provision obviously made it difficult for
BNSF to negotiate long-term, stable contracts and service products in response to
shippers' needs, a factor not hampering any of our rail competitors over the Laredo
gateway.
While it seemed apparent to me that Tex Mex and TFM negotiators worked with
BNSF In gofxi faith, and tried repeatedly to reach an agreement permitting both Tex Mex
and BNSF to Increase our mutual traffic through the Laredo gateway over the long term,
our efforts were undone time and again by the need to secure KCS approval, which was
never granted.
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QLALIFICATIONS AND INTRODUCTION
My name is Joseph P. Kalt. I am the Ford Foundation Professor of Intemationai

Political Economy and former Academic Dean for Research at the John F. Kennedy School
of Govemment, Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138. I am also the Faculty
Chairman ofthe Economics and Quantitative Methods Program at the Kennedy School. In
addilion, 1 work as an economic consultant with The Economics Resource Group, Inc., One
Mifflin Place, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138. The Economics Resource Group is an
economics consultingfirmspecializing in matters of antitrust and regulated industries. I
have pre\iousl>fileda verified statement in this matter,' and here submit a statement in
response to issues now raised in the statements of other parties.
I received my Ph.D. (1980) and my Master's (1977) degrees in economics from the
Universit> of Califomia, Lo', Angeles, and my Bachelor's (1973) degree in economics from
Stanford University. 1 am a specialist in the economics of regulation and antitrust, with
particular emphasis on the natural resource, transportation, andfinancialsectors. I have
published, taught, and testified extensively on the regulation of industry in the United States.
Prior to joining tbe faculty at Harvard in 1978, I ser\'ed on the staff of the President's
Council of Economic Advisers (1974-75), with responsibility for economic analysis of
regulated inda-.tries (including railroads). From 1978-86,1 served as an Instructor, Assistant
Professor, and Associate Professor of Economics in the Department of Economics, Harvard
STB Finance Docket No. 32760 (Sub No. 26), Union Pacific Corporation. Union Pacific Raiiroad
Company, and Missouri Pacific Railroad Company — Control and Merger — Southem Pacific Rail
Corporation, Southem Pacific Transportation Company, St. Louis Southwestem Railway Company, SPCSL
Corp,, and the Denver and Rio Grarde Westem Railroad Company [Houstoa/Gulf Coast Oversightj,

University . In these capacities, I had primary responsibility for teaching the graduate and
undergraduate courses in the economics of antitrust and regulation. Since joining the faculty
of the Kennedy School as a Professor in 19'"3,1 have continued to teach on such matters in
graduate courses covering microeconomics for public policy analysis and natural resource
policy.
In addition to my research and teaching, I have testified in numerous legal,
regulatory, and congressional proceeuings concerning matters of comp)Ctition and regulation.
1 ha\e subirtitted expert verified statements before the Interstate Commerce Commission
(ICC) and its successor agency, the Surface Transportation Board (STB or the Board), on a
number of occasions, including proceedings related to the consolidation ofthe Burlington
Northem and the Santa Fe railroads, the consolidation of the Union Pacific and the Southem
Pacific railroads, and previously in this proceeding. I have also provided testimony as an
expert on issues of competition and regulation before the U.S. Congress, the U.S. Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission, the U.S, Department of Commerce, the U.S. Department
ofthe Interior, various state public utility commissions, the Federal Court of Australia, and
in numerous U.S. federal and slate court proceedings.
In the present oversight proceeding. The Burlington Northem and Santa Fe Railway
Company (BNSF), among otliers, has proposed modifications of condition:; imposed as part
ofthe Union Pacific/Southem Pacific (UP/SP) merger. The proposed modifications and the
response by UP and other parties raise questions about the appropriate public policy standard
Verified Sutement of Joseph P. Kali, July 8. 1998.

for merger oversight. I have been asked by BNSF to consider the extent to which the
following requests for remedial conditions are consistent with appropriate policy
considerations in a merger oversight proceeding:
•

Ftfrmanent bidirectional trackagerightson UP's CaldwellFlatonia-San Antonio and Caldwell-Flatonia-Placedo
lines;

•

Trackagerightsover both the UP line and the SP line
between Hailingen and Brownsville (until UP constructs
a connection between the UP and SP lines at Brownsville,
completing the bypass project);

•

Trackagerightson the UP Taylor-Milano line;

• Neutral switching supervision on the former SP Baytown
Branch and Cedar Bayou Branch;
•

Trackagerightsto enable BNSF, should it determine to do
so, lo join the directional operations over any UP line or
lines where UP commences directional operations and
where BNSF has trackagerightsover one, but not both,
lines involved in the UP directionalflows,including,
specifically, over the Fort Worth to Dallas, TX line (via
Arlington);

•

Trackagerightson additional UP lines in the Houston
terminal area for BNSF to operate over any available clear
routes through the terminal as determined and managed
by the Spring Consolidated Dispatching Center, including,
but not limited to, the former SP route between West
Junction and Tower 26 via Chaney Junction.

In performing this analysis, Ifirstaddress the standards that, consistent with sound
economic policy, should be applied to merger oversight and address issues raised by the

responding parties conceming these conditions. I then apply those standards to the requests
of BNSF.
I conclude that BNSF's requests for modifications of therightsit received under
Decision No. 44^ that 1 ha\ e examined are consistent with appropriate standards of regulatory
oversight. Under these requests, BNSF does not seek access to new shippers; rather, BNSF
desires to respond to specified operational issues that impact the efficacy ofthe operating
rights originally granted BNSF in Decision No. 44 to maintain competitive service to
shipr TS who otherwise would have been adversely affected by the UP/SP merger. By
maintaining the basic competitive structure envisioned by the Board and enabling BNSF to
provide the quality of service necessary for it to serve as an effective competitor to UP, the
changes sought by BNSF would continue to maintain and further the public benefits which
the Board determined would resultfi-omthe merger. In contrast, if BNSF cannot provide the
quality of serv ice necessary to serve as a long-term effective competitor, the public benefit
arising from the merger will be adversely impacted.
IL

ECONOMIC POLICY UNDERLYING MERGER OVERSIGHT STANDARDS
In reviewing rail merger applications, the Board has frequently determined that

conditions are necessary to preserve competition that might otherwise be eliminated as a
result of the consolidation of two carriers into one. Thus, the merger approval process is
employed to protect existing Icveis of competition; it is not the venue for using regulatory
^ STB Finance Docket No 32760, Union Pacific Corporation, Union Pacific Railroad Company, and
Missouri Pacific Railroad Company—Conn-ol and Merger—Southem Pacific Rail Corporation, Southem
Pacific Transportation Company, St. Louis Southwestem Railway Company, SPCSL Corp., and the Denver

policy to try to inject expanded competition into affecied rail markets.' The Board's
underlying approach is consistent with sound economics underiying merger policy: merger
oversight is properly used solely to protect and preserve competition that would oxher.vise
be reduced or eliminated by the merger.
hi Decision No. 44, the Board fol 'wed these objecti\es in approving an extensive
negotiated agreement between BNSF and UP that preserved competitive options for rail
shippers through a combination of U-ackagerights,haulagerights,line purchases, and buildin^uild-oat rights, with the majority of concems resolved through trackage rights
agreements In addit on. the Board approved a number of other competition-preserv ing
conditions, including afive-yearoversight process designed to enable the Board to monitor
the efficiency of adopted procedures for maintaining competition at no less than pre-merger
levels. The Board's continuing oversight role allows it to monitor how the merger conditions
are functioning in practice in promotion of the competitive goals established in Decision No.
44 under the initial decision, andfine-tuningthose conditions as warranted.
The economic rationale properly underlying the standards for oversight and
modification of initial remedial conditions is the same as for initial review. Merger
conditions are designed to maintain pre-merger levels of competition, at adequate levels of
service quality, in a manner that preserves potential public benefits arising from the merger.

Rio Grande Westi-m Railroad Company, Decision No. 44, sen ;d August 12, 1996.
' STB Fmance Dockei No. 32760, Union Pacific Corporation, Union Pacific Aailroad Company, and
Missouri Pacific Railroad Company—Control and Merger—Southem Pacific Rail Corporation, Southem
Pacific Transportation Company, St Louis Southwestem Railway Company, SPCSL Corp., and the Denver
Rto orande Westem Railroad Company, Decision No 44, served August 12,1996

In practice, this means introducing effective railroad alternatives for "2-to-l" shippers to
replace competiti\e rail options that would otherwise be lost as a result of the merger. The
merger oversight process, designed to determine whether the selected conditions have in fact
preserved effective railroad altematives for "2-to-l" shippers, is certainly not the appropriate
venue for more intrusive intervention, such as the pursuit of a general policy of di\estiture
or open access. It also is unsound economic policy to renegotiate, through after-the-fact
regulatory imposition, new conditions on a merged railroad in the absence of evidence or
experience that the conditions designed to preserve pre-merger competition havc not been
or are likely not to be effective. Nevertheless, given the complexity of the national railroad
system, the operational changes resultingfromthe merger of two extensive railroad systems,
and the impacts that the actions of the merging railroads may have upon a replacement tenant
competitor, it would hardly be unexpected that some specific operationalrightswould
requirefine-tuningbased on experience and the evolution of events.
What kinds of situations can warrant after-the-fact alterations of already-approved
merger conditions? As pointed out in myfirstverified statement in this matter, a merger
w hich yields operational benefits from economies of scale and network integration can, in
fact, strain the physical capacity of a post-merger system. The resulting service problems
can, as has happened in the case of the UP, have deleterious effects on the service offerings
which a competitive railroad can provide, and this can inhibit the competitive force of that
railroad. In addition, in the case of a far-reaching industrial restructuring such as the UP/SP
merger, unforeseen developments may arise that serve to offset the competition-preserving

results that original conditions were hoped to have. Finally, particularly when original
conditions rely on the merged company to accept a competitor as a tenant (as under trackage
and haulage arrangements), the prospect of self-serving, discriminatory behavior can threaten
structural approaches to trying to preserve competition. Indeed, even if the incumbent
railroad does not intend to discriminate against its tenant, one would expect the incumbent,
particularly an incumbent responding to crisis and severe operational distress, to take steps
to remedy its problems without regard to possible discriminatory or adverse impact on the
tenant and the quality of serv ice that the tenant can provide as a competitor to the incumbent.
Under such circumstances, it is not at all inconsistent v\ith soimd merger policy for the
Board to exercise oversight authority and redress the deleterious impacts on the ability ofthe
tenant to serve its role as replacement competitive carrier.
This last point deserves emphasis. The efficacy of structural conditions, such as
trackage or haulagerights,dejjends on the behavior of the landlord railroad. This is
exemplified by the BNSF/UP agreement approved in Decision No. 44. The competitive
altemative provided by BNSF's agreements utilizes, variously, haulage services and trackage
rights provided by UP. While such arrangements can effectively introduce competitive
alternatives to shippers, they require the new competitor to rely on the service and operations
of the competing merged railroad to provide service which maintains competition at a quality
and level necessary to accomplish the Board's objectives. The practical implementation of
such arrangements can be very difficult to predict beforehand, and they are further subject
to the behavioral response of the merged railroads to evolving conditions, such as the service

crisis in Houston, or changes in operational plans not conceived of at the time of the merger.
As such, arrangemen'r. that require the merged railroad to provide access to competitors
warrant continued oversight, especially as they evolve operationally in response to external
events and management decisions of the merged railroad. In short, because the efficacy of
structural remedies to merger-related competiiive problems depends on post-merger behavior
of the mergedfirm,it is not at all "going beyond" proper principles of merger policy for the
Board lo concem itself with post-merger behavior and tofine-tunemerger conditions as
necessary.
These economic principles of competitive oversight are widely applied and are not
novel to the railroad industry. Regulatory oversight over the actions of an incumbent
providing access to a competitor in order lo preserve or enhance competition, either in the
context of a merger or in other structures in which access or services are provided to
competitors, is widespread across regulated industries. In the electric, telecommunications,
and natural gas industries, for example, regulatorsfrequentlyexercise oversight over the
actions and standards of conduct of incumbents that would have the intended or unintended
effect of discriminating against tenant service providers and thereby thwarting policies of
proiecting competition. As appropriate, policy then aims to prevent anti-competitive selfdealing or othenvise self-serving conduct.* In the face of such conduct, it is appropriate that
* See. e^. Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, 18 CFR Paru 35 and 385; [Docket Nos. RM95-8-O00
and RM94-7-0011 "Promoting Wholesale Competif''>n Through Open Access Non-Discriminatory
Transmission Services by Public Utilities; Recovery of Stranded Costs by Pubiic Utilities and Transmitting
Utilities" Order No 888 Final Rule. Issued April 24, 1996. The Telecommunications Act of 1996,
Federal Energ> Regu!ator> Commission, [Docket No. RM87-5-000) "Inquiry Into Alleged Anticompetitive
Practices Related to Marketing Affiliates of Intersuce Pipelines" Order No. 497. Fmal Rule. Issued June 1,

regulators require operational or other changes in the provision of services to competitors.
The oversight can be in response to proposed operational decisions by the regulated
incumbent or as a result of changes in the marketplace that require different solutions to
preserve the desired competitive impact. In cither situation, the appropriate regulatory goal
is to insure that the iniended competitive opportimities arc preserved.
III.

BNSF's REQUESTS FOR CONDITIONS
The principles outlined above are the appropriate ones for evaluating the remedial

conditions proposed by BNSF and others. BNSF's proposed conditions Jiat I have examined
are narrow ly drawn and reflect the appropriate scope for the adjustment of remedies in the
review stages of a merger proceeding. BNSF has identified specific impediments to its
ability to operate fully in its role as a competitive altemative to shippers where UP and SP
would have otherwise competed. As a group, the requested conditions I have examined
properiy are focused narrow ly on responding to such impediments, rather than on expanding
its access to shippers. Its requests are thus tailored to making sure that the conditions lhat
it originally was granted work to protect competitionfrommerger-related harm.
The modifications requested by BNSF are limited in scope. They would havc the
effect of coordinating BNSFs operations with UP's new directional running or implementing
non-discriminatory competitive options to shippers granted access under the terms of the
merger. BNSF is not asking for access to any shippers it does not ah-eady have therightsto
under the terms of the merger decision. The requested conditions do not represent an
1988.
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expansion of competition or access to shippersfromthat approved . y the Board.
The post-merger service failures of UP are by now well-documented. While the
recent serv ice problems have apparently receded, the prospect of future reappearance is
uncertain and. at any rate, this recent experience provides important implications for the
going-forward oversight ofthe UP/SP transaction. As far as the effectiveness of the BNSF
service conditions as protectors of competition are concemed, at least two principles stand
out.
First, whether tne impact on BNSF is intentional or not, operational changes by UP,
taken in respc nse to its serv ice crises, can adversely affect the quality of service that BNSF,
as tenant, can offer. Examples of such effects are seen, for example, in the effects of UP's
move to directional running on lines upon which BNSF must depend (see, e.g.. Verified
Statement of Emest L. Hord). It is not sufficient for UP to attempt to ward off fine-timing
of merger conditions by arguing, in essence, that BNSF's service may have been harmed, but
UP's serv ice has been equally harmed.' Absent the merger, at least where SP operated on
ils own lines, SP would not have been a dependent tenant on UP, and it would have been
accordingly relatively insulatedfromthe kinds of deleterious effects of UP's crisis operations
that a tenant such as BNSF confronts. Under such conditions, therefore, service crises of the
type that UP has been confronting could well put UP at a relative disadvantage in the

' STB Finance Docket No 32760 (Sub No. 26), Union Pacific Corporation, Union Pacific Railroad
Company, and Missouri Pacific Railroad Company — Control and Merger — Southem Pacific Rail
Corporation. Southem Pacific Transportation Company, St, Louis Southwestem Railway Company, SPCSL
Corp, and the Denver and Rio Grande Westem Railroad Company [Houstoa'Gulf Coast Oversight), UP's
Opposition to Condition Applications, Volume I - Narrative, at 80
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of a tenant such as BNSF by subjecting the tenant to uncertainty and vacillation in the service
that il can commit to. UP is obviously in a better position to anticipate and adapt the
operational changes that it undertakes and would undertake in the face of future service
problems. As such, UP can optimize with respect to its customers' responses. BNSF-ascompetitor, on the other hand, vvill remain at the mercy of UP's operational behavior —
absent protections of the kind it is now requesting. If left in its current position, BNSF will
continue to confrontrisksand uncertainties that inhibit its ability to make fum commitments
of sen ice levels and quality to customers, and to make the long term investments to back up
such offerings — as documented by Mr. Hord's Verified Statemeni. Again, such dependence
is the result of its position as tenant and was not faced to the same degree by a non-merged
SP. Therefore, preserving competition at pre-merger levels properly means fine-tuning
merger related structural conditions to ens' 'e that UP's operational decisions do not have the
effect of discriminating against BNSF's ability to function as an effective competitive tenant
under therightsgranted in Decision No. 44. BNSF's requested modifications are properly
seen in this light.
As discussed in Mr. Hord's Verified Statement, the introduction of directional
running over various lines in Texas, and continuing changes in the implementation of
directional running adopted by UP, inhibit BNSF's ability to adapt competitively to decisions
by UP management. These operational changes may yield benefits to UP in the operation
of the rail network and in relieving congestion, and they may not be intentionally
discriminatory, ll is widely recognized, however, that bi-directional trackagerightson lines

13

that have been changed to directional running can disadvantage the tenant railroadfromits
original competitive position.' When this occurs, it is appropriate for the Board to exercise
ils post-merger oversight authority in response. With future marketplace developments
uncertain, UP's possible responses to various unforeseen developments, and the capacity of
UP-as-landlord to respond in ways that hinder the effectiveness of the original merger
conditions, policy should appropriately adopt prophylactic sundards which protect
compelilion and the effectiveness of the merger-relatedrightsof BNSF. Il is no solution lo
the problems lhat BNSF will face in committing to longer term service and related
investments to force BNSF to retum to negotiations wiih UP if and when future problems
retum. At such times, UP will liave little incentive to negotiate provisions which protect the
service quality of its tenant-rival. Indeed, armed with the capacity to adversely affect
BNSF's ability to perform its role as a competitor, UP will be in the position lo extract
concessions which reduce the public benefitfromthe planned post-merger operations ofthe
merger.
Afinal,clear illustration of properfine-tuningof therightsgranted BNSF in
Decision No. 44 is provided by BNSF's request for non-discriminatory switching to shippers
on the Baytown Branch. This is a specific limited response to operational difficulties in
providing post-merger competitive options that could only be identified with the benefit of
experience. The evidence presented by Mr. Hord demonstrates the actual operation ofthe

' Finance Docket No. 32760 (Sub-Nos. 26 et seq), Comments of the U.S. Department of Transportation,
STB Fmance Docket No. 32760 (Sub-Nos. 26 et seq.), September 18. 1998, at 8.
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merger conditions on the Bayiown Branch.' This evidence demonstrates how BNSF has
been disadvantaged through the implementation of the merger agreement in its ability to
prov ide the compeiitiv e option to shippers intended by the Board. The targeted remedy to
these problems proposed by BNSF is just the type that ought to be granted under
economically appropriate merger oversight standards. The susceptibility of BNSF's service
quality to the vicissitudes of UP's operational behavior also supports BNSF's request to
operate over available clear routes through the Houston terminal area as determined and
managed by the Spring Consolidated Dispatching Center. This request, which would not
provide BNSF with access to any new shippers, would enable BNSF to respond to the fluid
Houslon terminal situation as UP continues to adjust its operations there and if and when UP
finds itself once again facing service difficulties. This condition would prevent UP from

H
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instituting operational changes which benefit it, but which, coincidentally or not, have
absolutely or relatively adverse impacts on BNSF's operations.

' Verified Sutement of Emest L. Hord.

VERIFICATION
THE STATE OF NL\SSACHUSETTS

)

COUNn^ OF MIDDLESEX

)

Joseph P. Kalt, being duly sworn, deposes and says that he has read
the foregoing statement and that the contents thereof are true and correct to
the best of his knowledge and belief.

Subscribed and sworn before me on this /5' day of[j_hJj/1998

Notary Public
My commission expires: ^-11 - ^
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STATEMENTS OF SHIPPERS AND OTHERS
IN SUPPORT OF APPLICATION

J

SUPPORTER

"

Abinsa Acero, S.A. de CV.

Traffic Customs Department

•

AC Humko

Jim Fryman

Alex Trading Inc.

Alan L. England

"

Algondonera Comercial Mexicana, S.A. de CV.

Leopoldo Hernandez Romano

1

American Honda Motor Co., Inc.

Richard D. Frick

American Natural Soda Ash Corporation

John W, Reinacher

'

Aqua Oceano, S.A. de CV.

Pedro Diaz Bamiro

I

ASARCO Inc.

David C. Brotherton

Barton Beers, Ltd

Thomas J. Wyness

•

Bell Paper Box, Inc.
(3 separate statements)

Tim Bunkers

•

Brownsville & Rio Grande
International Railroad (BRGI)
(2 separaie statements)

Lorenzo E. Cantu

Commercial Metals Co.

Ronald W. Bird

•

Degussa Mexico S.A. de CV.

Karen Werner M.

•

Dynegy Inc.

Janice Rowland

Entergy Services, Inc.

Charles W. Jewell, Jr.

•

Esso Mexico, S.A. de CV.

Elizabeth Martinez R.

•

Fimexpo Metales S.A. de CV.

Alejandro Cervantes R.

1

NAME

I

Georgetown Railroad Co.

J.E. Robin.son

•

General Motors Corp)oration

D. M. Mishler

Georgetown Railroad Company

J. E. Robinson

1

Gnipo Cydsa, S.A. de CV.

Jesus Hernandez

•

Grupo Mabe

Arturo Chavez Rios

Grupo Vitro

Armando Diaz Orozco

1

HCH Marketing, bic.

Andrew Schwartz, Jr.

M

Houston Lighting & Power Company

Caria Mitcham

Hugo Neu-Proler Co.

Jeffrey Neu

1

Hylsa

Jaime Trevino

M

IBP. Inc.

Perry M. Bourne

Kimberly-Clark de Mexico, S.A. de CV.

Jose M. Robles

KMCO Inc.

Clark Craig

1

(3 separate statements)
•

Luzenac America

William S. Carrier

_

M. Schiefer Trading Co.

Manfred Schiefer

National By-Products, Inc.

Robert A. Blank

1

Nucor Steel

Kenneth Huff

_
1

Omni SotwiCorporation
(5 separate statements)

Phillip R. Bedwell

^

Penford Products Co.

Dan Curran

*

Pinsa

Marco Medina

•

Rocky Mountain Steel Mills

Larry G. Scharton

Roquette America, Inc.

William R. Mudd

Santa's Besl

Richard Nugent

Soulh Texas Liquid Terminal, Inc.

Miles Lee

Sysco

Richard Kell

Tamco

Luke M. Pictrok

Texas Crushed Stone Company

William B. Snead

Texas Municipal Power Agency

Earle Bagley

Tosco Refining Company

Charles W. Pegrn"^

Ultramar Diamond Shamrock Corporation

Steve Geneva

United Salt Corporation

Mike Causseaux

Universal Foods Corporation

Paul Rasmussen

Vitromex

Ing. F<^cisco J. Garza O. de M.

Volkswagen de Mexico, S.A. de CV.

Franci: zo Torres

Westway Trading Corporation

A. Whitfield Huguley, FV

Williams Energy Services

Greg Greer

ABIMSA ACERO
July 03, 1998
Honorable X'ernon .A Willr-is
Secretary
Surface Transportation BoarG
1925 K Street. N VV
Washmttton. D C 20423-0001
Subject Docket No 32760
Sub-No 26
By means of this lelter we kindly request that the STB approve the BNSF Railway
Co to obtain trackage ngths on the LT* s San Antonio -Laredo line in order that there can
be competition between both lines, since at present the BNSF does not serve direct Laredo
but thrugh the Tex-.Mex Railway, and onthis scenario when an aditional Railroad
participates on a traffic is is not really competition on equal circumsances
We are a company dedicated to the manufacture of steel square bars, which have
been doing business with enterprises in the USA
Lately, or better said since the merger of LT/SP we have experienced a lot of delays
on our business to the USA mainly because o^ the lack of competitiveness on rail
transportation over the Laredo Tx^ Nuevo Laredo Tamauhpas, border
The delays as we all know hav, been due the problems that the UP/SP merger have
incurred in handling appropiately this merger
Our company strongly believes that the UP/SP merger has not given us the
opportunity of "alternate competition" on rail transportation services to perform the traffic
through the mentioned border as the STB envisioned when it approved the UP/SP merger
Therefore we kindly request that the BNSF obtains permanent bi-directional trackage
rigths on LT's Caldweli Flatonia - San Antonio and Caldwell- Flatonia Placedo lines, in
place of temporary trackagerigthsat present
.
We beligM(| that by approving these trackagerigths,all parties involved, even the
LT/SP will benefii~from it since they will hardly incur in congestion again, since there will be
another company lhat will compete with them and wi,ll enforce that both companies become
efficient if they want to participate in the market.

Tr2tfi£><Aistom Dept
ABINSA. S.A. DE CV.
AVE LOPEZ MATEOS KM 6 S SAN NICOLAS OE LOS GARZA. N. L. MEXICO
TELS : (8) 313 73 73 FAX (6) 313 73 01 Y 313 73 33
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U R G E N T R E : D O C K E T NO. 32760 (SUB-NOS 26 & 28)

77 St. AfWM'l Itoe*

Phon«: (U3) 237.7iU

toe (143) 297-7*22
aiMnglcvtd«aoLeom

October 9.1998

GENERAL My company ATI sells and CMV manufactures strontium carbonate and
barium carbonate m Mexico and ships via rail to U.S. customers predominantly in the
Eastern U S These inorganic chemicals are added to the glass in panel / screen of TV
and computer monitor cathode ray tubes. They ••rve a barrier property function to
keep the x-ray* / gamma rays from pa««ing through the TV panel / »cr»en to
protect the viewer. Like TV and computer monitor users mv companv and our
customers also need protection - in this case from the STB in the above issue.
Now here comes Alan L. England. VP Marketing Sales of Alex Trading Inc (AT!) with
my office in SoLith Carolina and our corporate main office in Brownsville TX.
ATI sells strontium carbonate and barium carbonate that is manufactured by Compania
Minera LaVaienciana m Mexico since that is where the ore deposits of celestite and
bante are located that are required for manufacture / chemical processing of these
matenais Strontium carbonate and banum carbonate are used by TV / computer
monitor cathode ray tube glass manufacturers who add these materials to the glass in
the tube panel or faceplate These materials perform the function of barrier properties
or preventing the x-rays or gamma rays from passing through the saeen and thus
protecting the viewer
I am fiiing this Verified Statement in support of The Burlington Northern and Santa FE
Railway's request that the Board gran* it permanent bi-directional ovemead trackage
rights on UP's Caidwell-Flatonia-Plac fdo line f?r reasons as outlined herein. If the
temporary rights are not made penna ^ent the BNSF will no longer oe able to use this
line. This Will place a high nsk that the problems of congestion and critical service
problems that existed after the UP / SP merger will reoccur as discussed below.
We ship a high number of bulk rail covered hopper cars monthly from Mexico through the Brownsville Texas gateway to several customers in the Eastern U.S. Our
competition ships (To^Europe, China, Southern US and Mexico by rail, truck and
container few of which are faced with regulatory agency authorized monopolies in their
transportatton routing Our customers and we have sustained severe and crippling
penalties in both financial and sen/ice terms since the UP / SP merger and before you
authorized the BNSF rights for bi-directional overhead trackage rights on UP CaldwellFlatonia-Placedo line Additional benefits will accrue to us and other shippers upon your
making these rights and authority permanent. Therefore we request you authorize
permanent vs. temporary trackage rights, i cannot stress enough the enonnity ofthe
problem that existed pnor to your temporary authorization We simply cannot take the
nsk of the deterioration of service lhat is likely to occur if theserightsare not made
permanent. The losses incurred by shippers like ourselves and our customers in terms
of financial penalties for emergency truck shipments, production lost tme and service
disnjptions were quite real after the UP / SP merger. This provision should have been
made m the original UP / SP merger agreement.

a"

Why is the UP afraid of the competition that will rasult from making these rights
permanent? - Since it will:
> Allow shippers to be able to compare the UP's servce with others
> Provide shippers with rates based upon competition rather that all the rate
reasonableness and revenue adequacy junk taking up valuable regulatory and
oversight time and resources of shippers.
> Solve all the problems in this specific area we have experienced as a result of the
SP / UP competition that has been lost with the approval of this merger.
> Increase badly needed infrastructure investment over and above that proposed by
the UP
> BNSF needs to ensure that it can avoid operating over the Algoa route- (even if the
UP completes proposed capital improvements on that route) to minimize the risk of
delays and congestion of its trains Moreover, since operations via the Algoa route
unnecessanly brings traffic through the Houston terminal area, an altemate routing
such as the BNSF requests makes sense. From a fairness perspective, this routing
was available to SP prior to the merger since it was formerly an SP route and the
BNSF request would Simply permit BNSF the same competitive options available to
shippers by the former SP. We were a fonner SP customer in this regard and did
not support the UP / SP merger. The cost benefit relationship in authorizing the
BNSF their request m this regard can be summarized by saying " what is there to
lose" and What are we afraid of in promoting the competition that made our free
enterprise system so successful?
> Our transit times have substantially improved since these temporaiV rights were
granted and this solves all the obvious service problems in addition to better
equipment tum around time resulting in improved rail car utilization. The shortage of
rail equipment is becoming critical and this will go a long way to correct.

i

i

The above paragraphs are intended to show from a positive perspective why the Board
should grant BNSF's request to maintain these bi-directional trackage rights on a longterm basis. There are a number of negative points as to what will happen if such
approval is not granted, but the positive argument in favor of approval is so compelling

!

!•

*

that the negative side of the issue is academic and unnecessary. I am a rail user who
has seen my company and my customers suffer as a result of the SP /UP merger
approval. Please listen to me when I tell you that your approval will benefit our
customers
other shippers
who too
are silent
because
Icompany,
certify under
penaltyand
of perjury
that the above
is frequently
true and correct
to the
best ofthey
my do"
not
even
understand
this
issue
is
being
considered
Finally,
approval
will
provide
BNSF
ability to judge. Executed this 9 th day of October 1998.
greater operation«f'#B(ibility and reduce congestion In the Houston terminal area that
has been such
a big part of the problems.
Respectfully
Submitted,

Alan L EnglandVP Mari^eting & Sales
!
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1998

Honorable Vernon A. Williams, Secretary
Surface Transportation Board
1926 K Street, NW
Washington, D. C. 2042.1-001
U. S. A.
Re:

Finance Dtxket No. 32760 (Sub-Nos. 26 and 28)

My name is Leopoldo Hernandez. I am the Purchases Director of Algodonera Comercial
Mexicana. S. A. Our company is located in Mexico City, Mexico and is in the business
of cotton trade.
I am filing this Verified Statement in support of the IJiirlingion Northern and Sanu Fe
Raiway's ( "ENSF" ) request that (he Board grant permanent bi-directional overhead
trackage rights on UP's Caldwell-Flatonia-San Anionio line. Wc believe that this request
will benefit our company and other shipjiers and will result in service improvements and
needed operational flexibility.
BNSF's trackageright.son UP's San Antonio tine were granted by UP in July, 1997 to
permit DNSF to bypass iti more congested permanent irackage rights route via TempleSmithvilie-San Antonio. The.scrights,however, arc temporary and cancelable on short
notice. fn its September 18 filing, UP indicated to Ihe Board that it intends BNSF to
return to its permanent UP trackagerightsroute at some time in the future and commence
directional operations on the Caldwell to Flatonia route.
The board-i^SSfe u.iderstand the importance of these bi-directional rights to shippers.
Theserightshave allowed BNSF to bypass congestion on BNSF's permanent UP trackage
right route, and to operate with grejitcr con.sistency between Temple and San Antonio,
TX, providing service at San Antonio and, in conjunction with additional routes, to the
vital Eagle Pass. TX. gaieway with Mexico. BNSF lo shippers like our company,
without causing congestion for UP. Indeed, this routing wa.s available lo SP pre-merger
since it wa.s formerly an SP route and BN.Sf"'s request would simply [lermit BNSF to
replicate the competitive options available to shippers by lhe former SP.

In addition, having permanent versii.s temporary trackage rights would also permit BNSF
to participate, as necessary and appropriate, in needed infrastmcture investment on this
line. Understandably. DNSF is not likely to commit to such investment when its rights
can be canceled on short notice by UP.
For all of :hesc reasons, the Board should grant UNSF's request to mainuiin these bidirectional overhead trackage nghts on a long-term basis. This would bencHt our
company and other shippers and will result in service improvements for both UP a..d
BNSF to provide greater operational flexibility and reduce congestion.
I certify that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed 15'" of October 1998.
Sincerely

RNADEZ ROMANO

AMERICAN HONDA MOTOR CO., INC. '5\ * 5
1919 Torrance Boulevard • Torrance. CA 9C501-2:4«
(310) 78)-2000

\ \
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July 14, 1998
Offlc.orth, s ; , - , , , ^
Mr. Vemon A. Williams
Secretary
The Surface Transportation Board
1925 K Street, N W.
Washington. D C. 20423-0001

JUL 22 1998
^,
'"Wte Record

Re Finance Docket No. 32760 (Sub-No. 26)
Dear Secreury Williams:
I am filing this verified sutement on behalf of American Honda Motor Co., Inc.
(Honda) in suppon of the request of The Burlington Northem and Sanu Fe Railway Company
for permanent overhead trackage rights berveen San Antonio and Laredo. My name is Richard
D. Frick, and I am Manager, Automobile Logistics.
Our company headquarters in the United Sutes is located at 1919 Torrance Boulevard.
Tortance. Califomia 90501. We also have a wholly owned subsidiary in El Salto. Mexico
where we manufacmre automobiles, motorcycles and automotive parts. It is expected that
production at that facility will be increasing paniculariy over the next four to five year period
and that we will need efficient and competitive rail services, both for inbound and outbound
traffic to/from our plant, to and from points in the United Sutes and Canada. We anticipate
our needs will include shipping tri-levels and double-suck conuiners over the gateways of
Laredo. Brownsville and Eagle Pass.
We are concemed that BNSF's current rail services over the Laredo gateway are not as
competitive as the Board anticipated during the UP/SP merger proceeding because of the delays
that often result when BNSF interchanges traffic with tlie Tex Mex and routes such traffic
through th^oiigested Houston area via UP's Algoa-Cotpus Christi line. Were Honda to ship
over the Laredo gateway, Honda's traffic would not need to go through the Houston or Gulf
Coast areas. However, since BNSF's only access to the Laredo gateway is by connecting with
the Tex Mex via the heavily congested Algoa-Corpus Christi line, our traffic would be
unnecessarily subject to considerable delay and congestion with that routing.
Because of Honda's anticipated rail transportation needs to/from Canada and the United
Sutes. the Board should evaluate long-term solutions which will ensure efficient and
competitive service over the Mexican gateways. . Honda is concemed that BNSF's ability to
compete vigorously at the Laredo gateway has been impeded in ways not anticipated by the
Board in the UP/SP merger proceeding. The lack of a long-term divisional agreement with

^

Tex-Mex and BNSF's limited trackage rights for Laredo gateway iraffic. forcing it through the
congested Houston and Guif Coast areas, are important issues for (he Board to evaluate in this
proceeding.
In Honda's view, under tlie current conditions imposed by the Board. BNSF is
hampered from providing the competition to UP that SP did in the Houston and Gulf Coast
regions. The Board should, therefore, grant BNSF's request for overhead trackage rights on
UP's line berween San Antonio and Laredo.
Under penalty of perjury, this sutement is true and correct to the best of my belief and
knowledge.

Richard D. Frick
Manager Automobile Logistics
AMERICAN HONDA MOTOR CO.. INC.
STATE OF ..Cd.l..i.F.or.n.!..fl.,.
COUNTY oF...l.c?^.....f:T^.€fe;>
SU8SCr<iB£0 AND SV/CRN TO BeFORE ME
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A/VSACl
Jvoly 6.1998

Mr. Vemon A. Williams
Secretary
The Surface Transportation Board
1925 K. Street. N.W.
Washington. D.C. 20423-0001
Ra:

Finaac* Doekat No.32760 (Sub.No.26)

Deax Secretary Williams:
My name is John W. Reinacher. I am the Director of Distribution for the
American Natiiral Soda Ash Corporation (ANSAC). I started with ANSAC in
1984 as the Company was being fornied. Prior to then, I worked 21 years for
Allied Chemical, an original owner of ANSAC, in various supervisory and
management positions. My current responsibilities include all logistic functions
for the export of A1>ISAC soda ash to the world market.
ANSAC is a cooperative which represents the United States Soda Ash
industry for export. We are responsible for aU Marketing. Sales, and Distribution
activities as they relate to export. Our product is mined in Wyoming and
Califonuia and is transported by rail to various port locations and to Mexico.-In
1997 over

tons of soda ash v/ere transported by raU to destinations in

Mexico. In 1998. AI^'SAC entered into an agreement to transport a minimum of
'I
fl

gateways of Laredo. Eagle Pass, and Brownsville.
I

1
I

100,000 tons on the Burlington Northem Santa Fe (BNSF) Railway to the Mexican
continued
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July 1. 1998
Mr. 'Vemon A. Williams
Page 2
Th:s statement is submitted in support of BNSF's request for trackage
nghts from San Antonio to Laredo. Texas. With respect to our customers m
Mexico. ANSAC currently ships our product on BNSF over either Brovnsville
gateway (via U P. haulage) or on BNSF direct to Eagle Pass gateway. However,
our Mexican customers prefer, and increasingly are insisting upon the use of the
Laredo gateway, to interline with Transportation Ferrovirria Mexicana (TFM).
This is because Laredo vj.a the TFM is the shortest route to our customers. The
distance from Eagle Pass to our customers is longer and the rates charged by
FXE. the Mexican carrier serving the Eagle Pass gateway. a;'e not competitive
with the TFM.
Our experience also is that BNSF's rates for t-.affic which would interline
with the Tex Mex over the Laredo gateway are not competitive with U.P.'s.
Because BNSF has been unable to reach an agreement with Tex Mex, BNSF is
understandably hesitant to make substantial capital investments and develop
long-term commitments with shippers like us in order to provide competitive
servica.

Beyond the issue of non-competitive rates, the congestion problems
associated witlfshipping traiSc via BNSF over the Laredo gateway cause us
great concem and have resulted in our decision not to usa that gateway for our
BNSF routed traffic. Ovir BNSF traffic does not need to go through the Houston or
Gulf Coast areas, but since BNSF's only access to the Laredo gateway is by
connecting with the Tex Mex via the heavily congested Algoa*Corpus Chiistl
line, our traffic wouJd be subject to considerable delay and congestion if w«
were to ship over the Laredo gateway via BNSF.
. . . / . . . continued

Mr. Vemon A. Williams
July i. 1998
Page 3
It is clear that in the very near term, our customers will require us to use
the Laredo gateway for BNSF routed traffic. For that reason, and because of the
problems associated congestion and delays at the other gateways to Mexico, v/e
are concemed that absent the gramting of overhead trackage rights to between
San Antonio to Laredo. BNSF is not able to provide effective competition for us
and other shippers at the Laredo gateway as a replacement for SP as was
anticipated by the Board.

|{

We appreciate the opportunity to share our views with tha Board and
respeafully request that the Board grant BNSF's raquast
Under penalty of perjury. I state that I have read the foregoing document,
know the facts asserted therein and that the same are true and cortect as stated.

Sincaraly yours.

iractor of Distribution
JWR/dg
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July :r.d.. 1998

Honorable Mr. V ernon .\. W illiams
Secrefary
Surface Transportation Board
J925 K. Street. .N.W.
WasbingtOD. D.C. 20423-0001

Subject Docket No. .l^^eo
Sub-No.
Honorable Mr. \'emon .A. U'iliiams:
Who ever has to take a decision on the following matter must do it and fast.
It is just not possible that the busiest border in the worid m regards of rail transponation
don't hav e a competitor, and I specifically refer to the monopoly of LT SP in that area.
As a consequence of this monopoly both countnes are suffering the consequences, and
w e are forced to use truck wnen it is possible.
What our company would like i that BNSF gets the overhead track rights on
LT-Laredo-Sar. Antonio, as well in both ways. Caldwell-Flatoma-San Antonio, and
CaM^^e: ^'atuma-Placedo lines, these bases on definitely terns (not tempoiarily).
"^^^ ""^f* charge by Tex-Mex are np off. and for companies like ours, where
••i»art4t»o»l^%ry sensitive it makes impossible, to use the services in the way that they are
right now.
Delsyi. congestion, high price, stolen cars, damage cars etc. are only the few of the
consequences cf this monopoly.
Our company will use approximately 1.000 rail cars for 1999, and a si.milar amount of
trucks when it is impossible to use rail, due the reasons mentioned above.

Our company expons to L'SA and Canada Chnstmas decorated products on a exclusive
lon^g^tem. contract, with Santa's Best which is the largest corporation m the world for these
U e e.vpeci your imputes m this matter as soon as possible.
Thank > ou in advance for kind attention to the present.
^'ours v er. truly,
.\qua Oceano

Eedro Diaz Barreiro
/President

ASARCO
David C Brothenon

October 13, 1996

VIA FEDERAL IXPRTSS
Honcrable Vernon A. Williama
Secretary
Surface Transportation Beard
1925 K Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20423-0001
RIFEREKCE!

riKAKCE DOCKET WO. 327g0
(SUB NCS. 26 AND 28)

Enclosed i e our verifie-'l Stat«n\ent supporting the above
proceeding.
Please c a l l me i f yeu have ar.y questions - (212) 510-1837,

Youra v«ry t r u l y ,

David C. Brotherton

att.

A S » R C O incwpofatto 160 MaiOtn Lane New YOfk. N Y. 10038 (2l2; 510-200C (FAX) 2l2-5lO-ai86

ASARCO
Cavic C. Qro'.i^tr'joi

o..»e»f• rr.»e

VERIFIED STATEMENT OF
DAVID C. BROTHERTON
AJ^>RCO IVCORPORA.TED

Honorable v«rnon A. Willlaina
Sacratary
Surface Transportation Board
192S K Street, H.W.
Washington, O.C. 20423-0001
REFEREWCS: FIKANCE DOCKET NO. 32760
(SUB NOS. 26 AND 28)
My na.Tte i a David C. Brotherton.
Incorporated

as

Director

X an employed by ASARCO

National

Transportation

vith

corporate offices located a t 160 Maiden Lane, New York,
10038.

ASARCO Incorporated

i s one of the world's leading producers

of nonferrous metals, p r i n c i p a l l y copper, laad, mo.^ybdenum,
z i n c and precious netals, ineluding gold and s i l v e r .
also

produces

specialty

chemicals,

i n d u s * j j f ^ products and environmental

aggrec\tes

ASARCO

and other

s e r v i c e s operations.

ASARCO or i«s subsioiarles and associated coirpanles operate
mines i n the United States, Canada and Peru.

I n addition to

mining and treating copper, lead and z i n c ore from i t s own

ASARCO incofOVi'.tti 180 Maiden \Jtr* r-iirw York. N Y 10038 {2l2) 510-2000 (FAX) 212 Sl0-2ie8
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mines as a fully integrated smelter and refiner, ASARCO i s a
custom smelter and refiner of lead ores mined by others.
ASARCO i a a major producer
recovered

of sulfuric

acid

which i s

as a by-product of the environnental eontrol

sys tean at i t s smelters.

ASARCO also mines or produces construction aggregates and
nonmetallic minerals, such as limestone

and stone, from

mines and quarries i n the United States.

Zn specialty

chemicals, ASARCO's wholly owned st:bsidiary produces coating
chemicals and technologies for engineering, functional, and
decorative applications throughout the world.

ASARCO i s f i l i n g this Verified Staten-?nt i n eupport of the
Burlington Northern Santa Pe Railway's (BNSF) request that
the

Surface

Transportation

Board

grant

permanent b l -

directional overhead tracXage rights on the Union Pacific's
Caldwall-Flatonia-Placedo line.

w« believe that with the

permanent bi-directional trackage rights, our transportation
flows w i l l benefit and i t appears that the same w i l l result
for other shippers of freight on thia line.

Fiirther eervice

-3-

inprovQinents are expected; and t h i s w i l l provida operational
f l e x i b i l i t y e s p e c i a l l y by )ceeping unnacassary

f r e i g h t out of

the Houston terminal area.

ASARCO has shipments i n and out of the Corpus C h r i s t i
on a regular baais.

area

These shipments flow i n and out of our

Encycle Texas f a c i l i t y and we a l s c import copper concentrate
u t i l i z i n g the Port of Corpus C h r i s t i f a c i l i t y .
flows

on

directicnal

theae

shipments,

we

feel

that

Baaed on the
the BNSF b i -

use of the Caldwall-Flatonia-Placedo l.'ne would

benefit ASARCO fron an operational and s c n r l c e perspective.

I t has a l s o been stated that on any r a i l mergar, competition
would be preserved

a* much as p o s s i b l e .

This

l i n e was

formerly a Southern P a c i f i c route and by allowing the BNSF
to

permanently

preserved.

operate

over

i t , competition

will

be

I t would seam l o g i c a l that a permanent status on

t h i s l i n e would allow tha BNSF to malce nacassary

investments

to further improve tha property which would serve to provide
better s e r v i c e and operational e f f i c i e n c i e s
and r e c e i v e r s of freight.

to tha shippers

-4-

We

feel

from

the

traokaga

that we

w i l l benefit,

granting

of

along with ocher shippers,

permanent

bi-directior\al

overhead

rights en tha Caldwell-Flatonia-Placedo l i n e

and

f e e l that the Board should indeed grant these righta on a
long term Isasis.

Respectfully submitted,

David C. Brotherton
Director of T r a f f i c

•VERIFICATION

State c f New York

David C. Brotherton, ewom, deposes and says that he
nas read the foregoing statement, knows the contents
thereof, a.nd the ca.T\e are true as stated.

David C. Brotherton
Director National Transportation
ASARCO Incorporated
180 Maiden Lane
New York, NY 10038

subscribed and sworn before me this / J 7 % a y of October,
X998 •

Notary Public of New York
tX5R:SA. P.c'CCIi.'.CH
Notify Putte Sit.vc .•;e*V.:'1(
No. ciRSCo:v;;i
Ot/a'.'Ad In Meiv VbiK Csunijr
Comm«ion £ j » r « Mjy g. aopQ

£.e<utive Office
55 f a f Monro* SfMt
ChiCigO' Illinois 60603

Tr«ohone. 31 2 / 3 4 6 - 9 2 M
fjCJ.m.le: 31 2/3*6-3084

October 15, 1998

The Honorable Vemon A. VM\ams, Secretary
Surface Transportation Board
1925KSL-Bet, N.W.
Washington. D.C. 20423

Re: Finance Docket. No. 32760 (Sub No. 26)
My name is Thomas J. Wynes i. I am the Executive Vice President •
Transportation of Barton Biers. Ltd. Our company is located in Chicago,
liiinois and will import 35 million cases of Gnjpo Modelo (Corona) beer from
Mexico in 1998. Barton Beer imports nave increased by eighi million cases from
1997 alone. Barton cun-ently utilizes the Laredo and Eagle Pass gateways
heavily, as well as the Nogales and Olexioo getaways ocrasionally.
Approximately 90% of our Mexican imported beer is handled by railroads, and wa
ship to destinations throughout the westem U.S. including Chicago, Kansas
City, Albuquerque, Denver, Phoenix, Seattle, Los Angeles and Beneda,
Califomia.
Our compan/^ need fbr reliable, efndent and competitive rail transportation
sen/ices is expecied to grow significantly in 1999. It is therefore important
to our business that competition be preserved for access Xo Mexico and that
efficient and fluid rail service be available in the Houston/South Texas
marfcet We have seen a degnadation in servioe and fewer competitive options
available for our rail transportation needs since the UP/SP merger. For thsse
reasons, I am submitting l^is Venfied Statement in support of The Burlington
Northam and Santa Fe Railwa/s fBNSF") requests for additional remedial
conditions.
Specifically, Barton has seen a deterioration of UP sen/Ice from Eagle Pass,
Texas, to Southem Califomia. In 1997, transit time in this lane was 12
days Through August, the 1998 perfonnance has been 22 days. Likewise,
service fnorr^^E^'e Pass, Texas, to Northem Califomia Has iengther^ from an
average trdnl^me of 16 days in 1997 to 28 days in 1998.
In order to address these and other service issues, wa support the requests of
SNSF for (i) permanent bi-directional overtiead trackage rights on UP's
Caldwell-Flatonia-San Antonio and Caldwell-Flatonia-Placedo lines; and Qi)
trackaga rights on additional UP lines in tha Houston tarminal area for BNSF to
operate over any available dear routes through the temninal.
BNSF's trackage rights on UP's Caldwell-Flatonia-San Antonio Dne were granted
by UP in July, 1997 to pemiit BNSF to bypass its more congested permanent

trackagerightsroute via Ternpla-SmithvHIe-San An onio. I uncte«^^^
ulserights,however, are temporary and cancelable on '^ort rouwi^ In its
Septe-nber 18filing,UP indicated to tha Board that it
BNSF to re*um
.
to its pemianent trSd<acerightsroute at some time ir^ the future and commence
Clrectonal operations on the Caldwell to Flatonia route.
The Board must understand the importance of these ^ij^^onal rights to oi^^
compaf .y and to shippers. These nghts have allowed BNSF to use the re"^
fsTalt congested and most abte to handle trafTn:,
consistency in scheduled operations and sen/ioe provided by BNSF ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
SSerchanged at the Eagle Pass gateway Indeed, this routing was available to
SP p^e-rJirger since it was fomierty an SP route, and BNSFs request would
simply pennit BNSF to replicate the competitive options offered to shippers by
the fonner SP.
In addition, having permanent venui temporafy trw*age rtOh^J*«"W
pemiit BNSF to partidpate, as necessary and
0^..
infrastnjcture investment (sidings, ale) ^ ^ ! ^ ; - r ^ ^ ^ S i ^ S ! o n
is not likely to commit to such investment when itsrightscan be
short notice by UP. BNSFs request would provide no new competitive access,
and I believe that it would not Interfere with UP's operations.
For all of these reasons, the Board should grant BNSFs request to maintain
these bidirecttonal overhead tradcagerightson a long-term
It is our
position that were the Board to grant BNSFs ' ^ ^ ^ i ' ^ ; X ^ , ' i 9 ^ ^ ^ j ^ .
diminish the congestion on UP's lines in and around Houston and f f ^
«
well as preserve competition as the Board originally envisioned .n its Jeas^n
apprc /iSg the UP/SF merper. Granting BNSFs requests v^"W •'•o bf"efii our
company and other shippara and result in long temi. competitve, consistent and
reliable sen/ice. needed operational flexibility, and the ability to avoid
adding unnecessary traffic to the Houston temiinal area.
In sum BNSF's requests for remedial conditions stand to benefit all rail
camers'operating in ti-e South Texas and the shipping public It is in
everyone's best interest to adiieva better san/ice for shippers, to reduce ^e
congestion in the Houston temiinal and South Texas areas, and to preserve
efficient and competitive ser/icetoall the Mexicai. gateways. Accordingly,
the Board should grant BNSFs requests.
I certify underpenalty of perjury that tha foregoing Is twe and corecL
ExecutedthflPI 5* day of October, 1998.

Sincerely,

Thomas J. Wyness
Executive Vice President. Transportation

i l l BELL PAPER BOX, inc.
Commsftad to crvoHng indttpantobU r«farionship» r«tulring in quality, profit, growth and volu* for alt.

October 12, 1998
Honorable Vemon A. Williams, Secretary
Surface Transportation Board
1925 K Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20423-0001
Dear Sir:
My name is Tim Bunkers. I am the Traffic Coordinator for Bell Paper
Box, Inc. Our company is located in Sioux Falls, S.D. and is in the business
of manufacturing folding cartons. Our company imports paperboard at the
rate of about four carloads per week.
I am filing this statement in support of The Burlington Northem and
Santa Fe Railway's ("BNSF") request that the Board grant trackagerightson
additiona! UP lines in the Houston terminal area for BNSF to operate over
any available clear routes through the terminal. We believe that this request
will benefit our company and other shippers and will result in service
improvements and needed dispatching flexibility in xhe Houston terminal.
Specirically, this request would permii BNSF to operate over any
available clear routes through the terminal as determined and managed by
the Spring Consolidated Dispatching Center, and not just over the former
HB&T East and West Belts. The result would be to reduce congestion
caused by BNSF trains staged in the Houston terminal waiting for track time
to use the onfll trackagerightslines they currently share through the
terminal and on the former HB&T East and West Belt lines.
This request woi'ld create an important safety valve for dispatchers to
permit BNSF trains to traverse ciear routes in the Houston terminal. It is a
reasonable measure to avoid congestion and should pose no harm to UP as it
does not give any competitive advantage to BNSF's operations in the
Houston terminal.

Ttl.phon. (001) 605.332.6721 • Toll Fr*. 800.658.3396 • Pox 605.336.7992
800 West Oelavi^ar* Street • Sioux Falls, South Dakota 5 7 1 0 4

The request thus stands to benefit all rail carriers operating in the
Houston terminal area and shipping public. It is in everyone's best interest
to achieve better service for shippers and to reduce the congestion in the
Houston term'-il area. Accordingly, the Board should grant BNSF's
request.
I certify under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and
correct. Executed this 12* day of October, 1998.

Sincerely,

Tim Bunkers

I
I

liiBELf^PERBOCinc.
Cowm.lt.d to erMfing .ndiipaniobU '•fahonihipt ratulling in qualify, proRt, growlfi and »alo« for all.

October 12, 1998
Honorable Vemon A. Williams, Secretary
Surface Transportation Board
1925 K Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 2042.1-0001
Dear Sir:

My name is Tim Bunkers. I am the Traffic Coordinator for Bell Paper
Box. Inc. Our company is located in Sioux Falls, S.D. and is in the business
of manufacmring folding cartons. Our company imports paperboard at the
rate of about 4 carloads per week.
I amfilingthis Verified Statement in support of The Burlington
Northern and Santa Fe Railway's ("BNSF") request that the Board grant
permanent bidirectional overhead trackagerightson UP'S CaldwellFlatonia- Placedo line. I believe that this request will benefit our company
and other shippers and will result in service improvements, needed
operationalflexibilityand the ability to avoid addin;? unnecessary traffic to
the Houston terminal area.
BNSF'S^ry^ts on the Placedo route are temporary, directional
(south'oound) antfxonditional on UP continuing directional operations south
of Houston. On September 18, 1998, UP mdicated to the Board that it
intends to end it directional running operations after it completes an
additional siding aear Angleton. TX. When UP ends directional operations
on this route, BNSF will be barred by UPfi-omfurther use of this line.
I believe that BNSF needs to ensure that it can avoid operating over
the Algoa route - even if UP completes proposed capital improvements on
that route - to minimize theriskof delay for its trains. Moreover, since

Telephone (001) 605 332.6721 • Toll Free 800.658.3396 • Fox 605.336.7992
800 West Delaware Street • Slmit Pnll«
n . b . * . <-r»A4

)

10-16-981

nr^erations via the Algoa route unnecessarily brings traffic through the
S n ^ e ^ i n a l a^e!. an alteniative routing such as BNSF ^c^-^f ^ ^ ^
t^nse ?rdeed. this routing was available to SP pre-merger
fo^erly an SP route and BNSF's request would simply P«^;»^ ^NSF to
re^clte the competitive options available to shippers by i.^e former SP.
In addition, having pemianent versus temporary trackage rights would
Thermit BNSF to participate, as necessary and appropinate. in needed
FnS^^Oure investment (sidings, etc.) on this line. ^^derstan W N ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
Is nS likely to commit to such investment when its n«hL. can be canceled on
short notice by UP.
I certify under the penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and
correct. Executed this 12* day of October, 1998.

Sincerely,
Tim Bunkers

i l i BELL PAPER BOX, inc.
Com. „ l t . d to er.otmg . n d i . p . n . o b l . r e l o f . o n . h . p . r,.u(finB ,n quol.ty, prof.». g r o w t h o n d vo/v,. for

October 13, 1998
Honorable Vemon A, Williams, Secretary
Surface Transportation Board
1925 K Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20423- 0001
Dear Sir:

My name is Tim Bunkers. I am the Traffic Coordinator for Bell Paper
Box, Inc^ Our company is located in Sioux Falls, ^.D. and is in the business
ot manufactunng folding cartons. Our company imports pcperboard at the
rate of about four carloads per week.
I amfilingthis Verified Statement in support of The Burlington
Northem and Santa Fe Railway's (BNSF") request that the Board grant
permanent bidu-ectional overhead trackage nghts on UP's CaldwellFlatonia-Sa.. Antonio line. We believe that this request will benefit our
company and other shippers and will result in service improvements and
needed operational flexibility.
BNSF's trackagerightson UP's San Antonio line were granted by UP
in July, 1997 to permit BNSF to bypass its more congested pennanent
trackage nghtsroute via Temple-Smithville- San Antonio. These rights
however, are ««R!^orary and cancelable on short notice. In ils September 18
filing, UP mdicated to the Board that it intends BNSF to retum to its
pennanent UP trackagerightsroute at some time in the future and
commence directional operations on the Caldwell to Flatonia route.
The Board must understand the importance of these bidirectional
PMcr!°
^^""^
^^SF to bypass congestion on
BNSF s pennanent UP crackage rights route, and to operate with greater
consistency between Temple and San Antonio, Tx., providing service at San
Antono and, in conjunction with additional routes, to the viui Eagle Pass

T . l . p h o n , ( 0 0 ? ) 6 0 5 . 3 3 2 . 6 7 2 ! • Toll Free 800.658.3396 • Fox 605 3 3 6 . 7 9 9 2
8 0 0 W«»f Delaware Str««> • S;«.fv B . H .
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oil.

TK. gateway with Mexico. BNSF's request is that it be provided the option
by UP to use either the former SP or the former UP routes between Temple
and San .Antonio, whichever route is least congested and most capable, on a
day-to-day basis, of providing for scheduled operations. This flexibility
would enhance the consistency in BNSF's scheduled operations and service
provided by BNSF to shippers like our company, without causing
congestion for UP. Indeed, this routing was available to SP pre-merger
since it was formeriy an SP route and BNSF's request would simply permit
BNSF to replicate the competiiive options available to shippers by the
former SP.
in addilion, having permanent versus temporary trackagerightswould
also permit BNSF to participate, as necessary amd appropriate, in needed
infrastructure investment (sidings, etc.) on this line. Understandably, BNSF
is not likely to commit to such investment when itsrightscan be canceled on
short notice by UP.
For all these reasons, the lioard should grant BNSF's request to
maintain these bidirectional overhead trackagerightson a long term basis.
This would benefit our company and other shippers and will result in service
improvements for both UP and BNSF to provide greater operational
flexibility and reduce congestion.
I certify under penalty of peijury that the foregoing is true and correct..
Executed this 13'*' day of October, 1998.
Sincerely,
Tim Bunkers

BEPORE THE
•SURFACE TRANSPORTATION BOARO
WASHINGTON, D.C.
STB Finance Docket No. 32760 (Sub-No. 26)
Union Pacific Corp.,
al.
-- Contrcl and .Merger -Souf-.ern Pacific Cor?.,fiia l .
;Houston/Galf Coast Oversight]

VERIFIED STATEMENT OF
LORENZO E. CANTU

My nane i s Lorenzo E. ("Larry") Cantu, and I am the
President and Chief Operating Officer of the Brownsville 6 Rio
Grande international Railroad ("BRGI") based in Brownsville,
Texas.

My business address is P.O. Box 3818, Brownsville, TX

78523-3818, t e l . (956) 831-7731.

I am submitting this verified

statenent to express my support of The Burlington Northern and
Santa Fe Railway Company ("BNSF") in i t s request to the Board for
certain additional merger- :lated r e l i e f .

I understand that, in

the above-captioned oversight proceeding, BNSF requests — (1)
the right to operate over both the former UP and SP main lines
frora Harlingen south to Brownsville, TX, and (2) the right to _
designate BRGI as BNSF's agent for a l l service south of
Harlingen, TX. BNSF'p requests w i l l remedy i t s overly limited
competitive presence in the Brownsville area and w i l l improve
operations through the Brownsville-Matamoros

international

gateway.
As the Board i s no doubt well aware, BRGI was an active
participant in the original UP-SP merger proceeding, and has

remained active in (1) Board oversight of the UP-SP merger
inplenentation in STB Finance Docket No. 32760 (Sub-No. 21); (2)
Ex Parte 573, Rail Service in the Western rmi^^^ ^^rnrrn^ and (3)
t.^.e rece.-.t proceedings instituted by the Board in Ex Parte 575,
Scvlev of Rail Acc:-s6 >.-r! r^-ser-r.'o- -fjs-ft^

Throughout these

prcceecir.gs, I have vigorously represe.-.ted the interests of BRGI,
but : .-.ave also been entrusted with communicating to the Board
the interests of the 3rowr.sville Navigation District as well as
the .T.a.-y shipper- located at the Port of Brownsville.
As potential "2-to-l" points, the Port of Brownsville
a.nd BRG: were to have been accommodated under the settlement
agreements negotiated between BNSF and the Union Pacific Railroad
Cenpany ("UP") curing the course of the UP-SP m.erger proceeding.
As : understand those UP-BNSF agreements, BNSF was granted
trackage rights access to Brownsville, TX, including rights to
interchange t r a f f i c directiy with TFM at Matamoros and BRGI at
the Port of Brownsville.

I t was (and continues to be) important

to BRGI and i t s customers that they enjoy d l i a c i physical access
to two line-haul carriers to ensure truly effective two-iarrier
competition.

To assuage my concerns about the competiti u. BNSF_

would be eble to provide post-m.erger, I was informed that BNSF
*ould institute trackage rights operations to and from
Brownsville as soon as i t became practical to do so.
To this date, BNSF has been unable to convert to
trackage rights i t s existing haulage rights service to
Brownsville, which mikes our area the QSil^ major point where BNSF

has not instituted direct trackage rights service under i t s
settlement agree-nents with UP.

As a result, BNSF i s wholl*/

aependent upon the operations of i t s competitor (UP) for the
level of aervice i t can provide.

There i s l i t t l e doubt in .ny

nind that UP's poor servic>i and L'P' s continued refusals to convey
to SNSF t::ose trackage rig.-.ts recessary to nake effective use oi
the Brownsville gateway are responsible for BNSF's decision not
to institute competitive trackage rights service of any kind to
and irom the Port of Brownsville. Whether done intentionally or
not, 'JP's actions have seriously i.T.p.eced BNSF's ability to
establish the type of competitive presence in the Brownsville
gateway that the merger-related set'ulement agreements had
contemplated and that BRGI and i t j shippers had expected.
I understand that, In an effort to effectively serve
the Brownsville area, BNSF if> requesting that i t be granted the
right to operate over brth rhe former UP an<;i SP main lines south
of Harlingen, TX.

BRGI strongly supports BNSF's request.

Logistically, this trackage rights request makes perfect sense,
w i l l add a needed level of operational f l e x i b i l i t y to the
equation, ana w i l l prove less taxing on yard f a c i l i t i e s and local
highways in downtown Brownsville. As BN;"F w i l l show, without

In addition, haulaga rights access to a particular
market requires far less of « service commitment than dues
trackage richts service. Where BNSF institutes trackage rights
service, i t .nust also commit personnel, equipment, and other such
capital. Therefore, under a trackage rights operation, BNSF
would presumably have a higher stake in seeing i t s operations
succeed. This i s why BRGI and i t s shippers were anxious in the
f i r s t place about having BNSF physically present in Brownsville.

access to both the UP and SP main lines south of Harlingen, BNSF
w i l l be forced to "compete" in Brownsville with "one arm. tied
behind i t s back."

The trackage rights BNSF seeks are designed to

.•ayoid routing circuity, rail-highway congestion in downtown
3:rowr.sville, a.-.d unnecessarily inefficient (and thus more costly)
coeratior.s m

ar.c through the 3rov/nsville cate'A.ay.

3.VSF i s also requesting that the Board permit i t to
ce.3ignate 3RG: to serve as i t s agent for a l l r a i l service south
of Harlingen, T.X.

Again, BRGI heartily supports BNSF's request,

because i t v i l l nor. only i.nprove BNSF's competitive presence in
3ro'*nsville, Sut i t will also psmit for a l l r a i l carriers
concerned a nore efficient usi! of the c r i t i c e l BrownsvilleMatanoro.s international gateway.

BRGI i s ready, willing, and

able to serve as BNSF's agent for such service.

The Board nay

well wonder why BNSF cannot unilaterally designate BRGI to serve
as i t s egent without the intervention of the Board.

I t turns out

that the UP-BNSF settlement agreements negotiated during the
course of the UP-SP merger proceeding forbid BNSF frora so
designating BRGI without the consent cf UP.

BNSF has already

esked UP to allow i ; to use BRGI as i t s agent south of Harlingen,
and UP has steadfastly refused the request, even though frora aiT
operationfib^^rspect.'.ve such an arrangement would be far
preferable to actual BNSF service souf- of Harlingen.
Today, UP trains from Mexico (TFM) must obtain U.S.D.A.
and U.S. Custom.s clearance to proceed northward into the U.S.
interior.

To obtain this clearance, UP must hold i t s trai,-is on

the single-track Une (t.he "River Lead")in Brownsville that leads
to and from the Brownsville-M^tanoros
a l l inspections are co.npleted.

inter.nationai Bridge until

As far as I am aware (and as UP's

own statenents suggest), UP lacks any other suitable f a c i l i t y in
the area to which northbou.nd trains can be moved pending U.S.D.A
and customs clearance.

: i a northbound train is delivered to J?

during the evening hours, U.f.D.A. a.nd customs o f f i c i a l s are
unavailable to ha.-.dle clearance tasks, a.-.d the train .must occupy
the River Lead for several hours until o f f i c i a l s are available
the next morning.

Obviously, when a train s i t s on the River Lead

awaiting clearance, no other cross-border t r a f f i c can move,

u.-.less t^•ft^e Is ar.orhgr suitable pninr to mov>
^.g^-.^•i:g^^:;ti

hoid-ng

If BNSF i s permitted to designate hnci as i t s acent
(a.-.d assuming that B.N'SF obtains the rights to operate over both
the UP and SP lines south of Harlingen), then BNSF/BRGI w i l l not
need to occupy the River Lead any longer than the tim.e i t takes
to pull northbound trains off of this trackage.

BRGI can move

nort.hbound trains directly frora Mexico to i t s r a i i f a c i l i t i e s at
the Port of Brownsville - the only other secure locetion at the
Brownsville-Matamoros international gateway that i s suitable fat
holding r a i . ^ r s pending U.S.D.A. and customs clearance.

I f BNSF

i s not permitted to desirnate BRGI as i t s agent, BNSF (which,
like UF, lacks operating rights ever BRGI f a c i l i t i e s ) would be
forced to hold trains on the River Lead just as UP does today —
further exacerbating congestion and delays for trans-border

traffic.

Thus, BRGI operations south of Harlingen could make

cross-border operations more f l u i d , while BNSF stand alone •
operatio.-.s would only further congest t h i s c r i t i c a l gateway.
BRGI had o r i g i n a l l y planned to i n s t i t u t e d i r e c t Portto-TFM servi :e as Lr. energency .measure, and had requested
opereting rig.-.ts over 'J? for t h i s pu-pose i n Ex Parte 57 3 .
During tnat t i n e , 1 personally discussed BRGI's proposed
operations with local U.S.D.A. and custons o f f i c i a l s , a l l of whom
fu.M- supported the use of the Port of Brownsville f o r r a i l c a r
clearance purposes.

Not only do such o f f i c i a l s £fi.ililliifi to

support BRGI's operating proposal, but som.e of thera, anxious to
see the port f a c i l i t i e s used i n t h i s manner, have since asked me
vhen BRGI would begin such operations.

I have t o l d them that our

plans depend upon either UP acceding to BNSF's requests or,
barring thet, Board action.
Given the p o t e n t i a l benefits that BRGI operations south
of .Karlingen wou:..d o f f e r f o r a l l r a i l r o a d operations through the
Brownsville gateway, I can think of only one reason why UP would
object to the BNSF/BRGI agency proposal -- BNSF would becom.e an
e f f e c t i v e competitor where i t i s not today.-

To me, UP's

refusal

to permit the proposec agency operation r e f l e c t s i t s desire t o "
I'raust point out that this i s exactly the opposite cf
what BRGI and local sh .ppers were tolc when UP and BNSF completed
their merger-related sisttl-jirent agreements. BNSF was to serve as
a "replacement" compet:..tor in light of the lots of competitive SP
service. We expected that UP and BNSF would cooperate further as
necessary to ensure that each would be abl« to serve th«»
Brownsville area as efficiently as possible. Instead, UP's
apparent sense of cooperation i s to wholly dominate operations in
and around the Brownsville gateway.

control a market and an international gateway that i t had '
o r i g i n a l l y prom.ised v.o open tc d i r e c t BNSF competition.
A d d i t i o n a l l y , UP's e f f o r t s to r e s t r i c t any other carrier's
operatio.-.s i n Brownsville i s contrary to the Board's stated
policy objectivTii of pronotinc NAFTA-related i n t e r n a t i o n a l trads
and fostering e i r i c i e n c y at international r a i l r o a d interchanges.
I t seens clear to ne that UP's refusal to n^igotiate with BNSF and
3.RGI on t h i s natter i s foolhardy and nanifestly counterproductive.

'J? should be (out i s not) discussing with BNSF and

BRGI any arrangenents that could i.nprove service and reduce
congestion through t h i s corner of the Texas Gulf Coast.
As I had expected, BRGI i s not alone i n supporting
BNSF's e f f o r t s t o secure i t s conpetitive presence i n and around
Brownsville.

Very nearly every shipper located at the Port of

Brownsville supports BNSF's request f o r additional conditions.
In f a c t , I am attaching to my v e r i f i e d statement a p e t i t i o n
signed by no less than twenty port shippers supporting BNSF's
request for Brownsville area r e l i e f .
hereto.)

(See. Exhibit A, attached

Such shipper support r e f l e c t s the fact that BNSF has as

yet been unable to become the sort of competitive presence at the
Port of Brownsville that BNSF and UP had both represented i t
would be Surlng the UP-SP merger proceeding.'
I am sure that another motivation behind each shipper's
support of BNSF i s the fact that, i f the B'-ard grants the
requested conditions, BRGI would be able to transport (on BNSF's
account) t r a f f i c directly between the Port cf Brownsville and the
TFM interchange at the Brownsville-Matamoros International
Bridge. BNSF i s supposed to provide a competitive alternative to
UP's service between TFM and the Port of Brownsville, but i t has

3

Virtually everyone having a stake in the BrownsvilleMatamoros gateway supports BNSF's proposal.

Not only are BRGI,

U.S.D.A., U.S. and Mexican customs o f f i c i a l s , and numerous Port
of Brownsville-based shippers enthusiastic about the much needed
conpetiti-.. and servi-e inpro/enents that BNSF's proposal would
bring, but TFM and Brownsville city o f f i c i a l s also support s-cn
efforts to inprove gateway service.

TFM i s UP's and BNSF's

Mexican partner in international r a i l t r a f f i c routed through
Brownsville, and i t recognizes that BNSF's new operating
proposals for this gateway would translate into expanded business
opportunities prompted by potentially more cost-effective service
just north of the border.

For the City of Brownsville, BNSF's

proposal would limit rail-highway congestion over downtown city
streets, jvst as BNSF has explained in i t s own f i l i n g s .
If BNSF i s to live up to i t s potential as a competitive
presence in Brownsville, then i t must be granted the conditions
i t seeks in this oversight proceeding.

I have outlined in detail

the com.petitive and operational benefits that BNSF's request for
relief would bring to our area.

I have identified the numerous

parties who, like '=RGI, support BNSF's efforts, and I have made
clear ray impression that UP's refusals to negotiate net-ied
service iapjH|vements in the Brownsville area reveal UP's anticompetitive animus.

I would have by far preferred to see the

issues presented here resolved without the need for continued

not been able to provide any sort of com.petitive "bridgii.q"
service, contrary to BRGI•s hopes and expectations.

I

~

Boarj intervention, but UP refuses to negotiate with BNSF on such
essential remedies.

Therefore, on behalf of BRGI, I must submit

ny strong support of BNSF's requests for conditions particular to
service in and around Brownsville, TX.

VERIFICATION
CO'JNTY OF C.-_MERON
STATE GF TEXAS

ss :

Lorenzo E. Cantu, being di-iy sworn, deposss and states
that he has read the foregoing statement, knows uhe facts
asserted therein, and tiiat the sane are true as stated.

L0renzo£>-€«ntu
?resid^,nt and Chief Operating Officer
Browraville & Rio Grande International
Raiiroad

Subscribed end sworn to before me on this
of July, Iklfg^,

Notary Public
My Commission Expires :

NORFM TORSES
No(orY hmt, ««• et \m
CommiMion hpHt

Jonuonr 29, 2002

day

STB Finance Docket No. 32760 (Sub-No. 26)
Union Pacific Corp., ^
-- Control and Merger
.••outhern Pacific Corp.,
iHouston/Gulf Coast Oversight]

gHSPPERS' PETTTION IN snny^^f-r
THg BVR^,INGTPN NORTFTPN A^TD SANTA FF RAILWAY CQ^^PANY A?ro
7H? B.RQWNgVTI.r F fc RIO GRANDE

WE, THE m.TERSIGNED, m

I?JTF«M^T;ONAL

RATLRC&p

ccnnecticn with the accve-

-actitn-d Surface Transpcrtaticn Board proceedi.ng, ar.d in suctcrt
--

-special act-.tn scucht in this proceeding by The

Bur.ington .Vcrthern and Santa Fe Railway Conpany C'S.N-SF";, state
as ftllows:
1.

A-e, t:-2 undersigned, are shippers Iccated m

cr arcund

the rcr:, c i Brownsville, Texas;
2.

We are served directly by the Brcv/nsville & Rio Grande

International Railroad ("BRGI"), and, via BRGI, have cor.-.eot:.cns
to t.he Union Pacific Railroad Compa.ny ("UP") and B.VSF the latter
by way of UP-provided haulage rights^;
3.

Although we had expected to enjoy fully tbe benefits~cf

unfettered''-^|npetition between UP and BNSF followirg the UP-SP
merger, i t turns out that BNSF h-s been severely impeded in i t s
efforts to establish the sort r f competitive prefence in the
Brown.sville area that i t had originally contemplated under the
terms i t s merger-related settlement agreements with UP;

I
I

4.

We are very well aware of UP's continuing service-

related problems in the Gulf Coast area, and h--.-e ourselves
fallen victim, t^o UP's chronic service failures;
5.

Since BNSF tcday depends upon U?-provided haulaoe tc

ser'.'-r the rcrt cf Brcwnsville, we celieve t.hat II'.ST i s alsr a

S.

AS are aw=re that, m ccnnecticn with the accve-

cscticr.ec trrreedmr, BN'SF intends tc f i l e with the Board a
request i c r r e l i e i designed tc im.crcve Service and competition _n
and around the Port cf Brownsville;
7.

We have been informed that BNSF w i l l request the

follcwing cro - cc~cet i t ive r e l i e i from, the Board: (1) that BNcF ce
granted expanded trackage rights access to parallel main lines
south oi Harlingen, T.X (to enable mere efficient train
oceraticns;, and (2) thar BNSF be permitted to designate BRGI to
serve as I'.s agent fcr a l l service south of Harlingen, TX;
5.

BRGI has informed each cf us that i t fully supports

BNSF in i t s request for the conditions summarized in clause seven
(7), above, and BRGI has demonstrated to us both the willingness
and a b i l i t y to provide service as BNSF's agent; and
9.

We have concluded that the BNSF/ERGI agency arrangement

proposed ,fOflflines south of Harlingen (in conjunction with BNSF's
related tirackage rights request) w i l l

(1) improve service

m

the Brownsville v i c i n i t y (including service to and from the Port
of Brownsville), (2) sub.'3tantially improve BNSF's competitive
presence i n the area and reduce BNSF's current reliance upon UP,

and (3) increase e f f i c i e n t operations i n and through the
inpcrtant Brownsville-Matamoros inter.naticnal gateway (a.nd
especially between t.he Port of Brownsville and TFM at Matancrcs'. .

FOR THE FOREGOING REASONS, we Strongly ur=e the Boa-t

t n i s ereceeding to inprove r a i l service south of Karlmcen, TX
i c e r i f i c 5 l l y , we urge the Board t c grant B.VSF's request i c r
trac.'.sge rights operations over both the icrner S? ^r.z I? main
-mes ircm Harlingen tc Brownsville, and we alsc urse the Scare
tc grant BNSF's request t.hat i t be perm.itted t c designate B.RGI as
i t s agent i c r oceraticns south of Harli.ngen, TX.

Respectfully submitted.
Port of Brownsville-b*»«d Shippers
•.Signatures a f f i x e d below)
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BROWNSVILLE A N D RIO GRANDE
INTERNATIONAL RAILROAD

P.O. Box 3818
Brownsville, Ttxts 78523 3818
Phonr. (210) 831-7731
Fi. (2101 831 7'i7

Re Finance Docket No 32760 (Sub-Nos 26 and 28)
.My name is Lorenzo "Larry" E Cantu I am the President & Chief Operating Officer of
the Brownsville & RJO Grande Intemationai Railroad ("BRG") The BRG is located at the Port
of Brownsville, Texas and sc.-ves as a terminal switching earner for this area
I amfilingthis V<>'-;(led Statement in suppon of the Burlington Nonhern and Santa Fe
Railwa\ s ( BNSF J request that the Board grant permanent bidirectional overhead trackage
rights on UP's Caldwell-Flatonia-Placedo line I believe that this request will benefit our railroad
and our shippers and will result in service improvement, needed operationalflexibilityand the
ability to avoid adding unnecessary traffic to the Houston terminal area
As the Board is already aware, I previously submitted a verified statement in this
proceeding, in which I stated my suppon for BNSF's requests for conditions in the HarlingenBrownsville area (Clearly, the Brownsville area conditions would directly enhance BRG
operations) I have since had funher discussions with representatives of BNSF, and they have
persuaded me that I should state my suppon for other specific ponions of BNSF's recent
proposals to the STB in this proceeding — specifically, (1) BNSF's request for permanent bidirectional overhead trackagerightson LT's Caldwell-Flatonia-Placedo line, and (2) BNSF's
request that it be granted theright,wherever in the Houston/Gulf Coast area UP institutes
directional operations impacting BNSF's operations over trackagerightslints, and BNSF has
trackagerightsover some, but not all of the directional routes UP establishes, to join in those
directionalflowsvia additional trackagerightsover UP.
I oflfer my suppon to the two enumerated BNSF proposals (in addition to the Brownsville
area relief for which I already have stated my support), because I recognize that the requested
conditions could ^^^bute greatly to improved BNSF service to and from the Brownsville area.
Indeed, BNSF's^pro^osed bi-directionalrightson UP's Caldwell-Flatonia-Placedo line would
keep BNSF trains out of the Houston area, thus avoiding potential congestion, and shortening
BNSF's route to Brownsville by approximately 100 miles in each direction. Naturally, I support
any operating proposal that enhances service to and from the Brownsville area.
For all these reasons, the Board should grant BNSF's request to maintain these bidirectional overhead trackagerightson a long-tenm basis This would benefit our railroad and our
shippers and will result in service improvements for both the UP and BNSF to provide greater
operationalflexibilityand reduce congestion in the Houston terminal area

Venfied ftutfmcfu
'. -Itr:- • v^" E ^iriu

I certify under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct Executed this 15*
day of October, 1998
Sincerely/

\

Lorenzo "Larry" Cantu
MAYRA H LEAL
No!cty Public, Side ol Ttiai
My Commiition bplrci

Jonuary 29. 2002

•A

Commercial M e t a l s Company

P.O. i e . 10*6

0.> ...T.«.7!22M0*6

HonoratJie Vernon A William.-;
Se^e?ry Surfac* Transport.ition Board
1925 K Street N W.
Washington, DC. 20423-OO01
RE Finance Docket No. 32760 (Sub-No.. 26 and 28)
Dear Secretary WiHisrns,
nam. . Ron„d W
-^^T^^^^^^^^^
Metals Division of Commefcai »f«
Cenpa^^^^^^^
^ocLimo fadiities located
in Dallas, Texas, and we o ^ ^ ^ ^ ' S Slates Commerdal Metals Company own. or
th. Southwest and So«Jtheastern Ur.ted ^a^s^ ^
custom designeji
leases a privatefleetof •PP^";^"^*^^'^ ^^^^^ °Metals Company produces .pproxima^^ely .3
for trar^sport^S Steel
J ^ J ^ ' ^ J ^ ' ^ ' ^ X which ^ shipped to .teel mim-mrtls for

=rird';\^^^^^^^^^^

-

Cor.m.rcia, Metals Company has f.«een .c^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Texas which have been ' J ^ ' J ^ ^ ' ^ . t f .^.^^^^
South.m Pacific Railroad.
Railroad to return sen/ice to ^ ' ^ ' ^ ^ ' ^ ^ ' J ^ ' ' * ^ ^ ^ ^
of Buriington Northern and
in that reqard. I am filing this
•'f.^BM^d S^nt permanent bi-diredjonai
Santa F . Railway's (BNSF) 7 , ^ " ' ; ii^fpf.'o^^a?^^^^
tin.. I b.lieva that Uii.
overhead trackage righr. on UP » ^ Jdwa' - F ^ n a
^^^^^
traffic to the Houston terminal arta.

BNSF. .gHts on th. ^ ^ ^ i ; ^ ! ; : : : ^ - ^ ^ K S ; ; ^
opera'ons after it completes an add Jona.
^ ^ S ^ J ' p " - ^ ^ h . r use of thi.
directional operation, on thiij route. BNSF wiH f oarr^o y
line.

*"
^ v .

that BNSF need, to .n.ure that K

the risk of delay for its tra-ns^ ^ ° ? ^ ! Hftu?oStennnal area, an allematK/. rout^ig
unnecessarily bnngs traffle
"/^^^^
avaiiabl. tc SP pre.uch as BNSF request, '^f« «^P "oJt/a^d BN^
•""^'^
^'^^^

For a- Of th
sons,
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Z ^ l : ^
.
tnese bi-<J.rect.onal overhead trackagejHt'
*
i^,p,ovements for both UP and
Cjr cc-oary and ot.er ^^'PPf^':*/"^.^.^ * J r e d u c e congestion .nthe Houston
BNSF to provide greater operational rexi- >iy a
terminal area.

UP liriK in Ihe Houston >.™.r«il

°^'°^,5,e7„.«wW b.nrf« ourcompiny .nd

;r-vr^
. '.rnV:™t«rr;»i:^^^^^^
in the Houston terminal
0,spalcHn» Cenler, . n i nci

»«' "-VB

„„uw 6. .0 r.d,«

s l J J i S ^ »>• «•»«"'"
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w™*'
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K:r.rnr/Js:rornrf»^^^^^ - , d , . n t . j . lo BNSF I op.*ion. in lh. Hou.lon lo-mMl.
Th.

m « « n d s 10

.»

S^nSJ«\o

.Ch*«"b..»-

Accordingly, the Board should grant BNSF s request.
, certify unde<p.naityof perjury that th. foregoing «true .nd corract Executed
this
Sincerely,

Ronald W Bird
Transportation Manager

Degussa <3>

Degussa Mexico, S.A. de C.V.
Julv 1". 1998

Hv-^norable \'emon .A Williams
Secrerarv
Surtaee Transponation Board
^-i:^ k Sireei. \ U
\\i>r.i:.s.jn. D C Z'J-12J-000\

We are a company dedicated to impon and distribution of chemicals, which have been
doinw buiineis uith enierpnses in the USA and Canada
Lately or better said since the merger of LT SP ue have experienced a lot of delays on
r-iineis to the L S.A mainiv because ofthe lack cfccmpemueness on rail
transponation over the Laredo Tx 'Nucvo Laredo Tamaulipas. border
The de!a>s as ue all know, have been due the problems that the LT'SP meraer have
incurred m handling appropiaielv this merger to the fact that v^e as many other
companies have been jeopardizing our international business because of delays incurred
in trarfic
Our companv stronglv believes that the LT SP merger has not given us the opponunity
of alternate competition" on rail transponation serMces to perform the traffic through
the mentioned border as the STB envisioned when it approved the LT'SP merger
Theretore ue kindly request that the BNSF obtains overhead trackag? nghts on LT's
San .Antonio - Laredo line, and that also obtain permanent bi-directional trackage rights
on LT s Caldwell-Flatorua-San .Antonio and Calduell-Flatonia Placedo lines, in place of
temporaI^ trackage rights at present
Vi'e believe that by approving these trackage rigths. all parties involved, even the LT SP
will benefit from it since they will hardly incur in congestion again, since there will be
another company that will compete with them and will enforce that both companjes
become efTi':isgpf they want to panicipate in the market
Thanking,you in advance for your kindly attention to my request and hoping that my
request is approved.

•;/
Sincerely yours
1
•
•tO^Karen
Logistics
Manager
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The Honorable Vemon A. WUljams
Secretary
1925 K Street. hAV
Wai.Kingion. D C 20423

T
U Y N E G Y

Re Firuntc Docket No 32760 (Sub-No 26)
Dear Vlr WiUiams;
This venfied sutement i$ being submined in support of the request ofthe Burlington Northem and Santa
Fe Railway Companies (BNSF) request that the Surface Transportauon Board esublishes neutnl iwitchmg
supervision on the Baytown Branch.
I Janace Rowland Rail Operanoni Supervisor represents Dynegy Inc (fomully Warren Petroleum),
who in Mont Belvieu Te.xas stores, iruiiufacmrej. and sells LPG products out of our facilitv there. We
have our own fleet of can plus customers cais that come in and out of our facihty We cunentlv handle
around 800 cars a year Our Facility is located on the Baytown branch on the line coming out of Dayton,
Te.xas We have a limited area for muu and tail cars so it is important that the camer bc consistent and
reliable.
We foresee a neutral switching operation would improve the efficiency of operations by reducing tbe
congestion that potenbally could happen with two earners switching .Also with a neutral switcher we can
expect that all the cars will be pulled and we can pnonuze with cor^fidence.
We expect our business at Mount Belvieu •) continue to grow in the future The installation of a tieutral
pany to supervise switching ofthe branch would provide a long-term solution to our need of efficient and
competitive service.
I certifv- under penaltv' ofpcqur. that the foregoing statement is true and accurate to the best of my
belief
Smcerelv,

•1
ce Rowland
Rail Operauons Supervisor
Dynegy Inc.

"-'Entergy

Enttrgy S«rvicit Inc.
•*0b: G'Oqa-s w =c*c
' • t woociancs TV ";eC
> 28^ 297 3562
Charl«« W. J«wall. Jr
' . : » s.cciy

October U , 1998

The Honorable Vemon Williams
Secretary
Surface Transportation Board
1925 K Street, N.W.
Washingtoi:. DC 20423
Dear Mr. Williams:
Re: Finance Docket No. 32760 (Sub-Nos. 26 and 28)
My name is Charles W, Jewell, Jr., Director-Coal Supply, at Entergy Services, Inc. a
w holly owned subsidiary of Entergy Corp. Entergy Services, Inc. is a service company
which purchases and manages the fuel and transportation for Entergy Corp.'s generating
subsidiaries (Entergy Gulf States, Inc. and Entergy Arkansas, Inc.). Entergy Gulf Sutes
owTis and operates the Roy S Nelson Generating Station ("Nelson"), a coal-fired electnc
generating station located near Mossville, Louisiana.
The Nelson faciliry is served by three carriers: The Kansas City Southem Railway
Comp?ny ("KCS"), Union Pacific Railroad Company ("LT") and The Burlington
Northem and Santa Fe Railway Company ("BNSF"). (BNSF recently obtained access to
the Nelson facility by virtue of its becoming a one-baJf owner of the former UP line
between Houston and Iowa Junction, LA). The facility can receive shipments of coal
from mines located in the Southem Powder River Basin served by both UP and BNSF, or
from all PRB locations served by BNSF. We rely on the railroads for 100% of our coal
deliveries.
I am filing this statement in support of BNSF's request that the Board grant BNSF
overhead n^ckagerightsover the UP line between Fort Worth and Dallas, TX (vir
Arlington), to enable BNSF to join the directional operations recently insiimted by UP
between DairaflTort Worth and Waxahachie, TX. We believe that this request will result
in service improvements and needed operational flexibility. As I understand the
situation, BNSF presently has trackage rights over UP between Fon Worth and
Wa.xahachie and thiat line is now used for southbound movements while the BNSF line
between Waxahachie and Dallas over which UP bas operatingrightsis being used for
LT's northbound operations. BNSF could better join in UP's directional flow plans for
this route if it were provided trackagerightson UP's main line route between Fort Worth
and Dallas via Arlington, TX, which would minimize delays to both carriers and their
customers.

The Honorable Vemon Williams
Page 2
10-14 98

n the future. Entergy may use BNSF direct service to provide coal to the Nelson station
P . ; w 1"""^"^!;
"S"'"''
directionalflowon the UP line between
Fort Wonh and Waxahachie. service to the Nelson station could be adverselv impacted
due to delays ,n this area. To avoid that result, Entergy supports BNSF's 'request for
overhead trackage nghts over LT's line between Fort Worth and Dallas via Arlington to
join in 'he directional operations in the area.
For these reasons, the Board should grant BNSF's request. It would benefit our company
and other shippers, will result in service improvements for both LT and BNSF and be
one more step in insunng the congestion which impacted the Gulf Coast area arid much
of Texas, including the Fon WonhDallas area, does not reoccur.
I certify under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is tme and correct. Executed this
day of 0 cAifeg>Ll998
Sincerely,

Charles 'A', Jewell, Jr.
Director-Coal Supply
Jb
cc:

The Honorable Linda Morgan
Chairman
Surface Transportation Board
1925 K Street. N.W.
Was|j«i|en, DC 20423

—
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ESSO MEXICO. S.A.DEC.V.
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Division Qui'mica

CHEMICAL
\ZsQ

HONORABLE MR. VERNON A WILLIAMS
«^!::,RETARY
SURFACE TRANSPORTATION BOARD
1925 K. Street. N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20423-0001

Subject: Docket No. 32760
Sub No. 26
We are a Company in Mexico dedicated to commercialize in bulk Chemical products, which
have teen doing business with our Filial m the USA.
Lately or better said smce the merger of UP/SP we have experienced a lot of delays on our
business to the USA and Mexico mamly because of the lack of competitiveness on rail
transporation aver the Laredo Tx. / Nuevo Laredo Tamaulipas, border.
The delays as we all know have been due to the problems that UP/SP merger have
incurred m handling appropiately this merger to the fact that we as many other companies have
been jeopardizing our international business becuase of delays incurred in traffic
Our ompany strongly believes that UP/SP merger has not given us the opportunity of
"alternate competition" on rail transportation services to perform the traffic through the mentioned
border as the SET envisioned when it approved the UP/SP merger.
Therefore we kindly request that the BNSF obtains overhead trackage rights on UP's San
Antonio - Laredo line, and that also obtain permanent bi-derectional trackage rights on UP's
Caldwell - Flatonia - San Antonio and Cadwell - Flatonia Placedo lines, in place of temporary
trackage rights at present.
We beieive that by approving these trackage nghts, all parties involved, even the UP/SP
will benefit from sipcaWney will hardly incurr in congestion again, since there will be another
company that will compete with them and will enforce that both companies become efficient if they
want to participate in the market.
Thanking you in advance for your kindly attention to my request and hopping thet it will be
approved
Sincerely yours

Elizaoeth Martinez R
Logistics Supervisor

•*
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Subieci: Dock*! \ o :-;"60
Sub-No :6
To uhom II m3> conc«m:
Wejrt 1 compa.-;. Jsdicaied to the export impon of non-ferrous metals, uhich h»^e been doing business
with enterprises in Ihe L S A Europe and Canada
LateK. or t>efTer said, smce the me.-ger of LP SP ^*e have experienced a lot of delavs on our business to the
L5A mainK because of ihe lack of competitiveness on rail transponation over'the Laredo TX Nuevo
Laredo-Tamaulipas. border.
IrlrallVJ! r
^ ' V T '°
i " ' " ' ^ * " handling
appropnaielv ,h,$ merger to the fact that we. as many other companies, have been leopard zmz our
r.:er::ation3. r^! ness because of de)3>s incurred m traffic.
Our conpany strongly believes that the LP SP merger has not given us the opporrunirv of • alte-ate
competition on rai! transponation serMces to perform the traffic through the mentioned border as the STB
env isionedwhenit approved the L'P SP merger.
u wv,rBcr « me a 11»
Therefore «e kindly request that the BNSF obtains overhead trackage rights on LP's San Antomo Laredo Ime^ and that also obtain permanent, bi-directional trackage rights on LP's Caldwell-Flatonia - San
Anionic and Caid^ell-Flaion.a Placedo lines, in place of temporat>' trackage rights at present.
''>;^»PP"^"'« 'hese trackage rights, all panies involved, even the UP'SP u.ll benefit from it
Z r ^ nA^M . /
'here v^ill be another company that will compete ^v,th
them and u .11 enforce that both companies become efficient if they w,„, ,o panicipate in the market.
TTianking you m advance for your kindly anention to my request and hoping (h.t my request is approved.
Sincerely yours.

Alejandro Cervantes R.
General Director

F I M E X P O M E T A L E S S.A. D E C V .
«io Sana No S4 PA Ca. Cu«um«moc oesoo Miiee 0 F
T«(».:S«»-37-00 70S-t$.»i
Fax; S3S-M-t7 703-1M3

GEORGETOWN RAILROAD COMPANY
5 3 0 0 SOUTH

"^-35

GtORCCTowN, TEXAS 7 8 6 2 7 0 5 2 9
5 I 2-663-2536
FAX. 5 I 2 - 6 6 9 - 2 6 . 4 9
JAMES E ROBINSON
PwesiocNT

October 15, 1998
Wl. Vemon A. Williams
Secretary
Surface Transponation Board
1925 K Street. NW
Washincton. DC 20423
Re: STB Finance Dockel No. 32760 (Sub-Nos. 26, 30 and 32)
Dear Secretary Williams:
I am uTitir.c this letter to clarify and supplement my August 12. 1998 statement of support on
behalf of Georgetow-n Railroad Company ("GRR") for the Union Pacific which was contained in
V olume r\ of LT s Opposition fo Condition Applications,filedwith the Board on September 18

In my August 12, 1998 lener, GRR indicated that it opposed requests for new remedial
conditions in this proceeding. V.-hai I meant by that statement is lhat the GRR generally opposes
the imposition of additional remedial conditions that would provide carriers with new
competitive access to shippers. GRR still maintains that view.
However I would like to clarify that GRRfailvstippfiH^ BNSF's request for overhead
uackage nghts on the UP Taylor-Milano line. BNSF's request would not create any new
competitive access. Rather. BNSF seeks only to maintain its existing competitive access to
handle shiptnents for Texas Crushed Stone and other customers at Kerr/Round Rock (which are
served by GRR) by ensunng the proper functioning ofthe original condition. Specifically it has
been our company s expenence since the merger that BNSF has been unable to provide
consistent and reliable service to handle shipments for such customers using its existing rights
due to congestion on UP's Temple-Taylor line. These problems, which have arisen since Sc
Z
: issued itsTdecision
' " approvmg
^ the
""^
^^^^ '"^^'^
theTBoard
merger.

Settiement Agreement or when

GRR notes that pre-merger. SP hadrightsto utilize UP's Tavlor-Milano line Thus BNSF's
request would simply provide BNSF with the ability to use that'same route to maintain*adequate
competitive service to shippers and thus restore the competition that SP provided pre-merger '

-c.est tor o-.crhead trackage nghts on i
^e";^^^^^^^
^''h s j o n . BNSF's
our compan) supports BNSF's requests that l ^ L
V
^
The reason
would allow BNSF to route traffic oveV mo : . ' Z T . " °
^^^P"'''^^
ef/Iceri, serv ice by av oiding much of the cTee
^ ""'d ^'o^' more
currently using. GRR believes that
inriw .
'"^'''8' "S*^'^
BNSF is
provide our customers with more c o ^ n f ' d r e l i l b T e ' ^ ^
Of ^ 2 .

^^^.oing is true . d conect. Executed this 15th day

Sincerely.

J. E. Robinson

NAO Logistics

/^^^^«''~^^^^\

G«n«ral Motors Corporaiion
4in Floor Anrai
J 0 4 W«SI Gfinfl Soulavira
Oairot. Micngan 48202

August 24. 1998

"^^^^^STT^^^^^
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•
•

Mr Vernor. A. Williams
Secretary
Surface Transportation Safety Board
1925 K Street NW
Washington, DC 20423-0001

P

RE: Finance Oocket No. 32760 (Sub-No 26)

H

Dear Secretary Williams:

^
1

As one cf the nation s largest private sector users of the U S rail freight system. General Motors
IS submitting this statement in support of the Burlington Northem and Santa Fe Railway
Company's ("SNSF) req'jest for trackage nghts between San Antonio and Laredo, Texas.

fertol
f ubilc Record

With three asseTibly plants and over seventy-five component manufactunng facilities, GM has
established itself as one of the largest corporations in Mexico. Although the majority of GM's
freight rrioves through Eagle Pass, with only tri-levels currently moving through Laredo.
proiections indicate that increased growth will force GM to depend more heavily on the Laredo
gateway.

m
1

1

Of concern tc General Motors is the reduction in competition of rail services via the Laredo
gateway due to the UP/SP merger and the phvatization of Mexico's railroads. Without viable rail
altematives, General Motors faces possible delays in freight movement and potential rate
increases in the future. In addition, BNSF currently routes freight to the Laredo gateway by
connecting with the Tex Mex via the Algoa-Corpus Chnsti line creating considerable congestion
and transportation delays. Granting BNSF's request would allow them to route freight more
effectively and eliminate congestion.

•
•
^
m

Because GM relies heavily on rail service, it is imperative that the service provided be both cMt
effective and efficient. Otherwise, GM would be at a competitive disadvantage within the United
States and gtobal marketplace. For these reasons, GM supports the BNSF request for trackage
rights betwacn'San Antonio and Laredo, Texas.

m
I
. .
•

SEP 10 1998

Thank you for takirtg the time to review GM's views conceming this issue of national
transportation policy.
- Sincerely. .

I

. '

^
•
m

0. M. Mishler
Executive Director
NAO Logistics

cc:

C. Gilroy
M. E. MacDonald
L. Sorchevich

Grupo Cydsa, S.A. de CV.
C y d S 3

1 . ^ 9 ^

Ave. Ricardo Margam Zozaya No. 325
Garza Garcia. N _.. Mexco
Apanacc =cs;a: 642
Te;. (6; jis-aO-SC
Fix: (6) 335 33-30

July eth, 1998

Honorable Vernon A. Williams.
Secretary
Surface Transpcrtation Board.
1925 K. Street. N.W.
Washington. D.C. 20423-0001

Subject: Dockel No. 32760
Sub-No 26
Dear Sirs:
Grupo Cydsa S.A. de CV. Is a g.-oup of companies cedicatec* to the manufacture of
various ccr-merc;a! and industrial produces such as: PVC recins. PVC pipe and fittings
acnlyc fiber and yarn, rayon fila.merf, fe.<l;ie home procuct;; and gamrrents flexible
packing films, chlonnt' ard caustic toda, salt, toluendiaminvi, refrigeran' gases and
P'opelants among ethers, with annuel sales :lose to 1 billicr; dollars with excels of 30%
of the total.
Founded in 1945, Cydsa employs over ICOCO people and has 18 plants distributed
nation wide with the corporate headquarters ftased in Monterrey Mexico suburbs.
In many cf our manufacturing process we us9 various types of chemi-;al products as raw
materials which we import from the U.S. due to advantages in quality, availability, price
etc.. mostly from the Texas. Mississipi and Luisia.na areas.
Such chemical products i.nclude among others but not limited to: carbon fet, chloroform toluenediamine, acrylonitrile, coke, celulose pulp, polipropiiene resins, etc. Our traffic
department handles about 25 million dlls/year using several types of freight and our rail
traffic corresponds to approximateiy 200.000 tons/year or 30% of the total.
Since the merger pf UP/SP we have experienced constant delays in our business from
the U.S. mainly because of the congestment problems on the rail transportation over the
Laredo, Tx. / Nuevo Laredo, Tamps, border.
These delays, we have identified are caused by the unproper handling of our shipments
as a result of the UP/SP merger, have come close to produce plant shutdown thus
jeopard:zing our business in general This situation as beer' affecting us to the extension
that we have been forced to seek altemate ways of transporting into Mexico our raw

^

Grupo Cydsa, S.A. de CV.

CvdSS B ^ S ^
^
K^^^

Ave. RicarcSo Margam Zozaya No. 325
Garza Gama. N L . Me<icc
Apai'acc 'os;ai 6*2
Tei (6/ 325-90-90
Fax: (8) 335-33-30

materials, such as truck shipping and vesseling from near ports with the implied
adCiticnal cost.
Our company strongly believes that the UP/SP merger has not given us the opportunity
of an "alternate solution" on rail transportation services through the mentioned border as
the STB envisioned it when this merger was aproved
Therefore, and for the benefit of the parties involved, we kindly request that the BNSF
sbculd be given overhead t.'ackage rights over the UP's San Antonio - Laredo line, as
well as permanent bi-direcfional frackage rights on UP's Caldewell - Flatonia - Placedo
lines which are currently in place on a temporary basis.
We do not thmk that the BNSF-Tex Mex via Laredo could be considered an option
because the congestion along the Algoa-Corpus Christi route prevents the BNSF-Tex
Mex from offenng a timeiy efficie" and reliable service.
We believe that by approving these trackage rights, 3ll parties involved, including the
UP.'SP will ber>efit, since it will allow a more fluid traffic and hardly incur in any
congestion as it happened in the previous months; moreover we think that the inclusion
of another railroad will enforce both companies to become more efficient as they seek ^o
participate in the market.

We hope you will find these facts pertinent to our request and we thank you in advance
for your kind attention to this letter, I remain yours.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct to the best of my
beliefs Executed on this day of July 8*. 1998.

Jesus Hernandez
Import and Traffic Corpora
Grupo Cyd»ia S.A. oe CV.

Manager.

Mabe
DIRECCION DE DISTRIBL'CION Y TEC\OLOGIA DE IVFORMACI6N
G E R E N C U DE TRAFICO
July 24th, 1 9 9 8 .
Honorable Vernon A. Williams

Secretary
SurfaceTransportation Board
1925 k. Street. N.W.
Washigton, D.C. 2 0 4 2 3 - 0 0 0 1 .

Grupo Mabe. a holding company that gathers a group of plants in Mexico, dedicated
to manufacture white appliances, stoves and refrigerators, nequires different modes
of transportation str>ires. In fact, ne use truck, rail, air and water services. But rail
transportation plays a key roll for us to be able to have all our raw materials
imported from both USA A Canada, and to ship our finished products too. The NARA
has made our business grow dramatically and thus, the quality on transportation
service has been very important for our company.
Since the merger cf UP/SP in September of 1996, we started looking for new
alternatives in order to receive our raw materials in time and in the most competive
.•narket conditions. It is well known for you the fact the t P / S P merger has not
brought ot us the competitive efficiencies, nor the improved service they promised to
all the fiidustries.. On the contrary their service has been deteriorated since last
summer.to the point that we have jeopardized our international business due to
deliys incurred in raii traffic via Lnion Pacific.
BSVr has been railroad altemative with good results. But they have not been able
either to perform 100% on time, as their operations has been impacted by the LP
servic>> problems, mostly in the texas area. As you have requested all interested
parties to submin new proposals and file new conditions focused to remedy the
service problem, we kindly request that BNSF obtains overhead trackage rights on
LP's Sa.l Antonio • Laredo line, and that also obtain permanent bi- directional
trackage right on Lip's Cadwell - Flatonia • San Antonio and Cadwell - Flatonia Placedo
Lines, in place of temporary trackage rights at present.
We belive I'hai iiy approving these trackage rightt, all parties involved, even the
LP/pP will tenefi|,Jre«i it. since they will hardly incur in congestion again, as there
°" " other cBmo€n)~~lhat will compete with them and will enforce thu( both
lies becoo^ejcompetivto and cmcient if they participate in the market.

Av. Insurgenies sur fil 7 Ser piso Col. Napoles C P . 03180

GRUPO vriRO

;ui\ o:. 1998
Honorable Vernon .K. \\'illiams
Secretarv
SurfaceTransportation Board
1925 K. Street, .N.W.
NNajliington. D.C. 20423-0001
Subject: Oocket .Vo. 32760
Sub-.Vo. 26
V itro serves commercial, iridustrial and consumer markets with glass conuiners, flat glass. lutomotive glass,
glassware, plastic container, aluminium cans end household goods. Based in .Monten^ev. Mexico, Vitro was
founded in 1909 and emplcvs over 30,000 people, it has iti own production and distribution facilities in 8
countries, including .Mexico and the United Sutes.
Our traffic depanment handle 126 0 million dik'year to move all kind of freight. Our rail traffic in U S A. is of
460.000 tons.'vear, 1%",'^ of our total traffic and sve mainly use the Laredo. Tx /N'uevo Laredo. Tm. border. TTiese
are our main commoaities that v*e handle by rail:
Commodity
Soda Ash
Silica Sand
'^*o'''
Bora.x

Sbipper
Ansae
U.S. Silica
Wilkinson
U.S. Borax

Origio
Greer, River, Wy
Mill Creek. Ok
Gordon. Ga.
Boron, Ct

ToDi
400,000 tons/year
8.400 tons/year
5.000 tons/year
3.600 tonj/'year

We kindly request that the BNSF obuins overhead trackage rights on UP's San Antonio - Laredo line, and that
ilso obtain permanent bi-directional trackage righu on UP's Caldwell-Flatonia-San Antonio and CaldwellFlatonia Placedo lines, in place of temporary trackage rights at present.
We believe that by approving these trackage righu. all parties involved will benefit, since there will be another
company that will compete with the actual railroadi tnd will enforce that the companies hecome efTicient if
ihey want to panicipate in the market
"
Thanking you in advance for your kindly anention to my request and hoping that my requeit is approved.
SincertVvvQurs.

Armanfo Diaz Orozco
Logistica Vitro

cc Carlos Mattei
Jaime Galvin
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MARKETINCa, INC.

October 15. 1998
HoDonble Veraoti A. WilUtms, Seecetuy
Surfic« Traosportitiofl Board
1923KStrMf
W^hifigton, DC 204234)001
My niffle is Andrew K. Schwtrti. Jr. 1 tm the ChAimua of HCH M^rkjeting, Inc. Oar cmupaay
iilocated in Majxvel, Texu and is in the business of aamifteuriog 4amwketing ilcohoU and
ac0tat« esta loK'eou fbr eujtotasrsthrougbou the Uiuted Swo. ,
!
I
.
.
I amfilingthistttiemertin «pport oftbe Burlington Northeni and Sc u Fe Rinlway's ("BNSD
requesttintthe Board grant overhead trmckage rigbs to enable BMSI^ i bould it determine toido
IO. to join the direcUottal q>eraiions ovef any UP lioe or Uoes where pl • coametKej direction
operttioos snd "where BNSF haa inckagerightsover one. but not both, lines involved in the UP
dirtetiaeil flow*. We beUeva that this rtquoj^ vriU benefit our jasp^ r tad other ahippcw ind
will reauh in tervice'mpruvttaaasand needed opemional flexibilky.

i

!

;

•

Under piwem oper«iooi, BNSF haj to run bhdireetionti opendooa In eertain fiiuitioiu ova UP
txukzitrightslines wher* UP hae instituted directionil operationj i as over the Fort Worth to
Dtllia, Texaa Une (via Ariington). In iuch instances, BNSF trains arf i eUyed when ninniag
"against the current" of UP's directional operations until the line is c^e< nd of UP tmas. In i
additioo to deUy tag BNSF trtffic, UP traffic is pottoritUy deUyed
e BNSF ofontee ag&nst
the UP "current of trtflSo". eonwming more qf the line's capacity thin would be utilized with
direcdonal openrions. Theae delays to both BNSF and UP tr»ific adW« rsdy inipaa service tb our
company tad otber sMppen.
j
i
Wf briim that
uailn««l a«i unaaiidpked maitutioa of temgj)r iry dircctiontlfiowson J
various Unes in HomtaB/(^Cotft area ha:<^ haiBwd the effe^^
U>7SFby eBcarliJP'aacconmKjdatiooofitsownopertdoodoeedi-aadjUierdec^^
cease dinctionti fuoaiflg ea its lines auch asratbe foraer SP CtldiM
ouaes dIsMptioa to BNSTs opentiottt and itjhibtts BNSF's abilitytt>^rovideloooaisteflt, ;
predictable ai^ reliable service to otr oomptny and otber Bhipr«rt. ^ signflfietnt-AangeS in
tail opcivioiis oot only ualcnBinea the coinp^isiverig}mBNSF wa^
rnhihit* HW-F* a ugMrivB tn mate capital coiiiniitmeBts to enhance aa wee to shippen.

October 15, 1998
Honorable Vemon A Williaou, Seaetary
Page 2
In sum, wc believe that the BNSF's request would help to alleviate the degradation in setvice and
reduce congestion cm the lines over which UP has instituted direcu'oiiall operations. We are also
in £ivor of this request because h would eliminate the potential for UP'a HvoT its oWn traffiie
over that of BNSF moving on trackage rights lines
For all of these reasona, the Board should gram BNSF's request It wo JU benefh our eompeny
aod otber shippers aad wiU result in service improvetaents fbr both UP
and BNSF.
I

I certify under penalty of perjury tbat the foregoing is true and OOITOCt.
Executrd thia 15* dsy of
October, 1998
i
Sincerely,
HCH MARKETING, INO

Andrew K Schwartz, k.
Chainnan

3
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Houston Lighting & Power Company
A Divlslea af Haustae Jediutrlts Incerporatti

Verified 3tat«ment In Support of BNSf'e
Joining UP's Directional Operatlona

My nane is Carla J. Mitcham, I atn General Manager/ Fuel fi
Energy Management at Houston Lighting 4 Power Company ["HLsP"), a
diviaion of Houaton Induetriee Incorporated.

HLtP owns end

operates the Limestone Generating Station fLimestone Station"), an
electric generating plant located near Jewett, Texas.
Currently, the Limestone Station i s fueled prltnarily by
local lignite.
the plant.

Hov*ever, HLtP i s considering the use PRB coal at

Such coal v*ould be delivered by the Burlington Northern

and Santa Fe Railway Conpany ("BNSF"), whish ia currently the culy
carrier serving the plant.
Due to our possibles expansion of the use of PRB coal, !
am filing this atatement in aupport of SNSF'a requeet that the
Beard grant BNSF overhead tr*c)cage righta over the UP line between
Fort worth and Dallas, Texas (via Arlington), to enable BNSF to
join the directional operations recently instituted by UP between
fort Vorth tnd Waxahachie, Texts.

KL«P believee thtt l t a future

ehipping interests and those of other shippers will benefit from
the r<9sulting service improvements tnd operational flexibility.
understand that, at the moment, BNSF htt traclctge righte over OP

P.O.Box 1700 • Houston.Texts77251-1700 • (713)207-3200
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Houston Lighting & Power Company
A Division of Houston Industries Incorporated

between Fort Worth and Waxahachie and that the line .it now uaed for
southbound tnd northbound movements by the BNSF. The southbound
BNSF traffic must run counter to the UP directional operation!.
BNSF could better join in UP's directional flow plena for thie
route i f i t wts provided trackage righta on UP's retin line route
between Fort Worth and Dallaa via Arlington, Texts, which would
minimize delays to both ctrriers tnd customers tuch ts KLtP.
As I stated, in the future, HLCP may use BNSF direct
service to provide PRB cotl to the limestone Stetion. I f BNSF
trains ara forced to operate against the directiontl flow on the UP
line between Fort Worth tnd Wtxthtchie, service to the Limestone
Stetion could be tdversely imptcted d..e to deltyt in this tret.
tvoid thtt result, HKP

To

supports BSNF's request for overhead

trac)cage rights over UP's line between Forth Horth and Dtlltt v i t
Arlington to join in the directiontl operetions in the tret.
The Boerd should grtnt BNSF'i requeet bectute (i) i t will
reault in service improvements for both UP and BNSF thereby
benefitting HLtP tnd other shippers; tnd (ii) i t represents tnother
importent step towtrd prtventing the aevere congettion problems
thtt pltgued the Houston/Gulf Cotat tret tnd much of Textt over the
ptst yetr.

P.O. Box 1700 • Houston, Texu7725 M700 • (713)207-3200

Houston Lighting & Power Company
A Division of Houston Industries Ineerparated

STATE OF TEXAS
COUNTY OF Harris

)
)
)

S3:

Ctrlt J. Mitcham, being duly sworn, depoeee end etyi thtt
ahe hes read the foregoing Verified Stetement, >cnows the contents
thereof, and that the same are true ts sttted, except te te thoee
atatementa made on information tnd belief, tnd tt to those, thtt
ahe believea them to be true.

Subscribed tnd tworn to before me
this / J - ^ a y of October, 1998.

M/?ylA^/sC

/^JUA^

Notary Public for the County of Ktrrie, Textt
My CottBussion expires

m

/'/^Z"/vi.^^/

CHAtLOTTtA.tAUY

mm%f<m.vmaiwm
UrCMMMMtittaivium I

P.O.Box 1700 • Houston,Texts77251-1700 • (713)207-3200

HUGO NEU-PROLER COMPANY

October 15, 1998
The Honorable Vernon A, Williams, Secretary
Surface Transportation Board
1925 K Street, N W
Washington, D C 20006-1882
Re Finance Docket. No. 32760 (Sub-Nos. 25 and 28)
Honorable Vernon,
My name is Jeffrey Neu, I am the General Manager of Hugo Neu-Proler
Company Our Company is located is Terminal Island, California and is m the
business of Steel Scrap Recycling We produce Steel Scrap that is shipped to
vanous destination. California, Anzona, Texas and Mexico. Because of the low
value of steel scrap, rail transportafion is necessary for us to supply our
customer,
I am filing this Verified Statement in support of the Burlington Nor.nern
and Santa Fe Railway's ("BNSF") request that the Board grant permanent
bidirectional overhead trackage rights on UP's Caldweli-Flatc, ,ia-Placedo line I
believe that this request will benefit our company and other shippers and will
result in service improvements, needed operational flexibility and the ability to
avoid adding unnecessary traffic to the Houston terminal area.
BNSF's rights on the Placedo route are temporary, directional
(southbound) and conditional on UP continuing directional operations south of
Houston, On September 18, 1998 UP indicated to the Board that it intends to
end its directional running operations after it completes an additional siding nearAngleton, TX. When UP ends directional operations on this route, BNSF will be
barred by UP frbm further use of this line
I believe that BNSF needs to ensure that it can avoid operating over
Algoa route - even if UP completes proposed capital improvements on that route
- to minimize the nsk of delay for its trains. Moreover, since operations via the
Algoa route unnecessarily brings traffic through the Houston terminal area, an
alternative routing was available to SP pre-merger since it was formerly an SP
route and BNSF's request would simply permit BNSF to replicate the competitive
options available to shippers by the former SP.

M«Tvi»io.Mi
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HUGO NEU-PflOLER COMPANY

In addition, having permanent versus temporary trackage rights would
permit BNGF to participate as necessary and appropriate, m needed
infrastructure investment (sidings, etc.) or -his line. Understandably, BNSF is not
likely to commit to such investment when its rights can be canceled on short
notice by UP
For all these reasons the Board should grant BNSF's request to maintain
these bidirectional overhead trackage rights on a long-term basis This would
benefit our company and other shippers and will result in service improvements
for both UP and BNSF to provide greater operational flexibility and reduce
congestion m the Houston terminal area.
I certify under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct
Executed this 15"" day of October, 1998

Sincerely,

P Neu
General Manager

7
Olvitlon Actrei Tubulini

July 6. 1998
Honorable Vernon A. Williams.
Secretary.
Surface Transportation Board.
1925 K. Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20423-0001

'•tary

JUL 17
Subject: Docket No. 32760
Sub-No. 26

Hylsa Division Aceros Tubulares serves commercial, industrial and consumer
markets vvith steel pipe products such as: standard pipe for gas and water
conduction, conduit pipe for electrical purposes, structural pipe, etc... Hylsa
Oivision Aceros T <bulares is currentiy based in Monterrey, Mexico; it was
founded in 1954 ana employs over 500 people.

Our traffic department handles about 150,000 Tons/year using several types of
freight, and our rail traffic corresponds to approximately 12,000 tons/year or 8%
of our total traffic.

The commodities currently shipped into the USA are basically: Square and
rectangular structural pipe, conduit pipe and API line pipe (petroleoum
applications), and the major destinations are: Los Angeles, Gal., Brewster, Ohio,
Vancouver, B.C., Calgary, Edmonton, and Winnipeg, Canada.

Lately, or better said since the merger of UP/SP we have experiencing delays in
our business towards the USA mainly because of the lack of competitiveness on
rail transportation over the Laredo, Tx. / Nuevo Laredo, Tanips. border.

A»t Ouwrrs ISI ScnNcMt(MIMOaoa. N.L• C P M«S2.MEXICO
TaM NM. (•) 3Sl4S3e. lSl.206e. 32* )747.32t-ll73 • Pai Nea. (•) 32S-1M. 33a-1M1

Olvldon A c t r o t Tubularta

Such delays as we all know have been caused by the unpro;. . • handling of OUT
shipments as a result of the UP/SP merger to the extension that it is jeopardizing
our current international business.
Our company strongly believes that the UP/SP merger has not given us the
opportunity of an "alternate competition" on raii transportation services through
the mentioned border as the STB envisioned it when approved the UP/SP
merger.
Therefore, and for the benefit of the parties involved, we kindly request that the
BNSF should be given overhead trackage nghts over UP's San Antonio - Laredo
line, as well as permanent bi-directional trackage rights on UP's Caldwell Flatonia - San Antonio as well as Caldwell • Flatonia - Placedo lines which are
currently in place on a temporary basis.

We do not think that the BNSF-Tex Mex via Laredc could be considered an
option because the congestion along the Algoa-Corpus Christi route prevents
the BNSF-Tex Mex from offering a timely, efficient and reliable service.

We believe that by approving these trackage rights, all parties involved,
including the UP/SP will benefit from it since it will allow a more fluid traffic and
hardly incur in a congestion as it happened in the previous months; moreover we
think that the inclusion of another railroad will enforce both companies to
become more efficient as they seek to participate in the market.

Thanking you in advance for your kindly attention to our request, I should remain
yours.
•
.
. . . .

Sipcerely yours;

Jaime Trevifio.
Export Sales Manager.
HYLSA DIVISION ACEROS TUBULARES.

Ava. Ouatram ist • San Mntti tft IM Oana. N.L • C P e«4$Z. MEXCO
Tala. Noa. (•) 3S1-M36. 3S12066. 32»-1747. 321-1673 - Fax M M . { t )
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July 6, 1998

Honorjble Wmon .A Williams
Secretar> ofthe Surface Transponation Board
1925 1 :-ct. N.W.
\\a5h:;...on. D C ZOJZ.'-OOO:
IBP. inc.'s Suppon for BVSF Trackage Rights

LT SERVICE FAILURES
IBP has endured a considerable loss in service as a result ofthe UP/C\W and I 'P'^P
mergers These difficulties have increased transits on our tank cars ncre^ed eme^ncv
Ihese serMce failures have created erratic switches at IBP facilities H,,^ rn
shonages and congested switching tenninals.
'°

i

TEMPORARY TRACKAGE RIGHTS

C
a S l ' SFlatoniaa o n ^Placedo
T H ' "line
','"' T
l " " ' were '^'^
^""^ line.
beneTovert
Caldv^ellthan they
over the Algoa-Corpus Christi

IM. Inc P 0. SOX 515. DAKOTA OTY. NEBfUSKA W73I TEUPHONE: 402^94-2061

Stp.
The efficiency in reduced transits is realized by the increase in cars available for loading through
improved cycle times.
.Average
Period
Volume
Transit
.May June 1997
96 Shipments
20 Days
.May.'June 1998
110
16 '
RECOMMEND.ATION
IBP is requesting the Surface Transportation Board to grant the BNSF permanent
trackage rights over the UP Caldwell-Flatonia-Placedo line. These permanent trackage righ's will
not only benefit IBP's rail fleet utilization, but will also benefit our customers who will be
required to carry less "safety stock" inventory to effectively manage rail transit fluctuations.

Sincerely,

Peny .M. Bourne
AVP Transportation

APPENDIX A
VOLUME PROM IBP PLANTS ON BNSF TO MEXICO VIA
LAREDO, TX.
ACTUAL DATA FPOM C6/01/97 TO 05/31/98
ORIGIN:
PRODUCT
T-LLC'/y
BCNE MEAL
FROZEN MEAT
ORIGIN:
PRODUCT
BONE MEAL
FROZEN MEAT
ORIGIN:
PRODUCT
FROZEN MEAT

AMARILLO.TX
POUNDS
SHIPPED
120017 037
16.378.750
629.750

RAIL
SHIPMENTS
731
M
S

HOLCCMB, KS
POUNDS
RAIL
SHIPPED
SHIPMENTS
1,404 700
a
1,735,500
14
JOSLIN. IL
POUNDS
SHIPPED
662.000

RAIL
SHIPMENTS

^

K i m b e r l y Cfark de Mexico, S.A.de CV

July 8th. 1998
Honorable Venon A Williams
Secrefary
Sunace Transportation Board
1S25 K Street, N W
Washington. D,C 20423-0001

Kimberly-Clark de Mexico, S A. de C V is a company dedicated to the manufacture of
consumer and paper products which is located in the country of Mexico, In the course
of our business we import mto Mexico matenals from the US and Canada which are
transported via rail truck and air services.
To handle our rail traffic into Mexico, we utilize a number of railroad companies which
provide services to Laredo, Eagle Pass and other points in the US/Mexico border,
these companies include the Burlington Northern Santa Fe (BNSF) railrond company.
The BNSF has requested us to evaiuate and make a recommendation on a request
p.isented to your office for overhead trackage nghts on UP's San Antonio - Laredo
line, and permament bi-directional trackage rights on UP's Caldwell-Flatonir-San
Antonio and Caldweil-Flatonia-Placedo line in place of temporary trackage rights
We y iderstand that the BNSF's request will promote healthy competition between the
differen: railroad coripanie$, providing customers with additional transportation
options, increasing tho available equipment to haul poods on the above mentioned
tracks and increasing tne overall efficiency and availability of railroad serv'ces.
Based on the above, we support BNSF's request to obtain the previously mentioned
trackage nohts
I thank you in advance for your kind attention to this letter.

c c P Desdier

Cfiein«» Admini»tr«tivM

Josi i t . Robles
importeo Raw Materials
Purch^ing Manag-r

Jo$* LUI* LlGrangt 103. Polanco. 11510 MixiCO 0 f
Tan (915: 282-7300 ApCa. PoiW110-1003.
TtlaUx (91S) 262 7272

SpcciaCty Cf^tmicaU and T^anufaUurin/j
•Xigh Vacuum 'DiitiCloHom CktmicaCTfocisilns ^nd T^anufattunns

Honorable Vemon A Williajns, Secretary
Surface Transportation Board
1925 K Street
Washington. DC 20423.(X)01
Rc:

Firarcc Dockel No. 32760 (Sub-Nos. 26 and 2S)

My n»me \s Clark Craij; I am Custo/ner Service Manager f<»r KMCO. Inc.. Crosby.
Icxas. I am chart-ed with ensuring safe, eftlcicnt, Mid reliahle transportation service* to
KMCO Inc, and KMCO. IJK. subsi J'.i'ics. Subsidiarie.'s include Soutli Coxsi Terminal,
llcuilcm. Texas. South Coast Terminal. Pon Facility, Houston. iexo5. KMTEX Inc..
Forr Arthur. Texas, and South Coxst TcrmL-uil. UTortc. Icxas.
Ou: compi\nic$ specialize in custom chemical processing and pacicagins, Wc
jcrve cuswmerx such « DOW USA, Ex»-n P.iramins. Union Cartidc Corporation, F.thyl
Petroleum, Lyondell. Cordc.i Viitc. und .igncr Un>Le Fluid. Wc naove product hy rail
tn other poinw in Louisiana. Calilomia. Utah. Oklahoma, Illinois, South Carolina and our
tnarkring elforti are hrginning to pay oil"in olher areas as
Wc produce and marl<el
brake iluids. wti freeze, oil field chemical? and dher glycol-rclated producLs. However,
\^'. a loll proce.s.sor, wc move customer cv-ned malsrial by rail in and oui ofour taciliti<;$
ll. a much larger degree. In other words, rail IrjlTic is rclat'.ve to Ihe amount of businesii
ysneratcd noi only by KMCO efforts, but lhe loll customers il serves (customer material
shipped from Iheir facility, ci^tomcr material received a our facililics. tn.6 customer
produa .^hippedfromour facilities).
As cvidencrd by twcntv-four years at Croshy, six yean at Port Arthur, and tlui7plus ycor» al the South Coaii facilities, the UPRR has been reluctant to «ive compari :,s
such V. ours. Now that DNSF is a faeior at the Crosby faeility. sen-ic^ ha« inacascd by
the UPRR from 20 - 58% before servicerightsWCTC given to BNSF to better than 75'/i.
aRcrwards.-Today, we are convinced thai KMCO. as well as other facilitiev would
benefit from anyrightsgrantca as described in the statement below.
I am filing thi."< Verified Statement in support ofThc Burlington Northern and
Sanla Fc Railway's request ihai the Board order lhat a neurral switcher slwll supervise ihc
iaaytown/Cedat Dayou Branches We helicvc that thi.5 rcquCil will benefit our company
and other shippers on the braneh and will result in service improvcmcntj for both UP and
UNSF.

KMCO. Inc.

*n<mc»i ant

16603 lUfTwy M. • Cmby. TtUM 773M • Ml-Sa^iSOl • PU: M l W W M

A neutral switcher would enhance die efllciency ofopcralioni forscveraJ rea.siias.
First, with only one ncuirJ switcher on the btancli, there would be less overall
activity on the branch, a likely reduction in '-he number of switches arid generally less
congestion for all castomers on the branch whedier their rail services are provided by
BNSI' or UP. More spccifi'-aily, with one carrier .switching a shipper's facilities in*i«»ad
of tv*o (potentially) now, there will he savings in the amouQt of time needed to perform
the .switching services, a reduciion in rail movements through the plant or sidetrack, less
need for jupervision ef the switching function, and the eliminalion of a nei^l U) separate
shipmen'.s and cars ^c»wecn tvko directly .servicing carriers.
Second, ifthim is only one neutral; party supervising die switching of our plant, it
would provide lor bcticj; coordination of all aciivilJe.s including loading and emptying
cars Third, wilh incrcf sed efficiencie- that a neulra! switcher cnuld pmvide, we would
expect improved turr.around times on cars. T-a.Mly. .nhipperx like our company would
benefit by having equal access to the linehaul service of BNSF and UP.
In .sum, shippers need imprcived, afncieni and competiiive rail transporUtion
service. Wc believe that this request will benefit oiir company and other shippers on tiic
branch and will result in service improvements for both UP and BNSF.
I certify under penalty of perjury ihai the foregoing is true and correct. Executed
thi). U'* day of October, 1998.
Sincerely.

Clark Craig, OSM
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SpeciaCty CdemicaCs and ^Manufacturing
•Migk Vacuum 'Di.uUlationic CktmicaC ?roiasin£ Aid ^anufacturin/!

Honorable Vemon A. Williams. Secrelary
Surface Transponation Board
1925 K Street
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re;

Finance Docket. No. 32760 (Sub-Nos 26 and 28)

My name is Clark Craig. I am Customer Service Manager for KMCO.
Inc , Crosby. Texas 1 am eharged with ensuring .sale, efficient, and reliable transporuiion
services to K.MCO. fnc and KMCO. Inc. subsidiaries. Subsidiaries include South C<ia.st
l erminal, Housum, J exas, South Coast Terminal, Port Facility. Houston, Texxs.
KMTEX, Inc.. Port Arthur, Texas, and South Coast Terminal. LaPone, Texas.
Our companies specialirr in custom chemical processing and packaging. We
serve customers such as DOW USA, Exxon Paramins, IJnion Carbide Corp<iniiion. Etliyl
Pet/oleum, Lyondell, Condca Vijta. and Wagner Brake Fluid. We move product by rail
to other poinls in Louisiana. CaliComia. Utah, Oklahoma, lllinoix. South Carolina and our
iTiarKCtint effon.s arc beginning to pay off in oihcr areas as well Wc produce and market
brakefluids,antifreeze, oilfieldchemicals. ;ind other glycol-relatcd products. However,
a.-, n toll processor, we move customer owned matenal hy rail ir and out of our facilities
10 a much larger degree. In other word., rail traffic iji relative to the amount of business
gc.ierated not only by KMCO efr()n.s. bur the toll customers it serves (customer material
shipped from their facility, euslomcr nuterial received at our faciliu'es. and cusiomer
product shipped from our fticilitics).
As evidenced hy twenty-four years at Crosby, six years at P»)rt Arthur, and thirtyplu: years at the Soulh Ceas: facilities, the UPRR has been reluctant to serve companies
juch as ours Now that BNSF is i factor at fhe Crosby facility, service haa incriaued hy
the UTRR from 20 - 5U% befor* service righi< were given to BNSF to better than 75'/»
afterwards. Today, we are convinced lhat KMCO. as well a.s other facilities, would
benefit from any righta gronicd as described in the statement below.
I amrtiingihlx siatement in support of The Burlington Northem and ."santa Fc
Railway's C'DNSF') request thai Ihc Uoiird grant overhead irackagerightsto enable
UNSF. should il determine to do so, tn join the directional operations ova any UP line ot
lines -where UP commences directional operauons and where BNSI- hax trackage right's
over one. but noi both, lines involved in lhe UP directional flows. We believe that tius
request will benefit our compary and other shippers and will result in jen'icc
improvements and needed operational flexibility.

ISO 9002

KMCO. Inc.
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Under present operations. UNSF has to run bidirccUonal operations in eertain
situation-, over UP irackagerightslines where I.T has iwiUutcd directional operations
such over the Forh Worth to Dallas. TX line (via Arlington). Tn such instances. UNSF
trains are delayed whenrtuming"agBinst lhe eurrerl" of UP's directional operations until
the line is cleared ol UP trains. In addition to delaying UNSF iraffic. UP iraffic is
potentially delayed while BNSF operates against the UP "curreat oflraffic". consuming
more ofthe line's capacity than would be utiliixd with dir*ctiona! operations. These
dcl.-vys to both UNSF and UP tralfic adversely impact service to our company and olher
shippers.
We believe lhat LiP'-s unilateral and unanticipated institution of temporary
directional flows on various lines in Hoiiston/Gull Co.-ut area have harmed the
ellectiveness oftherightsgranted to DNSF hy Ihe Board. HP's accommodation of its
own operational needs - - and later deasions to cca.se directional running on ita lines .such
as on the former SP Caldwell-Flaumia-Plocedo line - - causes di.sruption to DNSF'.s
operations and inhibitsflNSF'sahility to provide consittcnl, prctliciablc and reliable
service to our company and olher shippers. Such sigaifieam changes in rail operati<ms not
only undermines the competiiiverightsBNSF was granted bui understandably inhibili
BNSF's incentive to make capital commiimenta to enhance service to shippers.
In .sum, we believe lhat the BNSF"s request would help to alleviate the
degradation in service and reduce congestion on the lines over which UP has iaslitutcd
directional operalioni. We are also in favor of ihisrequestbecause il would eliminate the
poiential for UP to favor its own traffic over lhat of UNSF moving on trackage rights
tinex
For all of these reasons, tlie Board should grant BNSF s request. It would benefit
our company and other .shippers and will result in service improvements for both UP and
IWSF.
I certify under penally of perjury that lhe foregoing is true and conect. txccuted
this l-ith day of Oe:ober.l998.
Sincerely.
Clark Craig, CSM

SpeciaCty CfiemicaCs and ^Manufacturing
Higk Vacuum VistilCationi C^tmicaC trocissinj Xn/

Mannfacturitj

Honorable Vernor A Williams, Secretary
Surface I ransportation Board
1925 KStrcei
Wasliingion, DC 20423-OOOJ
Rc:

Finance Oocka. No 32760 (SuH-Nos. 26 and 2«)

My name is Clark Craig. I am Customer Service Manager for KMCO, Inc., Crosby,
Texa-s. 1 am charged wi:)-. ensuring sale, efficient, and reliable transportation .services to
KMCO. Inc. and KMCO. Inc. subsidi.viea. Subsidix-icj includr; South Coast Terminal.
Houston. Texai. South Coast Temiinal, For. Fiiciliry, lJou.sU)n. Texas, KMTEX. Inc.,
Port Arthur. Texa.s, and South Coast Icrminal. LaPorte, Texas.
Our co.Tipyjiies specialize in custom chemical processing and packaging. We
serve customers jvidi a.< DOW USA. Exxon Paramins. Union Carbide Corporation Fihyl
Petroleum. Lyondell, Condea Vista, and Wagner Brake Tluid. We move product by rail
to other points in Louisiana. California. Utah. Oklahoma, Illinois, South Carolina and our
marketing efforts arc beginning to pay oH in other areay a.s well. ^Ve produce and market
brake Iluids. anrlrecze. oil field chemicals, ar.d other glyenl-rclated products. However,
as a toll processor, we move customer owned material by rail in and oui ofour facilities
to a much larger degree. In other words, rail traffic is relative to the amount of busine.s.s
generated not only by KMCO efToris. but the uill customer* it serves (customer material
shipped from their facility, cu.slomcr materialreceivedal nur facilities, and customer
product shipped from our lacilities).
As evidenced by twen:)-fftur years ai Crosby, six years at Fort Arthur, and thirtyplus yeari; al the Soulh Coast facilities, the UPRR lias been reluctant to serve companies •
such as uutS, Now that UNSF is a factor al the Crosby facility, service has increa.seJ hy
the UPRR from 20 - 58% before servicerightswere pivcn to BN.^F to better than 75%
afterwjtfds. Today, we are convinced lhat KMCO. its well as other faciiin'ex, wuuld
benefit from any righis granted us described in the statement below
I am filing this suiemenl in support of The Burlington Northem and Santa Fe
Railway's ("BN.SF") request lhat the Board gram trackageri(;huoo additio.ial UP lines
in the Houston icrminiil area for BNSI' to operate over any available clear route.s through
the terminal. Wc believe that thij reque.s'. will benefii our company and other shippers

-
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and will result in service improvements and needed dispatchingflexibilityin the H..uston
'"'"'""'specifically this request would permit UNSF lr. operate over any avoilahle clear
routes dirough the tennmal as determined and managed by the Snnng Conaol.dalcd
Dispatching Center, aod not just over the former HBA f East and West Bells, "ntc restdt
would be to reduce congestion caused by UNSF trains staged m the Ileasion tcrmmal
v^aiung for track time lo use the main trackage rights lines ihcy oirrcntly share tiirough
the tenninal and on the fonrer HU&T Fjvsl and West Belt lines.
This request would create ar importanf saleiy valve for dispatchers to permit
BNSF trains to traverse clear routes in the Houston terminal. It is a reasonable mea,iure to
avoid congestion and .should pose no harm to UP as it does not give any competiiive
advantage to BNSF'x operations in the Houston terminal.
The request thu-. stands lo benefit all rail carriers opemting in the Iloustun
tenninal area and the siiipping publie. Il \s in everyone's best interesi to achieve belter
service for shippers and roreducethe congestion in the Houston termina! area.
Accordingly, the Board should giant UNSF's request.
I certify under penai'y of perjury tlM.1 lhe foregoing is L'ue and correct. Executed
this 14th day of October, 19'.'8.
Sincj
Cla k- Craig. CSM

1#:
Wesien Ta;c Ocera'.ior.a • 767 Old Ytiiowsiore Tra i • ThfM For^j, MT 59752-9313 • (4Ce; 295-5300 • FAX: (406) 285-3323

October 15, 1998

The Honorable Vernor. A, Williams, Secretary
Surface Tr2nsportation BoarJ
1925 K Street, NW
Washington, DC 20423
RE:

Financ* Docket No. 32760 (Sub-Nos. 26 and 28), Houston/Gulf Cotst

Dear Mr. Williami:
My name is William S. Carrier. I am the Distribution Manacjer. Our company It locattd In Thr««
Fo.-Ks. Montana a.nd is in tie buslnass ot mining, processing and narketing talc products. Our
custOiTier Dase is spread throughout tJ^e midwest, eastern and southern statet and a small
number of customers In northem Mexico.
,
I am riir,9 this statenent in support of The Burllngtor Northern a.^d Santa Fe Railway's ("BNSF')
request that the Board gra.nt trackage rigf ta on additicnai UP lines In the Houston terminal a.'ea
'or BNSP to operate ove.' any available clear routes thrcugh the terminal. We believe that this
request will benefit our company and other shippers and wii! result In service Improvements and
needed dispatching flexibility in the Houston terminal.
Specifically, this request would pemit BNSF to operate over any available ciear routes through
the terminal as determined and managed by thie Spring Contolldated Dispatching Center, and not
just over the former H B i T East and West Be'ts. The result would be to reduce congestion
caused by BNSF trains staged In the Houston le.'minal waiting fortracK ttme to ute the mai.n
l-ackage rights lines they cuaently share through the terminal and on the former H B i T East and
West Be:; lines.
This request would create in important safety valve for dispatchers to permit BNSF trains to
traverse clear routes in the Houston terminal It is a reasonable measure tc avoid congestion ano
shculd PCS' - harm to UP as it aoes not give any competitive advantage to BNSF't operationt
in the Hout
erminal.
The request thus stands to benefit all rail caniers operating in the Houston terminal area and the
shipping public. It Is In everyone's best interest to achieve better service for thippers and I
reojce the cengeston in the Houston terminal area. Accordingly, the Board thouid grant BNSF'i
request
.' ~
I certify under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed tnis 15" day of
October, 1998.
Sincerely,

William S Carrier
Distribution Manager

M. SCHIEFER TRADING CO
COTTON
PC

BOX 1065 • LUBBOCK. TEXAS 79406

MEMOEPtubuoch Coticn 6*chanc«
T«xu Colton Acsociaticn
Aireriean Coltcn Snippers

PMCNEa05-7C-2-07CO
FAX 806-762-0078

Honorable V e r n o n W i l l i a m s .
Surface T r a r i s > » t ^ 6 i o n Board
1925 K Stce<r, N.W.
^^•ashin>*r^. O.C. 20423-C'"-j;

Dear

Secretary

Sin

pa. Financ- ^ri.v"^. Vo. 327f^ {C„>,.NO,. 26 and 28)
Hy na.e is Man.r-d Schiefer. I - J S ^ ^ . ^ ^ ^ n t r a n r i ^ ^ ^ . ^ r J u s l n ^ ^
Z c . our co^-paI^y is l='«/r«^,^"
^'.fr; ;ov"e have been exporting
of Kaw cottorv Exports. ^^"^ "J2%n!"«Jlcr«ro™ all points of
cotton to Mexico using moetly
rail ser x
caLfornia. Juit
P'^lL'^Sasf i f h^J^'exro e "o:r3S HUu'on .oxi.r. worth ot
cSttS; ? r K e : ! c r t h t r t r a a s l . t e s to about 500 plus rail cars.
ourin, th« pa.t 2 yeare we have e p.,,^^^
iue to the terrible
° vere losses because
Needless to say that we
re!?"ting off our cars to
of unavailability of
JJ^'J^'.^coH ;r»iJ« fUight. We tstUate
different railroads eventhough this cost us mot*
«
our losses at about $50,000.00.
: .™ filing this verified Statement in^.upport Of T^^ SSJ^BSr^grant
Northern and Santa fe
» S;5^^%;n"J?Snlo- Laredo Line.
permanent tradcage rights on the
company and othet5 believe that this request ji^^i.^J^'-tiJJ.JJJ.Stf and creat.
shippers
"M snippst*
ihJppeis to the Laredo Catevay.
meaningful-coopetltlon
Cor rail

thQ UP'S Algoa to corpus Christi routa.
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M. SCHIEFER TRADING CO.
COTTON
P C. BOX 1065 • LUBBOCK. TEXAS 79408
PHONE 806-762-C70O
PAX 80C-762-0078

-

MEveEP:
Uibbuck Cetten Ciebangt
Tc'W Colton Associetion
Am«rli5an Coticn Snippori
Asiocltl^on

2

Granting BSSP trackage rlshts to the Laredo gateway through
San Antonio w i l l also allow DNS? to bypass the TEXMtX, with
whom BNSF has been unable to conclude a ccopetltlve long term
contnecclal arrangactent. we are also concerned that the unexpected
lac'< of competition In the privatlred Kexican r a i l system i s preventing
shippers from receiving a fully competitive service at the Laredo
Gateway.
For a l l these reasons, the uoard should grant BNsr's request for
trackage rights over the San Antonio- Laredo Line. This would
benefit our company and other shippers, and would result In service
improvements tc the Laredo Gateway, as well as provide a competitive
alternitlve for shippers.
I certify under the penalty of perjury that the foregoing
is true and correct. Executed this 12th.
of October, 1998

NATIONAL

BY-PRODUCTS. INC.

^':^'Zis.

Mr. Vernon WUliams
"ea-etary
Sorfare Trtiuportation Board
1925 K S L N>V
WsshingtoD, DC 20423

My 2, i f n
Deer Mr. WUtUmi.
N«tio«al By.rrodMt, Isc ,
two tl) ProtciB Blradiac PItsU ti OMka. KtftrMki.
Ooc plant il lei^lccd by the B.VSF. tbe other by (he L'aioa Padne Karirea4.
AlMott all ^ ov ODtboud RaHretd a**c* art ia Joabo Hofper can, froa Osaka, XchraAa l«
Laredo, Texas for Export iale Mexico. Oar ratci froa both du enST aad (he (Jatos PaciAe
RiitrMd arc *«r7 GKMC.
Te p-aat BfCSF pernuMcai o<>crb«d (nddif rishu oa IT'S Saa AanaiQ-tarteo HM, woaii
permit (he BNSF accne to the won timet rtm to Laredo, aad thmafon «uhl« (h« BTTST ID be
•wn coBpctKivc.

S^aemly,
Rflbert A.Blaek
Kauict Manafcr
NaxiOBal By-PndKii, b c

nucor steel
A tJlvision Of NUCOR Cooxyallon
Poll Office Box 126

Jewer T««i» 75346

Tei«cnon« 903.626-4461

July 9, 1998

Mr. Vernon A Williams
Secretary
Surface Transportation Safety Board
1925 K Street, NW
Washington. DC 20423-0001

ENTERED
OtIIca of tho Secretary

JUL 14 1998
RE:

Finance Docket No. 32760 (Sub-No. 26)

Part of
Public
Record

Secretary Williams,
My name is Kenneth Huff, and I am the General Manager of Nucor Steel - Texas
and a Vice President of Nucor Corporation. I am submitting this statement in
support of The Burlington Northern and Santa Fe Railway Company's (BNSF)
request for permanent overhead trackage rights between San Antonio and
Laredo, Texas.
In 1997, this facility shipped 11.490 tons of K061 (Electric Arc Furnace Dust) for
the recycling of zinc and other metals through the Laredo gateway. In addition to
this material, we shipped more than 20v l tons of stmctural steel to customers in
.Mcx;co th.'cugh Laredc, Texas by truck and rail.
_
The Union Pacific Railroad and Southem Pacific Railroad (UP/SP) merger and
the privatization of Mexico's railroads has affected the competition and quality of
rail sen/ices for our company over the Mexican gateways. 3ecause Nucor Sieei
- Texas must rely on rail transportation to and from Mexico, and the fact that the
majority of its rail traffic is best served through the Laredo gateway (access to
end users and the expediting of papervjork through brokers located in Laredo.
Texas), we have been directly impacted by service under the conditions the
Board imposed in the UP/SP meryer proceeding.
In statements from the BNSF, they are hampered fron providing Nucor Steel Texas with the most competitive service possible over the Laredo gateway for
several reasons. First, the congestion problems associated with shipping traffic
via BNSF over the Laredo gateway are a source of concern. Second, our traffic
does not need to go through the Houston or Gulf Coast areas. Since BNSF's
_

page 2.
July 9, 1998
Mr. Vernon A. Williams
only access to the Laredo gateway is by connecting with the Tex Mex via the
heavily congested Algoa-Corpus Christi line, our traffic is subject to considerable
delay and congestion. Third, the reluctance of Tex Mex to enter into any long
term agreement with BNSF pnjvents BNSF from offering rates competitive to
UP/SP. Finally, the privatization of Mexico's railroad system (FNM) has provided
less than anticipated competition within Mexico, preventing shippers from
realizing competitive st^rvice at the Laredo gateway.
If the Board were to consider BNSF's request, it could ermit BNSF the
opportunity to provide effective and competitive sen/ice tor us and other shippers
at the La.edo gateway. Nucor Corporation has always been a strong supporter
and participant in the competitive market. We support any solution that allows
Nucor Steel - Texas to provide better service to our customers and to optimize
our costs thrcugh competitive shipping.

Sinceiely,

Kenneth Huff
Vice President and General Manager

FD 32760
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ERIKA Z. JONFS
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DIRECT DIAL ; Z O 2 ) 7 7 a - 0 6 4 2

Z02-a63-20OO

ejones@mayerbrown.com

October 16, 1998

VIA HAND DELIVERY
ol tha Secretary

Office of .'he Secretary
Surface Transportation Board
Case Control Unit
Attn: STB Finance Docket No. 32760 (Sub-No. 26)
1925 K Street. N.W.
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Re:

OCT 19 1993
PuVslic Record

SIB Finance Docket No. 32760 (Sub-Nos. 26. 30 and 32)

Dear Secretary Williams:
Fnclosed for filing in the above-captioned proceeding are the original and twenty-five
(25) copies of BNSF's Rebuttal Evidence And Argument In Support Of Requests For Additional
Remedial Conditions (BNSF-10) in the above-referenced docket. Also erclosed is a 3.5-inch d'.^k
of the filing in WordPerfect 6.1 format.
I would appreciate it if you would date-stamp the enclosed extra copy of t,iis filing and
return it to the messenger for our files.
Sincerely,

Erika Z. Jones
Enclosures
cc.

All Parties of Record
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Attorneys for The Burlington Northern and Santa Fe Railway Company
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BNSF-10

BEFORE THE
SURFACE TRANSPORTATION BOARD

Finance Docket No. 32760 (Sub-Ncs. 26, 30 and 32)
UNION PACIFIC CORPORATION, UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
AND MISSOURI PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
- CONTROL AND MERGER SOUTHERN PACIFIC RAIL CORPORATION, SOUTHERN PACIFIC
TRANSPORTATION COMPANY, ST LOUIS SOUTHWESTERN RAILWAY
COMPANY, SPCSL CORP. AND THE DENVER AND
RIO GRANDE WESTERN RAILROAD COMPANY
[Houston/Gulf Coast Oversight]

BNSF Rebuttal Evidence And Argument
in Support Of Requests For Additional Remedial Conditions

The Burlington Northern and Santa re Railway Company ("BNSF") submits this
rebuttal evidence and argument in further support of its request that the Surface
Transportation Board (the "Board") impose the additional remedial conditions proposed
in its July 8. 1998 Application fcr Additional Remedial Conditions Regarding the
Houston/Gulf Coast Area ("Application").-

BNSF has determined to withdraw from the Board's consideration at this time its
requests for vi) neutral switching supervision on the former SP Sabine and Chaison
Branches; (ii) PTRA operation of the UP Clinton Branch in Houston, and (iii) overhead
trackage rights between San Antonio and Laredo.

INTRODUCTION
Just a year ago this month, the Houston/Gulf Coast area was in the midst of what
UP itself has characterized as a "harrowing sen/ice crisis". UP's Opposition to Condition
Applications ( UP Opposition") at 1. Responding to the numerous problems caused by
UP's inability to provide timely or reliable service, and in some cases any service at all,
to shippers and other railroads in the area, the Board instituted an emergency service
order proceeding to provide all parties with an opportunity to be heard or whether the
Board should enter a service order and, if so, how such an order should be structured.
Although the Board acted promptly to address the service crisis, shippers and railroads
incurred tremendous costs and expense in dealing with the crisis

The shipping public

was harmed when it was unable to obtain essential rail transportation services, and rail
earners also suffered as they struggled with congestion, the inability to provide service
to shippers, and related equipment and operating problems.
Now that the Service Order has expireu and the service crisis appears to have
abated, at least temporarily, UP argues in its own self-interest that no further action
should be taken by the Board. However, real-life rail service problems show that limited
modifications to certain of the existing UP/SP merger conditions are necessary to enable
BNSF to provide long-tenn competitive, reliable sen/ice in the Houston/Gulf Coast area,
both to customers to which BNSF gained access as a resutt of the UP/SP merger, and
to customers on BNSF's system. Furthermore, the Board should take whatever action
is necessary now to diminish the chance of a future service crisis in the Houston/Gulf
Coast area.
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Therefore, BNSF submits that the Board should act to adopt the modest
operational modifications BNSF has proposed to ensure, to the extent possible, that
BNSF can provide an effective competitive alternative for "2-to-r shippers under
"normal' operating conditions, as well as if UP s service problems recur. Such action
would better implement the competitive structure of Decision No. 44 and help minimize
the risk that shippers and other carriers will be forced to again endure the significant
hardship and economic losses they experienced over the last year because of UP's
admitted inability to provide viable service.
With respect to BNSF s proposal for overhead trackage rights on UP's line from
San Antonio to Laredo. BNSF notes that this request was compelled by unanticipated
service and related problems along the Algoa route, unanticipated changes in the
development of the Mexican rail market, and Tex Mex's unwillingness or inability in the
absence of KCS approval to negotiate competitive long-term service arra.igements with
BNSF for Mexican traffic.
Consistent with the intent of Decision No 44, none ofthe proposed modifications
would provide BNSF with any additional customer access.

BACKGROUND
BNSF and UP negotiated a settlement agreement which, as supplemented by the
C M M Agreement and modified by the Board in Decision No. 44 (the "Settlement
Agreement"), was designed to preserve competitive service for "2-to-l" and other
shippers who otherwise would have lost two carrier service as a result of the merger of
UP and SP. The Settlement Agreement provided BNSF with a variety of trackage.

haulage and other rights which, based on the reasonable expectations held by BNSF at
the time, were expected to enablo BNSF to be an effective replacement competitor to
UP for the business of such shippers.
The Board expected BNSF to challenge UP with a fully competitive service along
the trackage rights lines and at "2-to-1" points. Among the "public benefits" cited by the
Board as it approved the conditioned UP/SP merger was the fact that "[s]hippers now
served by SP, whose service is threatened by that carrier's decline, will now be assured
of quality service by UP/SP or BNSF," Decision No. 44 at 108 (emphasis added).
However, no one anticipated the service crisis which UP wouid face as it merged
Its operations with those of SP. UP's implementation of the Ope'ating Plan filed with the
merger application as well as operating changes implemented in a "crisis setting" during
the service meltdown caused UP to implement structural changes to the Houston/Gulf
Coast area operating plan. Nor did anyone anticipate the massive structural chanr.es
UP would make in its combined operations in an effort to resolve the congestion and
service problems at Houston and along the Gulf Coast, including the adoption of what
UP has characterized as perhaps "the most extensive change in rail operations in
American rail history" - directional running over many key routes, including those shared
by BNSF as a result of the Settlement Agreement. UP Opposition at 72. In addition, no
one anticipated the extent to which UP would need to adopt short-term fixes to service
problems, pursue permanent solutions to those problems, and revise its entire service
and operations structure.

Against this background, described by UP itself as the successor to the "World
War III " crisis faced by SP in the 1980's (UF Opposition at 63 et sea ), it should not
come as a surprise that some of the service rights negotiated between BNSF and UP
have not provided, and will not provide, shippers the fully competitive options
contemplated by the parties at the time of the Settiement Agreement on a long-term
basis

Indeed, given the complexity of rail operations in Houston and south Texas, it

would have been surprising had the parties agreed upon a package which required no
fine-tuning, even absent UP's service crisis.

In fact, the Board retained oversight rights

precisely in order to police the continuing utility of the conditions imposed by Decision
No 44

See Decision No 44 at 146.
Of course, the service crisis did take place.

UP's service problems and its

responses directly impacted the efficacy of BNSF's rights, although this impact was
obf cured by the temporary operating rights granted BNSF and by the migration to BNSF
of traffic which UP simply could not serve during the crisis. Reviewing post-meiyer
operations, BNSF has identified structural deficiencies in some of the rights it currently
holds on the Gulf Coast. Furthermore, some of UP's proposed long-term solutions to its
service problems would, absent corrective relief, subject BNSF to significant and
unanticipated operational problems in the future. Given the understandable incentive of
a beleaguered incumbent UP to adopt strategies and solutions which solve its problems,
even at the expense of its tenant competitor, the operational relief sought by BNSF is
modest in nature and surgical in scope.
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In deciding what new conditions are appropriate to adopt, the Board should look
beyond the recently resolved crisis, including transient shifts in traffic distribution which
were caused by the service crisis and which may not be sustainable. UP should not be
penalized for the crisis by having to accept massif* .uanges which, in essence, create
an open access structure in Houston and south Texas. At the same time, however, the
short-term gains of traffic to BNSF and Tex Mex -- influenced strongly by the temporary
rights granted in the Emergency Service Order, UP's release of shippers from their
contracts, and the migration of shippers from a UP which simply could not provide
service - cannot be viewed as evidence of long-term competition and should not be
used to justify the denial o' modest changes in BNSF's existing operating rights which
are necessary to enable BNSF to provide long-term, reliable service to shippers.
These modifications should be imposed to en'^ble BNSF to be an effective
replacement for a competitive service option othenwise lost as a result of the UP/SP
merger

BNSF and its shippers should not be locked into an operational "twilight zone"

of trackage rights and customer access which, while forecast to be adequate and
effective when they were negotiated in 1995 and 1996, have failed to keep pace with the
unforeseen and significant changes in UP's operations as SP routes, customers, and
flows have been merged into those of UP. Lefl unaddressed. BNSF's current trackage
rights and customer access will diminish the value of BNSF's competition to these "2-to1" and other shippers, adversely impact BNSF's operations for all its shippers in this
area, and contribute to congestion, not fluidity, at "2-to-r points and along trackage
rights lines.

6-

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT AND EVIDENCE
The first question to be addressed in this oversight proceeding is the standard that
should apply to the various requests for additional remedial conditions.

UP has

proposed a standard which effectively would prevent the Board from making any
modificatio IS to the conditions adopted in Decision No. 44 regardless of any identified
deficiencies in those conditions or the impact of the service cisis, or UP's responses
thereto on the ability of BNSF to provide competitive service for "2-to-r and other
shippers. In contrast to UP's self-serving formulation, BN^F Relieves that there are two
categories of requests pending before the Board and that a different standard should
apply to each category.
First, some parties, such as the Consensus Parties, request completely new
competitive access, essentially giving many more Houston area shippers additional rail
access beyond what they had pre-merger.

In those cases, BNSF believes that the

proper standard is the Board's traditional analysis. New competitive access should be
granted only if it has been shown that (i) the UP/SP merger has actually resulted in a
loss of pre-merger competitive options for shippers; (ii) the conditions imposed on the
merger in the original decision have not effectively addressed the loss of pre-merger
competitive options for identified shippers; and (ni) the proposed new conditions are
narrowly tailored to address the identified competitive problem. In this respect, BNSF
agrees with UP that general arguments about "open access" do not belong in an

oversight proceeding^' See Verified Statement of Joseph P. Kalt ("V.S. Kalt") (Tab 3
hereto'! at 6. Comments of the United States Department of Transportation ('DOT
Comments") at 3 n, 1,
Second, m contrast, BNSF has requested 'onditions that would leave the basic
competitive access structure unchanged from Decision Uo 44, but which would modify
a few specific limited operational nghvs in light of the lessons learned since
implementation of the UP/SP merger and unanticipated changes made by UP, §ee V S
Kalt at 6-7, 9-14,

DOT Comments at 2 ("\T]he Department supports proposals that

enhance the general efficiency of rail transportation if such proposals do not alter the
relative competitive positions ofthe various railroads," These modifications would;
•

not provide BNSF with additional access;

•

preservr certain of the temporary operating rights which BNSF has
used to date in order to provide service that is competitive with UP's
service and which have proven beneficial to both carriers;

•

limit the impact on BNSF's services of future changes in UP's
operations;

•

respond to specified changes in UP's operating practices that have
hampered BNSF's ability to provide consistent, reliable competitive
service in place of the pre-merger SP;

2.

Both CSX Corporation and Norfolk Southem Corporation/Norfolk Southern Railway
Company filed comments on the appropriate scope of Board action in merger oversight
proceedings Comments of Norfolk Souther, Corporation and Norfolk Southern Railway
Company on Request for Remedial Conditions, Comments of CSX Corporation on
Requests for Remedial Conditions. BNSF's request is consistent with these views
because BNSF is not seeking new conditions to create new competition; it is only
seeking adjustments to the existing conditions to maintain the level of competition
intended by the Board when it imposed the original conditions.
-8-

•

provide BNSF with the planning certainty necessary for it to enter
into long-term contracts with shipoers and to make the long-term
investments necessary to serve those shippers; and

•

by adjusting BNSF's service rights to reflect UPs operations,
forestall the need for the Board to micro-manage the steps which
UP takes, today or in the future, to resolve service problems or to
improve its services

As Professor Kalt explains, the remedia' conditions sought by BNSF which he
reviewed should be imposed because such condit.ens are reasonably necessary to
respond to; (i) operating circumstances unanticipated at the time of Decisior No. 44; (ii)
identified defic =ncies in the rights obtained by BNSF; (iii) long-term incentives for UP to
adopt operating policies which benefit it and, whether intentionally or not, harm BNSF's
operations, and (iv) the dependence of BNSF's competitive position on UP's changing
and evolving operating decisions and practices.^'

ggg V S. Kalt at 9-14.

These

conditions also would reduce the potential for service problems to recur in Houston and
south Texas.
With respect to the proposal for overhead trackage rights to Laredo, BNSF's
request should be imposed because it is reasonably necessary to respond to
unanticipated "service and related problems along the Algoa route, unanticipated
developments in the structure of the Mexican rail market, and the unwillingness or

^
Thus, contrary to UP's assertion, BNSF does not contend that its proposed
conditions should be implemented simply because they would increase BNSF's
competitiveness. What BNSF contends is that if. as it has shown, modifications to its
existing conditions are necessary to enable it to effectively implement those conditions,
the Board should act The fact that UP's service problems may affect UP's ability to
compete should not preclude the Board from acting to ensure that BNSF can effectively
use its nghts because the conditions were imposed to protect shippers and not to protect
UP s ability to compete.
-9-

inability of Tex Mex, apparently due to KCS, to negotiate competitive long-term service
arrangements with BNSF for Mexican traffic.
Accordingly, the Board should approve the operating refinements requested by
BNSF because, as BNSF has showr, they are necessary and appropnate to preserve
the intent of the original conditions approved by the Board.

In addition, BNSF's

operating refinements are in the public interest and are supported by various parties
which have a vital stake in preventing the recurrence of a rail service crisis. Indeed,
numerous shippers, shortlines and other entities have filed statements in this proceeding
demonstrating their support of BNSFs requests.-' Importantly, DOT concurs that
proposed modifications should be adopted "if they would better enable competing
railroads to offer the level of competition provided before the merger." DOT Comments
at 2.
UF has opposed BNSF's ren-edial conditions on several grounds.

First, UP

argues that BNSF is seeking "open ^jccess" to closed shippers. That argument is simply
wrong as a matter of fact. BNSF has been appropriately responsive to rail shippers
seeking relief from recent UP service failures as well as in clarifying merger conditions.^'

For the convenience of the Board, copies of statements in support of BNSF's
requests (including those which were included in BNSF's Application) are provided at
Tab 4.
To the extent that shippers and shortlines such as Dow Chemical Company,
Fonmosa Plastics Corporation. USA and The Arkansas, Louisiana & Mississippi Railroad
Company have themselves sought access to BNSF because of UP's inability to provide
them with service, BNSF has simply described its ability to serve them should the Board
grant the shippers' requests.
-10-

Second, UP argues that, because BNSF has gained market share in some areas
since the merger, BNSF cannot make any showing that it needs additional relief to
maintain its competitive position. This argument also fails. Initially, it is not possible to
determine now much of BNSF's gains are attributable to UP s service crisis, including
traffic BNSF attracted because UP could not serve the traffic

because of the

temporary service rights granted BNSF during the service crisis.- DOT Comments at
3 For example, as the service crisis worsened in 1997, UP voluntarily stopped serving
some businesses and rai! corridors and voluntarily released customers to BNSF and
others from contract obligations committing volunies to UP. In addition, much of the
traffic gained by BNSF, Tex Mex and others was obtained using rights granted by the
Board pursuant to the Emergency Service Order or by UP in response to the emergency.
Indeed, UP s comments about market share, particularly thobe involving the las? 12-18
months, consistently ignore t^e negative and quite possibly temporary impact of the
service meltdown on UP's market share. Now that the temporary rights have expired,
UP will likely recapture and increase its market share, and it will have the incentive to
adopt operational procedures which both enhance its competitive position and adversely
impact BNSF's position.

DOT makes this very point in its September 18, 1998 comments, expressing
concern that the Board not mistake as evidence of competition the increased traffic
levels on BNSF and Tex Mex which "may well have been influenced by the terms of the
Board's Emergency Service Order 1518 * * *" or by UP service reaching "a point where
shippers that were able to switch traffic from UP probably did so." DOT Comments at
5-6.
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Third, UP argues that BNSF's "proposals are largely requests for better routes
than what BNSF negotiated in the Settlement Agreement and swore during the merger
case wa", fully sufficient to preserve pre-merger competition." UP Opposition at 80.
Again, this argument is incorrect. BNSF fully believed at the time that it entered into the
Settlement Agreement that the rights it negotiated would be adequate to provide the
intended level of service and expected competition following the merger, based on
BNSF's understanding of UP's operating plans for the combined properties. However,
given the scope o^ the UP/SP merger, it should not have been surprising if unforeseen
developments offset some of the competitive results intended by Decision No. 44. See
V S. Kalt at 5. The prosper* of such developments is, of course, heightened by the
tenant nature of many of BNSF's rights, DOT Comments at 5. Of course, subsequent
events have proven that many good faith expectations about the operations of the postmerger UP were incorrect, including UP's sworn statements and extensive testimony
about its ability to run the merged railroads and the operating plans it submitted at the
time of the merger filing.
Indeed, as UP changes its operations along trackage rights lines BNSF secured
as a result of the merger, it is essential that these changes not have a discriminatory or
adverse impact on the quality of service that BNSF, as a tenant, can provide as a
competitor to the incumbent UP. Seg V.S. Kalt at 7; DOT Comments at 8. BNSF should
not be forced to negotiate again for what it already negotiated: adequate trackage rights
to provide an effective level of post-meir t ; '-ompetition to customer^ who would have
otherwise lost access to competition at "2-to-i" and other points. The Board should
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ensure that the rights that BNSF received in fact enable BNSF to provide such
competition on a continuing basis, and the fact that BNSF may have been able to
negotiate a better or different deal in 1995 is irrelevant to the issue of whether BNSF is
today able to effectively replace the competition provided by SP pre-merger. The need
for continuing Board scrutiny is heightened when the original remedial conditions rely on
the merged company to accept a tenant as a competitor. Whether the merged company
intends to discriminate or not, there is the possibility that it will act in its own interest
without regard to adverse and direct impacts on the quality of service provided by its
tenant competitor. If that happens, as it has here, the Board should act. Seg V.S. Kalt
at 7-12; DOT Comments at 8
Fourth, UP argues that BNSF has failed to demonstrate that its requested
remedial conditions are necessary to preserve the pre-merger level of competition, but
instead is seeking only to add to pre-merger competition. Once again, UP is rebutting
an argument BNSF did not make. BNSF is not seeking access to a single new shipper;
it is only seeking to modify its operating rights to respond to UP's operating practices
and to limit the ability of UP's operational decisions to negatively impact the ability of
BNSF to provide competitive service to its existing shippers. In several instances, the
additional permanent trackage rights BNSF is requesting are over the identical routes
used by SP to provide competition to UP before the merger.

Furthermore, as

documented in BNSF's October 1, 1998 Quarterly Progress Report (BNSF-PR-9 at 17-19
and Aiischments 13 to 24), BNSF continues to have difficulty in providing competitive
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service to customers along trackage rights lines and at "2-to-1" points where UP provides
haulage and reciprocal switch services to ciginate or terminate BNSF traffic
Fifth, UP argues that imposition of tie remedial conditions would subject UP to
financial risk and undermine UP's efforts to recover from the service crisis. UP's only
specific claim of potential financial harm arises from BNSF's request for overhead
trackage rights via UP between San Antonio and Laredo; it does not attribute any
financial harm to BNSF's other requested conditions.

More fundamentally, UP's

argument appears to be premised on the mistaken theory that it is entitled to some
minimum share of Houston-area traffic and some guaranteed revenue level. While
conditions proposed by other p. .,es might significantly increase UP's risks by creating
a system of open access, BNSF's requested conditions would only enable BNSF to
compete on the same basis that SP competed pre-merger for the business of "2-to-1"
and other shippers who otherwise would have been adversely impacted by the UP/SP
merger

In any event, the Board is not obligated to make UP whole for the losses it

incurred as a result of the service crisis, and it is not obligated to guarantee UP a
constant or minimum share of the business of the shippers protected by Decision No.
44. See V S. Kalt at 11. The goal of Decision No. 44 was to preserve the competitive
options of shippers, and BNSF's proposals would do that, but no more.
Finally, despite UP's claims, the standard for review proposed by BNSF is
consistent with the Board's views, expressed in its decision to retain oversight authority
for five years after the merger. Sgg Decision No. 44 at 146 (oversight condition imposed
"to examine whether the conditions . . . imposed have effectively addressed the
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competitive issues they were intended to address") (emphasis added). Sei. also Finance
Docket No 32760 (Sub-No. 21). Decision Nc. 1 (ser\'ed May 7, 1997) at 6 ('The
oversight effort is intended to allow us to determine whether any problems have
developed, with respect to implementation of the merger conditions addressing
competitive harms, that require us to take further action."). Economic theory also
requires that the Board respond to operational decisions by UP to ensure that the
remedial conditions evolve to ensure that the intended competition opportunities for
shippers are maintained. See V.S. Kalt at 6-8. Under UP's view of the scope of Board
review, the Board would apparently review only the "narrow" question of whether there
is "any link between merger-caused market power and [the] now-ended [service] crisis"
regardless of t';e level or quality of service available. UP Opposition at 11. The Board
would not have the ability to determine whether UP's changing operating practices or
business strategies limit the ability of other railroads to provide competitive service.
Rather, pragmatic fine-tuning of service rights to maintain competition is precisely the
role the Board should play.
In short, the additional remedial conditions requested by BNSF are narrowly and
appropriately designed; (i) to preserve the competitive balance approved by the Board
in Decision No, 44; (ii) to respond to actual operating problems which have been
identified since the UP/SP merger; (iii) to insulate BNSF from future UP operating
decisions which could diminish BNSF's ability to provide competitive service; and (iv) to
reduce the impact on BNSF and shippers of any future service crisis. Adoption of these
conditions will enable BNSF to plan for long-term contracts with shippers and mane the
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capital and operational investments which will enable it to function, as all parties
intended as a long-term competitive alternative to the merged UP/SP. Adoption of these
conditions is, therefore, fully consistent with and, indeed, required by Decision No. 44.
REBUTTAL ARGUMENT AND EVIDENCE
A.

Permanent bidirectional trackage rights on UP's CaldwellFlatonia-San Antonio and Caldwell-Flatonia-Placedo lines.
1.

Caldwell-Flatonia-San Antonio

As a condition of the UP/SP merger, BNSF gained pennanent trackage rights over
the UP Temple-Smithville-San Antonio line in order to allow BNSF to offer shippers
competitive service in the San Antonio market and for shipments via Eagle Pass to and
from Mexico.- However, congestion on that line has prevented BNSF from being able
to provide that service over that route.
Accordingly, to reduce the impact ofthe congestion, UP granted BNSF tempcary
trackage rights (UP has termed the rights "haulage", but BNSF power and crews are
used) over the former SP Caldwell-Flatonia-San Antonio route in July. 1997. UP states,
however that it will continue to allow BNSF to operate over the former SP line between
Caldwell-Flatonia-San Antonio only "as long as [UP] believes that this is mutually
desirable in light of capacity and operations on the track network in Central Texas.' UP
Opposition at 104. The agreement between BNSF and UP allows for cancellation by

As described in BNSF's Application, these trackage rights, establishing a shorter
route for BNSF between Temple and San Antonio, were negotiated by BNSF and UP
to replace haulage rights BNSF received from SP from Caldwell to Flatonia to San
Antonio to serve Eagle Pass, TX. as part of BNSF's settlement with SP that preceded
the BN/Santa Fe merger. See Application. Verified Statement of Ernest L. Hord ( "V S.
Hord" at 4 n.1).
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either party on fifteen days' prior written notice to the other.

UP notes that it is

"beginning to convert [its] Central Texas lines to directional running, which will increase
southbound traffic on the Flatonia route and reduce traffic via the San Marcos route."
UP s Opposition. Verified Statement of Howard Handley, Jr. ("V.S Handley") at 45. UP
also states that it will operate the Austin Subdivision between San Marcos and San
Antonio bidirectionally for rock traffic and UP's "important manifest trains to and from
Laredo." V.S. Handley at 46. Of course, as with many UP pronouncements in the preand post-merger period, these plans could be canceled, changed or modified before or
after implementation by UP. with BNSF's competitive service left to operate over its
assigned route as best it can.
To minimize the impact of these unforeseen changes. BNSF has requested the
Board to grant BNSF permanent bidirectional overhead trackage rights on UP's CaldwellFlatonia-San Antonio line, with the option of operating over either that line or the
Temple-Smithville-San Antonio line as conditions require. The logical route for BNSF
to use is the shorter route through Smithville and San Marcos; however, that route has
not been available to BNSF for over a year, putting BNSF on a longer but less
congested route via Flatonia to San Antonio and Eagle Pass.
UP opposes BNSF's request by arguing that BNSF can compete using its existing
rights and that BNSF's concerns about congestion are unfounded since UP Is making
significant infrastructure improvements to the San Antonio-San Marcos line which should
enable BNSF to return to its original trackage rights. However, as explained in Mr.
Hord's Verified Statement, although UP's proposed infrastructure improvements will
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facilitate operations south of San Marcos and into San Antonio, they will not improve
operations north of San Marcos. The area north of San Marcos, from Temple to
Smithville, -o where BNSF has experienced and is likely to continue to experience the
most significant congestion and delay. V.S. Hord at 3. Nothing contemplated by UP's
improvements (such as the pioposed construction of a single siding at Rosanky between
Smithville and San Marcos) will reduce this congestion sufficiently to allow BNSF to
operate on a consistent, reliable and competitive basis, id.
UP further argues that BNSF's continued bidirectional operation on the Caldwell
to Flatonia route could interfere with UP's planned directional operations in Central
Texas

This concern could, however, be resolved by BNSF joining in this directional

flow, to the benefit of BNSF and its customers and, through better flows and less
bidirectional traffic on other routes, of UP and its customers.

V.S. Hord at 4.

Alternatively, in as much as the 60 mile route between Caldwell and Flatonia has six
passing sidings providing existing capacity for meeting and passing trains, it is difficult
to understand why structured nnd disciplined bidirectional operations could not continue.
Indeed, as referred to above, UP itself contemplates continued bidirectional operations
of some rock traffic and manifest trains.
All that BNSF is requesting is a measure of operational flexibility to limit the
impact on BNSF's services of future changes in UP s operations and to respond to
certain UP operating practices that have hampered BNSF's ability to provide consistent,
reliable competitive service in place of the pre-merger SP. Therefore, BNSF seeks
permanent bidirectional overhead trackage rights on the Flatonia route with the option
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to use either it or the Smithville route, as conditions require. BNSF's request would
simply permit it to operate over the same Caldwell-Flatonia-San Anton'O routing used by
SP pre-merger. The request would also free BNSF from be.ng forced to "negotiate" with
UP to return to the Flatonia route if congestion and delay recurred on the Smithville route
for any reason. Absent adoption of this condition, pre-merger service competition will
not be preserved because BNSF will not be able to turn to an alternative to avoid
congestion which adversely impacts its ability to provide quality reliable service to
shippers.

Several shippers support this request and their verified statements are

provided for the Board's convenience at Tab 4.BNSF s actual experience In Central Texas since the UP/SP merger shows that
UP s unforeseen and constantly changing operations are a threat to BNSF's ability to
restore the pre-merger competitive options to these markets and shippers on a long-term
basis. These include changes in operational metters such as the unilateral adoption of
directional running and organizational structure (three Executive VP's of Operations in
the last year as well as the recent decentralization of operations). Not only were such
operations not contemplated by BNSF when it negotiated its rights in the Settlement
Agreement, but the Board was also not aware of any such UP plans when it issued
Decision No 44. Absent imposition of BNSF's request in this proceeding, BNSF would

In addition to the evidence of shipper support BNSF provided the Board in its July
8, 1998 filing, the following shippers have added their support for this request; Abinsa
Acero, Algondonera Comercial Mexicana, S.A. de C.V., Barton Beers, Ltd., Bell Paper
Box, Inc., Brownsville & Rio Grande International Railroad ("BRGI"), Esso Mexico S.A.
de C V (Exxon), Grupo Mabe, Hylsa, Kimberly-Clark de Mexico S.A. de C V ,
OmniSource Corporation, Penford Products, Pinsa, Sysco, Volkswagen de Mexico S.A
de C V and Westway Trading Corporation.
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be left with permanent "bidirectional" trackage rights over UP's newly-announced and
implemented directional" routes in Central Texas.
2.

Caldwell-Flatonia-Placedo

As a condition of the UP/SP merger, BNSF was granted the right to serve south
Texas, including Corpus Christi, Brownsville, and a connection with Tex Mex at
Robstown, using its own line to Algoa and permanent trackage rights or haulage over
UP's Brownsville Subdivision.

Because UP instituted directional running between

Houston, Flatonia and Placedo in November, 1997 in order to reduce congestion on the
UP Brownsville Subdivision, UP granted BNSF temporary trackage rights over the former
SP Caldwell-Flatonia-Placedo line. UP states, however, that it will permit BNSF to use
the Caldwell-Flatonia-Placedo rights only for so long as UP employs directional running
between Houston and Placedo. UP Opposition at 107. UP indicates that it intends in
the future to discontinue such directional running operation to permit it to run northbound
trains directly from Placedo toward Fort Wc th and Little Rock, bypassing Houston and
operate bidirectionally over its shorter Houston-Placedo route through Algoa. Ibid.
BNSF's request is for permanent bidirectional overhead trackage rights on the
Caldwell-Flatonia-Placedo line, whether used by UP bidirectionally or not. For example,
under UP's proposed operating plan for this line, BNSF's trains could join UP's
northbound flows by operating Placedo-Flatonia-Caldwell to Temple along with UP's
trains. However, BNSF notes, even in the current "southbound only" directional flow
operating on this route, UP is running its unit coal trains serving the Central Power &
Light power plant at Coleto Creek, TX bidirectionally between Victoria and Caldwell.
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UP oppof es BNSF's request, arguing once again that the Board should not reform
the parties' Settlement Agreement. However, BNSF (and UP for that matter) fully
believed at the time that they entered into the Settlement Agreement that the negotiated
rights for BNSF's access to south Texas would be adequate. Here, BNSF's request
would simply permit BNSF to operate over the same routing as did SP pre-merger -- the
pre-merger SP routed its traffic to south Texas via this route, thereby bypassing the
Houston area -' Therefore, the requested rights would not, as UP suggests, improve
BNSF's competitive position as the successor to SP.
The evidence is clear that BNSF's ability to be as an effective competitor as SP
has become unreasonably dependent upon UP's future operating decisions. UP's

^
UP repeatedly argues in its Opposition that BNSF's use of the alternative route
between Placedo and Caldwell through Flatonia would not have a beneficial impact on
Houston traffic and congestion. However, UP's traffic to Houston flowing northbound on
the UP route to Algoa moves In most instances into the Houston terminal If, as has
often been the case, the terminal is congested, UP trains will back up on the Algoa
route. If BNSF ''ains are also operating over the line, they will be negatively impacted
when the line s capacity is consumed by staged UP trains. Because the adversely
impacted BNSF trains would be headed to Temple, TX, and not to Houston, it makes
little sense for those trains either to be affected by Houston-area congestion or to
consume capacity on this line, which includes "the primary chokepoint on the Brownsville
Subdivision . , . at Angleton, TX . . ." UP "Report on Houston And Gulf Area
Infrastructure," May 1, 1998 at 38.
Indeed, UP's Dennis Duffy appears to agree with BNSF's analysis concerning the
benefits of rerouting traffic around Houston via the Flatonia line. In a chart on page 23
of his Verified Statement, Mr. Duffy states that BNSF's request "wouid reduce traffic on
Algoa line." He further argues that BNSF should not be granted long-term trackage
rights via the Placedo-Flatonia-Caldwell because "those rights would limit [SP's] ability
to reroute traffic from the Rio Grande Valley toward the Midwest, which now runs through
Houston, to the bypass route through Flatonia." Id^ BNSF could join UP's proposed
northbound directional flow, if necessary, to ensure that UP's operations are not
adversely impacted and ttiat no traffic, whether UP's or BNSF's, is unnecessarily routed
through Houston.
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unilateral and unanticipated institution of temporary direciional flow between Houston,
Flatonia and Placedo has limited and continues to limit the ability of BNSF to plan for the
future, because it is "temporary".-

For example, UP's unilateral actions affect BNSF's

ability to efficiently plan schedules and operate over the trackage rights as part of
through routes over its system, disrupting BNSF's use of crew, facilities, and equipment
and hampering its ability to make rate and se.vice commitments to shippers. V.S. Hord
at 7-8

!• is unJi^sDuted that pre-merger SP was not subject to these same uncertainties

in conducting i+s operations independent of UP and in providing service to shippers.
In addition, a: demonstrated here, UP's ability to decide if and when it will cease
those operations also hari^pers BNSF's planning and inhibits its incentive to make capital
commitments to enhance servce to shippers and to enter into long-term arrangements
with shippers,points.

It also impacts how BNSF provides service to customers at "2-to-l"

Specifically, BNSF must estabu5h service patterns to provide inbound and

jtbound services to such customers at the "2-to-l" locations without interfering with UP.

^'
UP's original operating p'an contemplated limited directional operations. V.S.
Hord at 15-16. However, post-merger, UP has unilaterally dee ded to institute directional
operations in South Texas on the Flatonia-Placedo-Algoa routes, the UP and SP
Baytown Branches, the UP and SP routes between Houston ^nd Beaumont and,
ultimately when track work is completed, the routes betv;een Houston, lowa Junction and
Kinder, LA.
^'
In addition to those shipper support letters BNSF provided the Boa.d in its July
8, 1998 filing the following shippers have added their support for this requeet: Abinsa
Acero, Alex Trading Inc., ASARCO Inc., Barton Beers, Ltd., BRGI, Commercial Metals,
F-sso Mexico S A. de C.V., Grupo Cydsa S.A. de C.V., Grupo Mabe, Hugo Neu-proler
Co , Hylsa, Kimberly-Clark de Mexico, S A de C V., OmniSource Corporation, Penlerd
Products Co , Pinsa, Sysco, Volkswagen de Mexico S.A. de C.V., and Westway Tradint,
Corporation.
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These decisions cannot be made without knowing whether or not BNSF is or will be
permitted, solely within UP's discretion, to join UP's directional flows Finally, it threatens
BNSF's ability to route traffic around Houston, thereby aiding both its and UP's
operations.
Were the Board to grant th-= request, it would be necessary for the Board to retain
BNSF's rights on the Algoa route to preserve pre-merger build-in, transload and other
competitive options provided pre-rrerger by SP. In this regard. BNSF already has 59
miles of long-sts-.ding trackage rights over UP between Algoa and Bay City, TX to reach
BNSF trackage servicing Newgulf and Wadsworth, TX.
B.

Trackage rights over both UP and SP between Harlingen and
Brownsville (until UP constructs a connection between UP and
SP at Brownsville, completing the bypass project) with BRGI to
act as BNSF's agent for such service.

As a condition of the UP/SP merger, BNSF received access to Brownsville, TX
(a "2-to-l" point), Transportacion Ferroviaria Mexicana, S.A. De CV. ("TFM") at
Matamoros, and the Brownsville & Rio Grande International Railroad ("BRGI") (a "2-to-l"
shortline) via haulage and trackage rights over the UP line between Algoa and
Brownsville. Currently, BNSF traffic destined for Brownsville is delivered to UP at either
Flatonia (unit trains) or Houston (other traffic) for haulage to Brownsville. In order to
allow BNSF to begin direct service to the Mexico and Brownsville marKets in an efficient
manner, BNSF requested in its Application that it be permitted to retain its current
trackage rights over the UP line and that it be granted temporary trackage rights, under
the compensation tenms and other conditions set forth in the Settlement Agreement, over
the SP line from MP 172.6 at Harlingen to the line's intersection with the Port of
-23-

Brownsville new bypass trackage north of Brownsville. Additionally, BNSF asked for
authority to use BRGI as its permanent agent for all traffic moving south of Harlingen Although UP's Opposition states that it is prepared to grant most of the rights
BNSF seeks at Brownsville from the Board, that statement is not accurate. Under UP's
proposal, BNSF would have to operate over the former SP route from Harlingen into
downtown Brownsville to leacn the junction with UP. located in the middle of a downtown
street This routing is problematic because of the congestion in downtown Brownsville,
It also IS not consistent with BNSF's request that the Board grant it ?ccess to the SP line
from Harlingen to the point where the SP line intersects with the new bypass trackage
north of Brov;nsville. and then down the completed portion of the bypass to the Port a routing designed precisely to avoid the entire downtown Brownsville area.

UP's

proposed routing is also of concern because BNSF has been advised that the physical
connection between UP and former SP trackage in downtown Brownsville, proposed by
UP to be an essential portion of BNSF's trackage rights route, has recently been
removed by UP in conjunction with street rehabilitation.-

AC Humko and BRGI support this request. §gg Tab 4. In its letter of support
BRGI observes "Whether done intentionally or not, UP's actions have seriously impeded
BNSF's ability to establish the type of competitive presence in the Brownsville gateway
that the merger-related settlement agreements l-ad contemplated and that BRGI and its
shippers expected " Sgg Letter of Lorenzo E. Cantu, BRGI, at 3, Tab 4.
In its September 18 comments, DOT expressed support for BNSF's request
because of "safety and environmental considerations."
DOT Comments at 3.
Specifically, DOT expressed concern about BNSF being forced to "operate trains along
public streets," which it characterized as "an unacceptable safety hazard when such
routings are easily avoided." ibid. Thus, UP's proposal should also be rejected because
of DOT'S environmental and safety concerns.
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UP also objects to the appointment of BRGI as a permanent agent for BNSF
between Harlingen and Brownsville

UP erroneously argues that the use of BRGI as

BNSF's permanent agent would complicate operations by adding a third carrier to the
B&M Bridge and at Harlingen. UP Opposition at 110-112. Instead, use of BRGI. as
BNSF s agent for all traffic moving south of Harlingen (including for BNSF grain trains
moving over the B&M Bridge and all other BNSF traffic moving south of Harlingen) would
actually eliminate the need for BNSF to act as a third carrier south of Harlingen.
Under BNSF s proposal, traffic vjou\d be interchanged with BRGI at the Harlingen
Yard and carried by BRGI to Brownsville, the Port of Brownsville and Mexico. BRGI, as
BNSF's agent, would move all unit trains cf Mexico traffic over the UP line from
Harlingen to Brownsville.

BRGI, as BNSF's agent, would use the SP line to move

Brownsville and Port of Brownsville traffic, consisting primarily of other export traffic and
general merchandise and other carload trafficTrackage rights over the SP line between Harlingen and the Port bypass
intersection wouid only be necessary until UP completes construction of the connection
from the UP line to the SP line north of Brownsville. Once this connection is complete,
BRGI, as BNSF's agent, could use its trackage rights over the UP line to access the
connection for traffic destined for Brownsville and the Port of Brownsville.

In expressing its support for this request, BRGI notes that appointing BRGI as
BNSF's agent will "not only improve BNSF's competitive presence in Brownsville, but it
will also permit for all rail carriers concerned a more efficient use of the critical
Brownsville-Matamoros international gateway." (emphasis in original) Letter of Lorenzo
E Cantu, BRGI, at 4, Tab 4.
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C.

Overhead trackage rights on the UP Taylor-Milano line.

UP's opposes BNSF's request for overhead trackage rights on the UP TaylorMilano line, contending that BNSF's existing rights here fully preserve pre-merger
competition. UP Opposition at 119. That assertion is not correct. Pre-merger, SP had
rights to utilize UP's Taylor-Milano line and competed in the Beaumont market by
handling traffic from the Georgetown Railroad Con-ipany ("GRR"). BNSF's request would
do nothing more than duplicate the former SP routing.
As detailed in BNSF's July 8 Application and in the attached Verified Statement
of J.E. Robinson ( V S Robinson "), President of GRR, BNSF has been unable to provide
consistent and reliable service to handle shipments for Texas Crushed Stone Company
and other customers at Kerr/Round Rock, TX (which are served by GRR) using its
existing rights due to congestion on UP s line. Indeed, GRR and Texas Crushed Stone
Company fully support BNSF's request.-

In their October 15, 1998 ietter, GRR notes

that it "fullv supports BNSF's request for overhead trackage rights on the UP TaylorMilano line " (emphasis in original). Seg V.S. Robinson at Tab 4. Further, GRR notes
that "BNSF seeks only to maintain its existing competitive access to handle shipments
for Texas Crushed Stone Company and other customers at Kerr/Round Rock (which was
served by GRR) by ensuring the proper functioning of the original condition."

ii

In the Verified Statement of Mr. Robinson, GRR modifies and supplements its
August 12, 1998 statement which was contained in Volume IV of UP's Opposition to
Condition Applications, filed with the Board on September 18, 1998. UP's Opposition
characterizes that letter as opposing BNSF's request for overhead trackage rights
between Taylor and Milano. All that GRR meant by its prior statement is that it generally
opposes the imposition of additional remedial conditions that would provide carriers with
new competitive access to shippers.
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Likewise, Texas Crushed Stone Company observes that "BNSF could provide Texas
Crushed Stone with better, more efficient service by avoiding much of the congested and
circuitous trackage rights that BNSF if currently using" if its request were granted. See
Letter of William M Snead, Texas Crushed Stone, Tab 4.
UP argues that the granting of BNSF's request would harm operations by placing
additional trains on the Taylor-Milano segment, which UP claims is near capacity, and
by adding conflicting movements against UP's flow of traffic toward the northeast,
creating train delays and congestion. UP Opposition at 120. However, the Taylor-Milano
line over which BNSF seeks rights is not as congested as the Taylor-Smithville-Sealy
line, the line over which BNSF has existing rights. Furthermore, adding bidirectional
BNSF trains to the Taylor-Milano line would not Interfere with UP's intermodal,
automotive and manifest trains headed northeast on the line.- V.S. Handley at 47.
According to the Dispatching Protocol. BNSF's trains transporting aggregates that would
be operating on the Taylor-Milano line would be given a lower priority than UP's
intermodal, automotive and manifest trains.-

It appears evident from UP's comments that UP has turned this route into a
directional route for trains running northeast toward Little Rock. V.S. Handley at 47.
Thus, to further minimize any risk of interference with UP's operations, BNSF could join
UP in this directional flow on traffic from the Georgetown Railroad, with trains moving to
the Georgetown Railroad at Kerr continuing to use other routes, and possibly join in
other UP directional flows to reduce the impact of congestion on both carriers.
In addition, UP fails to cite the benefits accruing to it by moving BNSF's stone
trains off the congested routes between Taylor and Temple, or Taylor and Sealy via
Smithville, where they now operate and are subject to delays due to congestion.
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UP's main basis for opposing this proposal by BNSF appears to be the marketing
concern that the proposed ruiiting "would allow BNSF to gain much more efficient access
to stone destinations northeast of Houston, in the Beaumont-Silsbee area, where SP
provided no competition before the merger".

UP Opposition, Verified Statement of

Richard B. Peterson at 23. UP's information is in error - SP did compete for stone
traffic northeast of Houston in the Beaumont area, as the three Transit Mix aggregates
distribution facilities in the Beaumont area on former SP lines confirm. Thus, SP
participated in aggregates movements from both the Georgetown and San-Antonio
Elmendorff areas to the Beaumont areas on a competitive basis prior to the merger.
BNSF seeks by its proposal to provide service that offers an effective competitive
alternative to UP.
D.

Order neutral switching supervision on the former SP Baytown
Branch and Cedar Bayou Branch.
1. Baytown and Cedar Bayou Branches

BNSF has requested neutral supervision of switching activities on the Baytown
and Cedar Bayou Branches. BNSF gained access to all industries on these branches
as a result of the February 12, 1998 Term Sheet Agreement between BNSF and UP.UP's local switch service via haulage and reciprocal switch between BNSF and its
customers has been inconsistent and, if unchanged, unacceptable over the long-term.

^
As explained in V S Rickershauser, filed as f)art of BNSF's Application, prior to
February 12, 1998, BNSF had access to specific "2,-to-1" and other customers on the
Baytown and Cedar Bayou Branches, V.S. Rickershauser at 21.
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UP opposes BNSF's request arguing that BNSF has not shown a failure to
preserve pre-merger competition- and that BNSF's complaints about service on this line
are unfounded

UP claims that, since BNSF's haulage shipments are handled in the

same trains as the UP shipments, they cannot be receiving inferior treatment. To
support this claim, UP asserts that its data shows that BNSF's haulage movements from
the branches experience transit times comparable with those of UP's shipments. UP
Opposition at 114-116. However, contrary to UP's assertions, UP's data allegedly
showing that BNSF's haulage movements from the branches experience transit times
comparable with those of UP's shipments is flawed.-

Seg V.S. Hord at 13.^'

UP attempts to obscure the real issues on these branches with its comments
about "pre-merger competition." Customers on the branches fall into three categories:
(a) customers directly switched by SP and UP in the Baytown area prior to the merger
('2-to-l" customers): (b) customers recognized by UP/SP, CMA and the Board as being
••2-to-1" by virtue of a build-in in the Eldon/Mont Belvieu area proposed and oeing
executed by UP at the time of the merger; and (c) customers accessible only to SP
which BNSF gained access to as a result of the February 12, 1998 "50/50 Line"
agreement. Customers in the first two categories were recognized in the merger as
being entitled to competitive marketing and service by BNSF.
22'
UP's comparison of the transit times for BNSF cars handled in haulage on the
Baytown Branch to Dayton to UP cars to Sjolander does not prove that BNSF's service
is competitive with UP. Those movements are not comparable.
In its Opposition, UP asserts that BNSF has no right to demand haulage service
from UP on the Baytown and Cedar Bayou Branches under the Settlement Agreement,
and thus BNSF's complaints about the inadequacy of UP's haulage service are
disingenuous However, it is undisputed that, in one manner or the other, BNSF must
have the ability to serve "2-to-r shippers on these branches, and the fact that UP and
BNSF agreed that BNSF would access such shippers via UP haulage in no way excuses
the poor service UP has been providing.
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UP also criticizes BNSF for failing to provide a definition of the term "neutral
switching super/ision.' UP Opposition at 1''8. As explained in BNSF's Application,
neutral switching supervision has but one goal ~ providing an absolutely even-handed
switching service, favoring neither carrier, on BNSF-UP shared routes to ensure
shipments move between customers' facilities and either BNSF or UP in a manner which
favors neither carrier

It also means establishment of a schedule and service plan

without consideration of whether the shipment is moving roadhaul via either carrier.
The neutral sv. tching supervision BNSF seeks would lead to one entity, not two,
providing switching service on the Baytown and Cedar Bayou Branches. BNSF believes
that the best way to achieve this is for a neutral third party, such as the PTRA, to
supervise the switching on the branches. Such third party management of the switching
service on the branches would achieve sustainable equal service over the long-term for
both BNSF and UP. DOT itself expressed a strong need for "fair and impartial service
on these lines in order for the shippers to retain the competitive service they had before
the merger." DOT Comments at 7. This supervision could be structured much the same
as neutral dispatch at the Spring Center - through a supervision structure in place of the
current duplicate BNSF and UP organizations, accountable to both BNSF and UP, which
would supervise the track, personnel, motive power and other resources on the branches
to produce a service product of equal quality for BNSF, UP and their customers. Far
from, as UP charges. "[t]he result [being] an additional layer of management and cost,
with no apparent benefit," sgg UP Opposition at 118, the reverse would be true. There
would be a reduction of duplicate costs, a requirement of fewer assets, and better use
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of the existing assets - including customers' facilities and track - than occurs at
present The congestion UP complains about on these branches, as well as the problems
BNSF reports, would be eliminated if customers and BNSF could be assured of a
switching service that performed equally well whether the cars moved in conjunction with
UP or BNSF linehaul, permitting BNSF to modify or discontinue its switching operations
which are layered on top of those provided by UP. Under existing conditions, BNSF can
either rely on UP reciprocal switch and haulage service, a third party with UP's
concurrence, or switch customers itself in order to provide competitive service at this and
other "2-to-l" locations it gained access to as a result of the merger. Unless changes
are made, if BMSF is to provide shippers with competitive service on the Baytown and
Cedar Bayou Branches under its existing rights, it has no choice but to provide that
service itself
As reported in the past, the provision of this service directly by BNSF then can
lead to a variety of problems, including the congestion and conflicting movements UP
complains about, sgg UP Opposition at 117, as well as requiring customers wanting

Even though UP s 1999 capital investment budget includes the installation of a
second main track on the Baytown Branch, sgg UP Opposition at 116, there is no
certainty as to when and if such improvement will be completed. UP itself acknowledges
that "[ujntii that work is done, no railroad will t>e able to provide the quality of service that
is really needed on the Baytown Branch." UP Opposition at 116-117. Moreover, even
assuming the installation of a double-track, it would increase capacity but will not
address the need for better coordination and planning on the branches that a neutral
switching supervisor would provide.

I
I
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access to BNSF to permit BNSF as well as UP to switch their facilities each day. -

To

do so. BNSF switching service would have to be scheduled around the switching service
provided by UP. Given UP's directional operations on the branches, which BNSF is
precluded by UP from joining,-

it is more difficult for BNSF and UP could agree to

windows and schedules permitting BNSF to switch customers at the Baytown end of the
line. Furthermore, for many customers, having two different switching carriers in their
facilities is not feasible, due to production, infrastructure, systems or safety issues. The
end result, then, for customers on the Baytown and Cedar Bayou Branches expecting
competitive service from BNSF is to either accept the UP-directed switch service
provided or permit BNSF and UP to switch their facilities. To the degree neither of these
options is workable, the intended restoration of pre-merger competition is not
accomplished.
UP apparently hopes that BNSF. as a competitor, will be reduced to handling
traffic only to and from BNSF local points on the branches, and that customers, sampling

Contrary to UP s allegations, BNSF has previously raised issues to the Joint
Service Committee about problems with haulage on the Baytown and Cedar Bayou
Branches. V S. Hord at 14. Furthermore, UP's allegation that a BNSF representative
stated that BNSF had no problems with UP's haulage service is also inaccurate; UP s
officials are simply mistaken or misunderstood discussions that occurred, i ^ at 14-15.

^
The fact that UP will not allow BNSF to join the directional flow contributes to the
congestion UP complains about. BNSF either has to turn its empties over to UP in
.Houston - an extra, congesting step, as BNSF cars move through Houston which need
rot go there, or seek to place them itself at the handful of SP Baytown Branch
customers which can accommodate BNSF and UP switching their facilities on a daily
basis When BNSF places the cars into facilities on the branch, it must operate "against
the flow" to do so.
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BNSF service and finding it inadequate due to problems with switching and service at
the local level, will return their competitive traffic to UP
accept the inferior role assigned by U P . -

BNSF and its customers will not

BNSF intends to continue competing

vigorously for this traffic, and customers will continue to require that BNSF provide
service fully competitive with UP.
2.

Chaison and Sabine Branches

BNSF has decided to withdraw from the Board's consideration at this time its
request for neutral switching supervision on the former SP Sabine and Chaison Branches
because service to shippers located on the branches has not been a problem. However,
BNSF reserves the right to bring any such problems to the attention of the Board as may
be necessary.
E.

PTRA Operation of The UP Clinton Branch In Houston

BNSF is withdrawing its request related to the former SP Clinton Branch. While
PTRA supen/ision or operation of the Clinton Branch would permit UP's operations to be
combined with the adjacent PTRA yards, BNSF, UP, and Houston Public Elevator have,
in recent months, largely mitigated the concerns raised by BNSF earlier this year.
Starting in early July, BNSF. UP and the Elevator have held a daily conference call to
ailow preplanning and coordination of unit train movements to and from this facility. At

25'
In addition to those shippers BNSF included in its July 8. 1998 filing, which are
reproduced at Tab 4 for the Board's convenience, KMCO Inc.. OmniSource Corporation
and Williams Energy have added their support for this request. In one such letter of
support, the shipper noted "with only one neutral switcher on the branch, there would be
less overall activity on the branch and generally less congestion for all rail activities on
the branch . . " which would lead to "improved service for all customers on the branch."
See Letter of Greg Greer. Williams Energy. Tab 4.
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this time, therefore, performance for BNSF traffic moving to and from this facility has
improved, and congestion problems have eased.
F.

Overhead trackage rights to enable BNSF, should it determine
to do so, to join the directional operations over any UP iine or
lines where UP commences directional operations and where
BNSF has trackage rights over one, but not both, lines involved
in the UP directional flows, including, specifically, over the Fort
Worth to Dallas, TX line (via Arlington).

Opponents of the UP/SP merger, notably Conrail and KCS, "argued that BNSF
will face crippling operational obstacles in providing service over these trackage rights.
They argue that BNSF's service will be . . . hampered by going against the flow of the
directional running of certain lines . . .." Decision No. 44 at 132, Indeed, the parties
recognized that BNSF could not provide competitive services in a trackage rights corridor
if BNSF could not "go with the flow" of UP's directional operations.
B JSF now seeks application of this new widely-accepted principle to corridors
whe-e UP has instituted directional operations since Decision No. 44. As described
above, one of the reasons BNSF has been hampered in its ability to replace the
competitive options offered by SP is that UP has acted unilaterally to institute additional
directional operations over routes in South Texas. V.S. Hord at 17. As shown in its July
8 Application, BNSF has not been able to secure from UP trackage rights over portions
of UP's directional routes to join the directional operations. §gg Application, V.S. Hord
at 18. In such instances. BNSF trains are forced to either run "against the flow" of UP
on the trackage rights lines or reroute trains over other lines.2^' Isi, The overall impact

Entergy Services, a facility served by KCS, UP and BNSF. identifies this very
concern in its expression of support for this request, observing that "if BNSF trains are
-34-

on BNSF's operations is that BNSF is unable to provide consistent and reliable service
to and from the "2-to-l" points it was granted the right to serve.

Instead, it must

"negotiate" with UP on a case-by-case, day-by-day basis whether it can join in the
directional flow.

SP was not subject pre-merger to this same uncertainty about its

operations Any delays brought about by BNSF having to run "against" a UP flow on a
trackage rights line negatively impact BNSF and its customers - and, if UP trains are
delayed, increase the likelihood of congestion, which impacts UP and its customers as
well.
DOT concurs with BNSF's request, noting in its comments that the request
appears "reasonable and necessary if BNSF is to provide competitive service." DOT
Comments at 8 (emphasis supplied). DOT further notes that it is implausible to argue
that "confining a railroad to only one line while another operator directionally travels on

forced lo operate against the directional flow on the UP line between Fort Worth and
Waxahachie," service to their Nelso station "could be adversely impacted due to delays
in this area." Letter of Charles W. Jewell, Entergy Services, Tab 4.
22'
For example, as previously described in BNSF's Application, UP has commenced
northbound directional operations on the former SP line from Waxahachie to Fort Worth.
BNSF has trackage rights over this line, and UP's directional operations will make it
difficult for BNSF to run southbound traffic on the line. Sgg Application, V S. Hord at 1718 BNSF has been unable to secure trackage rights over an alternative route or secure
UP s permission to join the directional operations, and various shippers such as the
Texas Municipal Power Agency, Houston Light and Power, and Texas Utilities Electric
Company are filing statements supporting BNSF's request for trackage rights between
Fort Worth and Dallas over the UP line so that BNSF can offer competitive service for
southbound traffic from Fort Worth. See Tab 4 and the separate filing of Texas Utilities
Electric Company.
The following shippers have also filed letters of general support for BNSF's
request BRGI, Entergy, HCH Marketing, Inc., KMCO Inc., OmniSource Corporation, and
Westway Trading Corporation. Ibid.
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two [lines] allows them to be competitive." ibid. DOT is equally correc* when it says that
"[cjonfining d competing railroad to operating against the flow of traffic is tantamount to
allowing it to operate only during what might be very narrow service windows." Ibid.
Finally, DOT points out that the current situation is the same, for all intents and
purposes, as if UP had provided a blanket refusal to allow the tenant railroad onto the
line for an extended period of time - a situation that DOT observes the Board wcuid not
have allowed originally, DOT also comments on the inefficiencies present in operating
trains against the flow, arguing that UP "should not be allowed to set up an arrangement
that IS non-competitive as well as inefficient," Ibid.
UP's suggestion that it has voluntarily provided BNSF with trackage rights for
directional operations where mutually beneficial overlooks the fact that UP's unilateral
decisions whether to start or cease directional running on routes where BNSF operates
on trackagerightsimpact over BNSF's ability to serve Its customers, it is also incredible
that UP has threatened not to use directional operations and "to forgo the efficiency
benefits of directional operations" on the line between Ft. Worth and Dallas (and possibly
elsewhere) if BNSF is granted therightto join directional operations as its requests. UP
Opposition at 124. This statement is forceful evidence that UP's decisions about its
operating practices in the Houston/Gulf Coast area are likely to be based on its
perceived self-interest, irrespective of proven efficiencies presented by an alternative
operating practice. This evidence alone supports the Board's imposition of BNSF's
request.
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UP's concern that BNb.- s request would be unrestricted and apply systemwide
is unfounded. UP's Opposition at 123. To clarify the situation, BNSF's request would
apply only where BNSF operates over UP/SP lines in the Houston/Gulf Coast area,
including through trackage rights as an UP/SP merger condition. Although there are
other areas, such as the Central Corridor, where UP may contemplate directional
operations, BNSF's request in this oversight proceeding is linked only to the
Houston/Gulf Coast area.
Finally, UP relies on errors of fact in support of its complaint that BNSF should not
be allowed to profit from the sale of its mainline between Fort Worth and Dallas
(purportedly sold to DART) and then appropriate UP's capacity. UP Opposition at 124125. BNSF never owned this line.
The Dallas-Fort Worth line was originally owned by the Chicago, Rock Island and
Pacific Railroad Company ("Rock Island"), with whom BN's predecessor executed trackage
rights agreements in 1908 and 1911.

In 1982, a bankrupt Rock Island conveyed to the

Missouri-Ka^sas-Texas Railroad ("MKT") a perpetual easement for exclusive local rail
freight sen/ice and for non-exclusive overhead use of the line. The cities of Dallas and
Fort Worth purchased Rock Island's remaining fee interest and MKT's easement in the
line in 1984, simultaneously granting MKT overhead and exclusive local freight operating
rights, subject to existing rights of BNSF and other unrelated terms and conditions.
MKT was acquired by UP through its acquisition of Missouri Pacific Railroad in 1988.
It IS UP through its acquisition of MKT, therefore, which ultimately profited from the sale
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of this line - not BNSF.-' Thus, it is inaccurate to assert that BNSF is using its profits
to appropriate UP s capacity.
O.

Trackagerightson additional UP lines in the Houston terminal
area for BNSF to operate over any available clear routes
through the terminal as determined and managed by the Spring
Consolidated Dispatching Center, including, but not limited to,
the former SP route between West Junction and Tower 26 via
Chaney Junction.-

Presently, BNSF handles significant volumes of traffic over its trackage rights
which must move through the Houston terminal area via either UP's East Belt or West
Be" line Because of the recent congestion and potential for future congestion on these
lines. BNSF has often been unable to offer competitive, timely and reliable servicr to
shippers. UP v;ill not permit BNSF to use alternate available UP routes, even when they
are available, unless prior trackage rights agreements are in place with respect to those
routes.
BNSF requests, therefore, that it be granted additional trackage rights on UP/SP
in lite Houston ter.nmal area to operate over any available clear route through the

The only rights to this line BNSF has ever possessed remain fhe trackage fights
frst negotiated in 1908 and 1911, and subsequently renewed in 1993, City of Dallas.
Cltv of Forth Worth and D/FW Railtrain - Petition for Declaratorv Order. 1993 ICC LEXIS
299 (Finance Docket No. 32406, served Dec. 30, 1993).
^
Tex Mex concurs with this request, but notes that the condition should apply to
Tex Mex as well. Tex Mex argues that BNSF's proposal would benefit only one
Houston carrier - BNSF - at the expense of others. Tex Mex urges the Board to reject
this element of BNSF's proposal unless the Board also adopts the Consensus Plan
proposa! for terminal trackage rights fcr all Houston carriers through the proposed neutral
switching and dispatching district. Tex Mex Opposition at 4-5. As BNSF stated in .ts
Application, BNSF supports Tex Mex's request that carriers - including Tex Mex and
BNSF - operating through the Houston tenninal should be granted trackage rights to use
the best available rou'es through Houston. BNSF Application at 16.
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terminal as determined by the Spring Center. In this regard, it should be noted that UP
already nas unrestricted trackage 'ights over all of BNSF's limited but strategic routes
in the Houston area including, as a result of the February 12, 1998 "50/50 Line"
agreement between BNSF ana UP, BNSF's unique "bypass" route around Houston
between Beaumont and Navasota via Cleveland and Conroe, TX. BNSF alsc requests
that UP be required to amend the 1981 Supplemental Agreement to allow BNSF to route
any type of traffic over the former SP line between Rosenberg and Englewood via West
Junction. Chaney Junction, and Tower 26.-'
UP opposes BNSF s request alleging that it lacks any competitive justif cation and
is yet another 'open access" opportunity for BNSF. UP Opposition at 130-132. These
arguments wholly mischaracterize the nature of BNSF's request.

BNSF is not seeking

new access to a singie new locally-served UP shipper on any of these routes. Thus, it
cannot be seriously argued that BNSF is pursuing "open access" by seeking the
imposition of modest operationally-driven improvements for the Houston terminal area
which, by permitting the Spring Center to route BNSF (and Tex Mex) trains, without
regard to ownership, around congestion points as required, reduce the likelihood of
crippling terminal congestion in the future.
Furthermore, in opposing this request, UP ignores the fact that the Board
instituted this oversight proceeding because of UP's service crisis in and around Houston

As explained in BNSF's Application, pursuant to a 1981 Supplement to a 1920
Agreement between the former ATSF and the former SP. BNSF has trackage rights over
this line: however, under the tenms of the Supplemental Agreement, ^NSF may only use
those trackage rights to handle grain traffic BNSF Application, V.b. Hord at 20-21.
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and the terminal area. BNSF's request would create a vital safety valve for dispatching
L!P, BNSF and other trains over clear routes in the Houston terminal when deemed
necessary by the jointly-operated Spring Center. The ability to use clear routes in
Houston is no different than the general principle - endorsed by UP -- that dispatchers
"want more than anything else to get trains off their railroad," without regard to the
identity of the trains.- The access to and use of clear routes does precisely that, by
allowing trains to move through the terminal as quickly as possible using any available
clear route.
There is no serious dispute that BNSF's request adopts a common sense
approach to addressing the operating constraints presented in the Houston terminal area
which will benefit all carriers and shippers.BNSF s request

Indeed, DOT has recognized the merit of

In its Comments, DOT states that BNSF's request appears to be "a

reasonable measure to address congestion." DOT Comments at 8. And contrary to
UP's assertion. DOT notes that BNSF's request

^'

does not appear to "confer any

Seg UP Opposition, Verified Statement of Dennis J. Duffy at 20.

Several shippers have, in fact, filed letters of support for this request: Barton
Boers, Inc , Commercial Metals, KMCO Co., Li-enac America, OmniSource Corporation,
Sysco, Universal Foods Corporation and Westway Trading Corporation, Ronald Bird of
Commercial Metals Co supports the common sense value of BNSF's proposal: ", . .
since operations via the Algoa route unnecessarily brings traffic through the Houston
terminal area, an alternative routing such as BNSF requests makes sense." See Letter
of Ronald Bird, Commercial Metals Co, Tab 4. Likewise, this request would "create an
important safety valve for dispatchers to permit BNSF trains to traverse clear routes in
the Houston terminal" and is " a reasonatDle measure to avoid congestion." See Letter
of Clark Craig, KMCO Co , at 2, Tab 4. Another shipper notes that this measure will
benefit shippers and "wil! result in service improvements and needed dispatching
flexibility in the Houston terminal." Sgg Letter of Paul Rasmussen, Universal Foods
Corporation, Tab 4.
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significant competitive advantage on BNSF." ibjd, UP's stated opposition to this request
on competitive grounds is simply without merit.
H.

BNSF

Order the coordinated dispatching of operations over the UP
and SP routes between Houston and Longview, TX and
Houston and Shreveport, LA, by the Spring Consolidated
Dispatching Center.
is pleased that UP concurs in this request and accepts

UP's

representations to the Board.
I.

Overhead trackage righis on UP's San-Antonio-Laredo line
between MP 264.3 at South San Antnnio and MP 412.51 at
Laredo.

Because of the unanticipated service and related problems along the Algoa route
and the unanticipatec changes in the structure of the Mexican rail market (including Tex
Mex's unwillingness to negotiate competitive long-term service arrangements with BNSF
for Mexican traffic), BNSF requested in its Application that the Board grant it overhead
trackage rights over UP's line from San Antonio to Laredo in order to ensure thai BNSF
can remain an effective competitor at Laredo. Both UP and Tex Mex strenuously oppose
BNSF s requests, citing a variety of reasons ranging from arguments by both that an
analysis of the cu.-'rent market shares at Laredo reveals that pre-merger competition has
been preserved to UP's argument that, if BNSF has concerns about KCS' influence over
Tex Mex, those concerns could be addressed in a KCS-Tex Mex common control
proceeding.
However, as discussed above, the mere fact that UP's market share at Laredo is
cun-ently below its pre-merger market share does not establish that the Board should not
be concerned about long-term competition at Laredo and take action to ensure that
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shippers can receive effective competitive service from BNSF over that critical gateway.
The market share numbers over last year have undeniably been influenced by the
temporary rights granted to BNSF and Tex Mex under the Emergency Service Order,
UP s release of shippers from their contracts, and UP s inability to provide service to a
large number of shippers.BNSF's evidence submitted with its July 8 Application establishes that there is
sufficient uncertainty about BNSF's ability to provide long-term competition at Laredo for
the Board to take action. First, if a service crisis were to occur again in the Houston
area - which could clearly happen given the admittedly inadequate infrastructure in the
area. BNSF's ability to use its trackage rights ove- the Aigoa route which it received
under the Settlement Agreement would once again be jeopardized. It is no response to
this concern for UP and Tex Mex to claim that UP's directional operations between Algoa
and Placedo will alleviate BNSF's concern since - as UP has made crystal clear in its
Opposition - UP reserves unto itself the sole discreticn of service between Algoa and
Placedo and has indicated i s intend to terminate them in tho future.
Second, notwithstanding the protestations of Tex Mex to the contrary, it is clear
that, whatever KCS' influence over Tex Mex and its role in the interiine divisions
negotiations between BNSF and Tex Mex, BNSF still has not been able to achieve an

In addition to those shippers whose support letters BNSF provided the Board in
our July 8, 1998 filing, the following shippers have added their support for this request:
Abinsa Acero, American Honda, Esso f^fiexico S.A. de C.V.. GM Nao Logistics, Grupo
Cydsa S.A. de C.V., Hylsa, Kimberly-Clark de Mexico S.A. de C.V., M. Shiefer Trading
Co , Grupo Mabe, Nicor Steel, Penford Products, Pinsa, Rocky Mountain Steel Mills,
Santa's Best, Tamco, Sysco, Volkswagen de Mexico, S A, de C.F. and Westway Trading
Corporation See Tab 4.
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interline arrangement with Tex Mex that will enable it to provide long-term competitive
service As set forth in the Verified Statement of Harold Weddle attached hereto as Tab
2, BNSF believes that Tex Mex's characterization of the negotiations in the Spring of this
year is diametrically opposed to the actual course of the parties' negotiations. To date,
despite continued efforts, BNSF has been unable to achieve a viable interiine
arrangement.
Indeed, negotiations with Tex Mex in 1997 and in early 1998 led BNSF to believe,
based on advice from Tex Mex, that a broad agreement had been reached, only to have
Tex Mex advise, early in March, 1998, that KCS objected to the agreement and would
not permit its execution The May agreement cited by Tex Mex in its Opposition was
offered by Tex Mex to BNSF as a "take it or leave it" proposal. The BNSF negotiators
advised Tex Mex at the time this proposa! was presented that portions of the proposal
did not meet BNSF s needs. BNSF senior management concurred with that assessment,
dnd the proposal was rejected.
Third, the uncertainties in the Mexican rail market and the evident lack of effective
competition in the market justify Board action. Prior to the Mexican rail privatization,
FNM would on occasion provide SP with "equalized" pricing from Eagle Pass to interior
points, compared with Laredo, which provided SP the ability to choose between the
Laredo and Eagle Pass gateways on specific traffic. However, the new Mexican rail
carriers, particulariy Ferrocarril Mexicano, S.A. De CV. ("FXE"), providing service via the
Eagle Pass and El Paso gateways, have yet to fully adopt market-driven, competitive
services, but instead continue to quote prices based on the former mileage driven tariffs.
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This practice, coupled with FXE's longer mileages to many Mexican markets, drives
traffic to Laredo, independent of any competitive actions on the part of TFM.
While UP and Tex Mex have asserted a number of arguments based on
operational and capacity concerns,- BNSF is prepared to pay its share of the improvements necessary to accommodate its request, and the concerns discussed above about
possible future service problems, the inability to secure a long-term interline agreement,
and the uncertain state of the Mexican rail market warrant Board action. Unless the
Board does take action, BNSF will once again be placed in the position of being unable
to assure potential shippers - the very shippers to which it was granted access by the
Board in Decision No. 44 to provide replacement competitive service - that it will be able
to provide those shippers with reliable consistent and dependable service over Laredo.
CONCLUSION
As set forth above, the limited structural modifications to certain of the existing
UP/SP mei-ger conditions BNSF has proposed are necessary to enable BNSF to provide
the long-term competitive, reliable service in the Houston/Gulf Coast area and to ensure,
to the extent possible, that BNSF will be able to provide the service alternative the Board

^
Contrary to Tex Mex's assertions, *he granting of BNSF's request for overhead
trackage rights to L.aredo would not threaten Tex Mex's financial viability or essential
service to shippers on its line As established by UP in its Opposition, the amount of
traffic which Tex Mex carried from January to May of 1998 has, even without
consideration of any SNSF interchanged traffic, exceeded the pre-merger volumes Tex
Mex carried during the same months in 1996, See UP Opposition, Verified Statement
of Richard J. Bart^er (Exhibit 8). Thus, even if BNSF were to transfer 100% of the traffic
it currently interchanges with Tex Mex to a San Antonio-Laredo routing (which is more
than BNSF projects would in fact be transferred to such a routing), Tex Mex would still
be able to earn revenues in excess of its pre-merger revenues.
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•

contemplated if UP s congestion and service problems recur. The modifications will also

1

help to minimize the risk that shippers, as well as BNSF and other operationally-driven
carriers, will be forced in the future to endure the significant hardship and economic

•

losses they experiencea over the last year from the failure to provide essential services.

•

The modifications proposed by BNSF do not increase BNSF's access to any additional

—

shippers, but instead are minimally necessary to ensure that the competition r^at the
Board envisioned when it approved the UP/SP merger can be achieved, including

•

competitive service.
Respectfully submitted.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I do hereby certify that a copy of the foregoing BNSF Rebuttal Evidence And
Argument In Support Of Requests For Additional Remedial Conditions (BNSF-10) is
being served, by first class mail or hand-delivery, on all parties of record in this
proceeding.

VERIFIED STATEMENT
OF
ERNEST L. HORD
My name is Ernest L. Hord. I am Vice President, Operations of The Burlington
Northem and Santa Fe Railway Company ("BNSF") on ihe UP/SP Lines. My business
address is 24125 Aldine Westfield Road, Spring, TX 77373.
I joined BNSF in October 1996. Prior to that time. I was employed by Southern
Pacific for 31 years and held various positions in the Operations Department, including
General Manager and Assistant Vice President-Transportation, culminating in my last
position as Assistant to Executive Vice President-Operations.
Since joining BNSF, I have taken on responsibility for the start-up and
implementation of service on the track and territory to which BNSF gained access under
the Board's Decision No. 44 in Finance Docket No. 32760 (served August 12, 1996).
In that capacity. I have become familiar with BNSF's. as well as UP's, operations in
Texas and the Gulf Coast area.
I am submitting this statement in support of BNSF's Rebuttal Evidence and
Argument In Support of Requests for Additional Remedial Conditions. The purpose of
this statement is to respond to various points made in opposition to BNSF's requests for
additional remedial conditions as proposed in its July 8, 1998 Application.
As demonstrated by BNSF's actual operating experience since the UP/SP merger,
BNSF needs a measure of operational flexibility not provided by its existing rights to
respond to certain UP operating practices that have hampered BNSF's ability to provide
consistent, reliable competitive service and to limit the impact on BNSF's services of

future changes in UP's operations. Without these modifications, it is my view that BNSF
cannot provide long-term competitive, reliable service in the Houston/Gulf Coast area.
This is particularly the case in light of the unanticipated and massive operational
changes UP has made and continues to make in its combined operations, including the
unilateral institution cf directional running over important routes in the Houston/Gulf
Coast area which are shared by BNSF as a result of the merger settlement agreements
and conditions. It is also my opinion that these conditions are necessary to minimize the
risk of future service problems adversely impacting BNSF's ability to provide competitive
service to the shipping public.
A.

Permanent Bidirectional Trackage Rights On Caldwell-Flatonla-San
Antonio and Caldwell-Flatonia-Placedo Lines
1.

Celdwell-Flatonie-San Antonio

UP opposes BNSF's request that the Board grant it permanent bidirectional
overhead trackage rights on UP's Caldwell-Flatonia-San Antonio line. This is the same
line over which BNSF has been operating using temporary trackage rights since July,
1997. when BNSF and UP agreed to implement these temporary rights because of the
impact on both BNSF and UP of the congestion on the shorter permanent trackage
rights line between Temple and San Antonio via Smithville and San Marcos. This line
is depicted on Map 1.

UP argues that, upon completion of its infrastructure

improvements to the San Antonio-San Marcos line, the congestion problems should end.
Therefore, UP concludes that BNSF should be able to return to its original TempleSmithville-San Antonio trackage rights. UP Opposition at 102-103.
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However, UP's proposed infrastructure improvements are limited to areas south
of San Marcos and into San Antonio, they will not improve operations north of San
Marcos. The area north of San Marcos, specifically from Temple to Smithville, is where
BNSF has experienced and continues to experience significant congestion and delay on
traffic moving both to Halsted and between Taylor and Sealy. Nothing contemplated by
UP's improvements (such as the proposed construction of a single siding at Rosanky
which is between Smithville and San Marcos) convinces me that this congestion will be
reduced sufficiently to allow BNSF to operate on a consistent, reliable and competitive
basis using our permanent trackage nghts on the route between Temple and San
Antonio.
Because of the operating limitations affecting the Smithville route on which 3NSF
has existing permanent trackage rights, BNSF seeks permanent trackage rights on the
Flatonia route with the option to use either route whenever the Smithville route is too
congested tc permit BNSF to run a scheduled, consistent operation. Such rights would
simply enable BNSF to operate over the alternate former SP routing if the primary UP
route was congested. Absent this operational flexibility, BNSF would be subject to the
um ateral decisions of UP as to which route BNSF could use to provide service;
•Ite

atively, BNSF would be forced to "negotiate" with UP if it needed to return to the

Flatonia route to offset UP's conpestion and delay on the Smithville route.
If BNSF is not granted long-tenr' access to the former SP route between Caldwell
and San Antonio via Flatonia, it will be confronted with the heavy burden of using
"bidirectional" traffic rights over UP s newly-annou;iced "directional" routes in Central

Texas. UP has stated that the San Marcos-San Antonio route will be "bidirectional for
rock traffic and for UP's important manifest trains to and from Laredo," but it has
provided no informrition on the impacts on the operations of BNSF's trains and the
routes used by BNSF between Temple and San Marcos via Smithville.

See UP

Opposition, Verified Statement of Howard Handley, Jr. ("V S Handley") at 45-46. If
BNSF is faced with continuing changes to UP operations and the holds on its trains
resulting from directional operations it is not permitted to join, BNSF will be unable to
provide the consistent, scheduled service required for it to be competitive in this corridor.
UP also objects to BNSF's permanent bidirectional operation on the Caldwell to
Flatonia route because such operations could interfere with UP's ever changing "plans"
fcr directional operations on various lines in Central Texas. This concern of course could
easily be eliminated if BNSF were pennitted to join in UP's directional flow. This solution
would appear to bi particularly appropriate since it is UP that is changing its operations
on routes that affect BNSF's existing trackage rights. Alternatively, inasmuch as the 60
mile route between Caldwell and Flatonia has six passing sidings providing existing
capacity for meeting and passing trains, it is difficult to understand why structured and
disciplined bidirectional operations could not continue.
UP's opposition to BNSF's request ignores the well-documented actual operating
experience in Central Texas since the UP/SP merger that UP's constantly changing
operations are a threat tc BNSF's ability to restore the pre-merger competitive options
to these markets and shippers on a long-term basis.

This includes changes in

operational matters, such as the unilateral imposition of directional running, impacting

a number of BNSF's trackage rights corridors, and organiraticnal structure (three
Executive VP's of Operations in the last year as well as the recent decentralization of
operations).
Thus, BNSF needs to have the requested operational flexibility in order to limit the
impact on BNSF's services of future changes in UP's operations along the trackage
rights lines BNSF secured as a result of the merger. Such flexibility also is needed to
respond to UP operating practices that have hampered BNSF's ability to provide
consistent, reliable competitive service in place of the pre-merger SP.
2.

Caldwell-Flatonia-Placedo

As a condition of the UP/SP merger, BNSF was granted access to "2-to-l"
shippers and locations in south Texas, including Corpus Christi, Brownsville, and a
connection with Tex Mex at Robstown, over UP's Brownsville Subdivision from Algoa,
TX.

As a result of its service crisis, in November, 1997, UP instituted directional

operations between Algoa, Flatonia, and Placedo, TX, with BNSF and Tex Mex joining
in the directional flow on these routes. As a result. BNSF, UP and Tex Mex operate
southbound via Flatonia-Placedo, and northbound via Placedo-Algoa, although UP is
now running empty unit coal trains returning Central Power & Light's Coleto Creek, TX
generating station several times each week.
UP has stated that it will continue to allow BNSF to access Caldwell-Placedo via
Flatonia as long as UP employs directional running between Houston and Placedo. UP

has also stated that it intends, in the long-term, to discontinue directional operations.^'
However, UP s Brownsville Subdivision was highly congested during the service crisis
and remains vulnerable to a retum of congestion. Contrary to UP's assertions, the
building of a single additional siding at Angleton - to accommodate UP's announced
return to bidirectional movements - cannot by itself add sufficient capacity to alleviate
the operating problems on the whole Brownsville subdivision. §ee V.S. Handley at 46.
In addition, UP makes no commitment regarding the date it expects to complete the
siding or when it expects to start the planned bidirectional movements which would then
move BNSF and Tex Mex back to their original permanent trackagerightslines - ^NSF
via Algoa-Placedo and Tex Mex via Flatonia-Placedo.
BNSF also disagrees with UP's assertions that BNSF's u">e ofthe alternative route
between Placedo and Caldwell via Flatonia would not have a positive impact on Houston
traffic and congestion. See V.S. Handley at 47. UP's traffic flowing northbound on the
UP route to Algoa moves, in most instances, into the Houston terminal. When the
terminal is congested, UP trains back up onto the Placedo-Algoa route. If BNSF trains
are also operating over the line, they are negatively impacied by the decline in the line's
capacity as meeting and passing siding space is consumed by staged UP trains.
Because BNSF trains would have Temple. TX, not Houston, as their destination, it

if
UP's Opposition is contradictory on its plans for directional running. On the one
hand UP seems to contemplate directional running on the Flatonia route for southbound
trains. On the other hand. UP also contemplates mnning northbound trams on tr.e same
"directional" route. §ee V.S. Handley at 45-46.

makes little sense to add them to the Houston traffic or to subject them to Houston
congestion.
UP apparently agrees with the logic of BNSF's position ~ if applied only to UP.
In Dennis Duffy's September 18 verified statement, he states that BNSF's request "would
reduce traffic on the Algoa line." UP's Opposition, Verified Statement of Dennis Duffy
at 23 (chart). He then argues that BNSF should not be granted long-term trackage rights
via the Placedo-Flatonia-Caldv/ell route because "those rights would limit our ability to
reroute traffic from the Rio Grande Valley toward the Midwest, which now runs through
Houston, to the bypass route tt rough Flatonia." \^

If rerouting UP's traffic to the

bypass route assists Houston-area operations, tbe same solution should apply with equal
force to BNSF traffic. Thus, BNSF could join in UP's proposed northbound directional
flow to the benefit of both railroads.
Forcing BNSF to route its south Texas this traffic through Houston cleariy i.npacts
its ability to function as a competitive alternative to UP service. Pre-merger, SP was
able to use its Flatonia-Placedo route to avoid Houston and could control its operations,
independent of UP, when serving competitive customers. However, BNSF's existing
rights make its operations dependent upon UP's unilateral operating decisions. UP's
unilateral and unanticipated institution of directional flows between Houston, Flatonia and
Placedo has limited, and continues to limit, the ability of BNSF to plan for the future
because this directional operation remains "temporary." As a result, BNSF cannot
efficiently pl^^n schedules and operate over the trackage rights as part of through routes

over its system, thereby disrupting BNSF's use of its resources, including crews,
facilities, and equipment and its ability to make service offerings to shippers.
To offset these adverse impacts. BNSF requested that the Board grant it
permanent bidirectional overhead trackage rights on UP's Caldweli-Flatonia-Placedo line,
whether or not UP discontinues directionai running. The line is depicted on Map 1.
BNSF needs this operational flexibility to avoid routing its trains through the Houston
area, thereby removing additional sources of congestion in that area. The potential for
renewed congestion would be particularly high if UP traffic, nearly all of which does have
to pass through the Houston area, is staged on this line awaiting entry to the Houston
terminal area.
B.

BNSF Trackage Rights Over Both the UP Line and the SP Lins from
Harlingen to Brownsville

UP's Opposition states that it is prepared to grant most of the rights BNSF seeks
at Brownsville from the Board. UP's offer to BNSF (and BRGI) was set forth in a
September 5 letter from John W. Holm of UP to Rollin Bredenberg of BNSF and Larry
Cantu of BRGI; this letter was attached to the Verified Statement of Gary W. Norman as
part of UP's Opposition. On September 14. Mr. Bredenberg of BNSF responded that
BNSF was studying UP's proposal and recommended, upon conclusion of that review,
that the three parties meet to discuss and resolve issues concerning BNSF's operations
in the Harlingen-Brownsville-Matarnoros, TX area.
While progress has been made, there are some issues remaining which require
Board intervention. Under UP's proposal, BNSF would have to operate over the former
SP route from Harlingen into downtown Brownsville to reach the junction with UP,

located m the middle of a downtown street. Map 2 depicts the Harlingen to Brownsville
line. This routing is problematic because of the congestion in downtown Brownsville.
It also is not consistent with BNSF's request that the Board grant it access to the SP
line from Hariingen to the point where the SP line intersects with the new bypass
trackage north of Brownsville, and then down the completed portion cf the bypass to the
Port of Brownsville ~ a routing designed precisely to avoid the entire downtown
Brownsville area. UP's proposed routing is also problematic be(.;ause BNSF has been
advised that the physical connection between UP and former SP trackage in downtown
Brownsville, proposed by UP to be an essential portion of BNSF's trackage rights route,
has recently been removed by UP in conjunction with siretet rehabilitation.
In addition. UP objects to the appointment of BRGI as a permanent agent to
perform BNSF's sen/'ce between Harlingen and Brownsville. UP erroneously argues that
the use of BRGI as BNSF's permanent agent would complicate operations by adding a
third carrier to the B&M Bridge between Brownsville and fvlatamoros, Mexico and to the
operations at Hariingen. UP Opposition at 110-112.
However, use of BRGI as BNSF's agent for a!! traffic moving south of Hariingen
(including for BNSF unit grain trains moving over the B&M Bridge) would actually
eliminate a third earner ~ BNSF - south of Hariingen.

BNSF is not proposing addition

of a third carrier south of Hariingen to Brownsville and the TFM connection in
Matamoros; its proposal would have UP and BRGI operating in this area, similar to the
pre-merger rjperations of UP and SP. In other wotds, if BRGI is not permitted to serve

MAP 2

as BNSF's agent, then BNSF would be the third switching railroad if it were to start its
own operations in the Brownsville area.
Under BNSF's request, traffic would be interchanged with BRGI at the Harlingen
Yard and carried by BRGI to Brownsville, the Port of Brownsville and Mexico. BRGI. as
BNSF's agent, would move all BNSF unit trains of Mexico traffic over the UP line from
Harlingen to Brownsville. BRGI. as BNSF's agent, would use the SP line and the
completed portion of the Brownsville bypass line to move Brownsville and Port of
Brownsville traffic, consisting primarily of other export traffic and general merchandise
and other carioad traffic, to and from those markets.
Trackage rights over the SP line between Hariingen and the completed
Brownsville bypass trackage would only be necessary until UP completes construction
of the bypass connection from the UP line to tht SP line north of Brownsville. Once this
connection is complete. BRGI, as BNSF's agent, would use its trackage rights over the
UP line to access the connection for traffic destined for Brownsville and the Port of
Brownsville.
C.

BNSF Trackage Rights On UP's Taylor-Milano Une

UP argues .nat granting BNSF's request would harm operations by placing
additional trains on the Taylor-Milano segment, which UP claims is near capacity, and
by adding conflicting movements against UP's flow of traffic toward the northeast,
creating train delays and congestion. UP Opposition at 120. Map 3 depicts this line.
UP is simply wrong about the operations on these lines. The Taylor-Milano line ~ the
same line used by pre-merger SP - over which BNSF seeks rights is not as congested
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as the Taylor-Smithville-Sealy line, where BNSF has existing rights and is currently
operating for much of this iraffic.
Nor is it accurate that adding bidirectional BNSF trains to the Taylor-Milano line
would cause interference with its intermodal, automotive and manifest trains headed
northeast on the line. V.S. Handley at 47.

According to the Dispatching Protocol,

BNSF's trains transporting aggregates that would be operating on the Taylor-Milano line
would be given a lower priority than UP's intermodal, automotive and manifest trains.
Also, because the Taylor-Milano route is considerably shorter than the Taylor-SmithvilleSealy route. BNSF's trains would be off UP trackage rights and out of UP's way
considerably sooner, and with less opportunity for congestion, than continuation of the
present operation.
D.

Neutral Switching Supervision Of The Baytown/Cedar Bayou Branches

UP has repeatedly acknowledged that there is limited capacity on the Baytown
and Cedar Bayou Branches, and that the branches do not have the infrastructure
necessary to support separate BNSF and UP switching operations within each customer
facility. Given these facts, it is difficult to understand UP's opposition to BNSF's request
that would provide a workable and realistic resolution for the operational constraints for
both UP and BNSF on the branches. Instead of recognizing the benefits of BNSF's
proposal, UP's opposition dwells on operating problems, alleging that BNSF contributes
significantly to the capacity problems.

However, as UP itself acknowledges, it

contributes to the capacity problems on the branch by blocking the mainline, sometimes
two or three times a day - delaying BNSF trains while UP performs switching at the

11

Sjolander facility.

See V S. Handley at 48-49.

BNSF also occasionally performs

switching on the mainline when it has long cuts of cars.
Because both UP and BNSF at times need to use the mainline to switch traffic,
neutral switching on the Baytown and Cedar Bayou Branches would significantly help
with the problems both UP and BNSF encounter on these lines. The lines are depicted
on Map 4. It would permit better planning and coordination of switching activities, would
give customers as well as UP and BNSF the certainty of equal treatment with a "neutral"
party supervising the switching, and would reduce the number of movements on the line
because only one entity v^/ould be performing switching for BNSF and UP, not two as is
currently the case.
The proposal would also reduce burdens on shippers. Operationally, it is very
difficult for most customers to accommodate being switched by two carriers in a 24-hour
period.

Double-switching requires the shipper to have enough in-plant capacity to

separate shipments for both railroads on a daily basis, which frequently requires the
customer to have, at the very least, duplicate trackage and facilities cr its own in-plant
switcher to provide the required separation of shipments. In addition, the customers
must have duplicate car tracing, billing and reporting systems. Finally, the customers
need to be able to "shut down" their rail operations twice daily, if they ar. to be switched
by two rail earners, in order for cars tc be placed for loading or unloading, or pulled for
outbound movement

For most customers along the Baytown and Cedar Bayou

Branches, this has proved, so far, to be a significant banier to the use of both BNSF and
UP direct, in-plant switching services. As a result, BNSF is at present directly switching
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My name is Phillip R- Bedwell. I tm lhe Corporitc Director of Rail tnd Btrgt Trtnsponttion fbr
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service iiivprovamenti for both UP and BNSF to provide greater operttional fkxibility and raduca
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1 certify under penalty of peijuiy thtt the foregoing U true and corrtet beeuted thi* 1 Jth day of Oetobar.
1998.
Sincerely,
Phillip R. Bedwell
Coiporaw Director Rail tnd Btrje Trantportavicn
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We believe that UP's unlltMril and unanticipticd institution of temporary direction*!fiowsen vtrious
lines In Kouston/Gulf Coast tret htve batwed the effectiveness of the ngha ytnttd to BNSF by the
Botrd. UP's sceommodation of its own opeational needs-and later decisions to ce ue dirtenonal running
on its lir.si such u on the former SP Ctldwell-Flttonit-Pltetdo line-ctuses dijnj?ti>r to BNSF's
operationt and inhlbiti BNSF's ability to provide coniiiient, prtdiettble tnd rtliible service to eur
company and other shippen. Such significtnt change* ir rail openiions net enly unCermines the
competitive righ'j BNSF was granted but understandably inhibits BNSF's incentive t.i mtke capiul
comraitmeois to enhance service to thippers.
In sum. we believe ditt the BNSF's request would help to alleviate (he degrtdttion in service tnd reduce
congettion or the lines over whicn UP hu instituud directiontl operttions. We are also inftvorof this
request bectuse it would alimintta the potential for UP to favor iu own traffic over thtt of BNSF movin4_
on trackage righo lines.
for all of these reasons, the Board should grant BNSF's request It would benefit our company and ether
shippen and will ruult in service tmprovamtnfs for both UP and BNSF.
1 certify under penalty ofpeijury that the foregoing U true and correct Exteuud th't I Jth dty of October,
199S.
Sincerely,
Pbilllp R. Badwell
Corportte Director Rail and Btrgc Transportation

II OmniSource
^'ii^

c 0 fJ p o fi A : I o N
nail tl Bart'e Transportation
1610 Nortn Cainour Suaat
FonWayr.e. I.rdiaoa 46808
(219) ii£7-5329
Fax (219) 422-4308
October 13, 1998
Houston/Gulf Oversight Proceedings
Re: Finance Docket Nc. 32760 (Sub-Noi. 26 tnd 28)

My name is Phill;p R. Bedwell. 1 the Corporate Director of Rtil tnd Btrge Transportttion for
OmniSource Coiporation. Oor corporate ofJie. is loetted in For W.yne, Indiana with 20 iocation*
tSrousheut lha midwest We ve in the business of buying, processing, aad sellujg of ferrout and
nonferrous scrap metals.
I tm filing this Verified Sttte«e«l in tuppott of The Burlington Northern tnd Santt Fe Railway's req. st
thai the Beard order tht: t neutral switcher shall supervise the Btytown/Cedtr Btyou Brt«»eh»s. We
believe thtt ihis request will benefit o.r ccmpnny and othtr shippers or th. branch tnd w.ll rowU m
service improvements for both L'P tnd BNSF.
A neutral switcher would enhance the efTciency of operations for several reasons.
First whh only one neuutl switcher on lhe branch, there would bc lest overtil activity on the branch, a
likely reduction ir. the number of switches ar.d generally lea congestion for ail eujtc.-nen on the brancn
whe4er their ail se.-viccs arc provided by BNSr or UP. More specifically. wi± one carr^ ^^I'^f"* »
shipper's facilities Instead ef t*o (?ot.nu.lly) now, .her. will be stvtags m the amount
perfcrtn the switching scr^icu. t reduction in ail movements through tke plant or sidetrack, less n«df<"
fupa^sion of th = ^ t « hing f.nct.on. tnd the eliminttion of a need » separtte shipments and ctn b.^.e.n
two directly servicing carriers.
Second, If thero U only one n.uta! parry supervising the switching of our plant, it would provide 1^ J«t«
:niina:ion of all activiiies including loading a.-.d emptying can. Third, wtth increaj d
*
neutral switcher could provide, we would expect improved rx-ntround ^ u on cw. Larty. shippers U t
our company wou'd benefit by having equal access to the linehaul services of BNSF and UP.
In sum. shippen need improved, efficient and compedtiv. ail transportation service.
aquest will benefit our comp«iy «id other shippers on the baneh and wUI result m t.rv.c. improvements
fsr both UP and BNSF.
I certify und« penalty of perjury tbat the fotegoiag is owe and correct. Executed this Uth day orOctebc.
1998.
_'• *

Sinetrtly.
Ph^^JBtdwell
Corporatt Director Rail and Barge Transportation

ill jOnmiSoyrce
Rail & Barge Trancportation
1610 N'onn cai'iOL i strset
Fori W^yne, Indian-i 46506
(213) 427-5329
Fax (219) 422-4306
October 13. I9SI
Houston/Gulf Oversight Proceedings
Re: Finance Docket No. 32760 (Sub-Nos 26 tnd 2!)
My name is Phillip R. Bedwell. tm (he Corpoate Director of Rail tnd Btrge Trtntportfjon fer
OmniSource Corpoi tden. Our corpoate office ii located in For: Wayne, Indiana with 20 loeationt
throughou: the mid- vesr, We ire in the business of buying, processing, and selling of ferrous and
nonferrous scap mcials.
I am filing rh j statement in suppon ofThe Burlington Northern and Stntt Fe Railway's ("BNSr') reque«
»h»rthe Bauri fram tratkt;: njhti on sddifiona; UP lines in the Houston terminal tret for BNSF to
cpeatc over a.-.y tvf lable dea.- routes throu jhoct the termintl. We believeftttthis requesi will be.ieflt
eur conpany tad other shippers tnd will result in service improvements tnd needed dispatching fleoiibiliiy
in the Hcus'on termiat!.
Speciricil'.y, this request would permit BNSF to opcate over tny tvailafale dear routes through the
tenninal u determined tnd managed by the Spring Consolidated Dispttching Center, tnd net just ov«r the
fonr.er K3 &. T East and Wes: Bel-j. The result would be te reduce congestion ctused by BNSF trains
saged in the /-.ousion tenr.inti wtiring fer «cV. time Jo 'jsf the otin tnckagerighttlines they currently
shtre through thetenr'-'i tnd on ihe former HB &. T East tnd West Belt lines.
This request would create tn Important safety valve for dispatnhen to permit BNSF trains to uivetae dear
routes in uhe Houston terminal. It is a reasonable measure te avoid cofigtiiicn and should poaa nc hann to
fP as I: does not give any competitive advanfaje to BNSF's operation? in the Houston WrtRtnal.
The req jest Otus stands to benefit all ail cairiers operanng in the Houston terminal aroa and the shipping
public, h is in everycne's best intertit to achieve bener service for shippers and te raduca the congestion
in
••- the Houston :crtnintl i.-sa, Aeeoriingly, the Botrd should gam BNSF's request.
i certify under pantlty cf perjury tfcit the fere|eing is true tnd corraet Executed this 13th day of October.
1998.
Sincertly.
Phillip R: Bedwell
Corporate Director Rail and Barge Traispemtioa
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July 17, 1998

Mr. Vernon A. Williams
Secretary
Surface Transportation Safety Board
1925 K Street, NW
Wasiiington, DC 20423-0001
RE:

ENIERED
Qdlcs of tha Sacratary

JUL 22
I
Part ol
I Public Racof 4

Finance Docket No. 32760 (Sub-No. 26)

Dear Secretary Williafns:
My name is Dan Curran, and I am Manager for Distribution and Customer
Services fcr Penford Products. Our company has production facilities located in
Cedar Rapids, Iowa as well as Idaho Falls, Idaho and is a manufacturer of
specialty starches for the paper industry. Our facility is one of the major
employers in the area and has been in business for over 100 years. We have a
fleet of approximately 500 rail cars, whic'. .noves almost 75% of our finished
product.
Penford is currently shipping about 100 boxcars per year of its product
from Cedar Rapids to customers in Mexico over the El Paso gateway via the
Buriington Northern and Santa Fe Railway Company. Our company is actively
looking to expanding its market in Mexico and is concerned about the ability to
have efficient and competitive service to all the Mexican gateways and South
Texas.
We have been directly impacted by the congestion on UP lines in and
around Hou^n and South Texas. Because of UP's unreliability and erratic
transit t^mesrwe have had to supplement our rail shipments with truck
shipments of raw materials coming out of .Freeport, TX. •
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Based on our recent problems with rail services, we are supporting the
requests of BNSF for: (i) permanent bi-directional overhead trackage rights on
UP's Caldwell-Fiatonia -San Antonio and Caldweil-Flatonia-Placedo lines; and (ii)
overhead trackage rights on UP's San Antonio-Laredo line. It is our position that
were the Board to grant BNSF's requests, S.T.B. would help to diminish the
congejtion on UP in and around Houston and South Texas as well as preserve
competition as the Board originally envisioned in its decision approving the UP/SP
merger.
If I can be of further assistance in this matter, please contact me directly
at 319-298-3248. I state under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct to the best
of my knowledge and belief.
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July/2/1998
Honorable V ernon .A. Williams
Secretary
Surface Transponation Board
1925 K. Street. .V. W.
Washington, D.C. 2043-0001

SUB.JECT: Docket .No. 32760 / Sub-No. 26
We are a company dedicated to the mar.ufacture of steel reinforced bars, whjch have been dome business
with enterpnses in the LS.A and Canada
- ousiness
r-^A J ' f f - u °'
r ' , ' '5'
experienced a lot of delays on our business to the
ISA matniy because ofthe lack of competitiveness on rail transponation over the Laredo. T.x./ Nuevo Laredo
Tamaulipas border.
« i-aic-uu
The delays as we aJl know, have been due the problems that the LT/SP merger have incurred in handline
approptately this meret^r to the fact that we as many other companies have been jeopardizing our inte.TiaiionJ
business because ofdealys incurred in traffic
"ucuunonaj
rnr^n ,^"^,"'^P^>• ''""^'^
'^at the LT/SP merger has not given us the oppotiunity of "alternate
competition on rail transponation services to perforin the traffic through the mentioned border as the STB
envisioned when it approved the LT.'SP merger.
Therefore we kindly request that the BNSF obta-^n overhead trackagerightson W s San Antonio - Laredo
hne and that also obtain remanent bi-directional trackagerightson UP's Caldwell - Flatonia - San .^tonio and
Caldwell - Flatonia Placedo lines, in place of temporary trackagerightsat present.
We believe that by aoproving these trackagerights,all panies involved, even the UP/SP will benefitfrr-n it
I n n l n ^' r
u ^ '"cir-.n congestion again, since there will be another company that will compete with theiii
and will enforce that ooth companies become efficent if they want to participate in the market,
approve?*"^"^

^"'^^^

'° '"^

:ERLY

Mario Medina
Sales Manager
PERFIUES INDUSTRIALES

DEL NQRVE. SJ\. DE C. V

f^vE^^'J'.iBzf^TC'.OBO9a>5 ' CO niDVS^iAL ViTRAS • GAPC'A N'
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"^V request will be

RocHy Mountain Sceel Mills
TRAFFIC/SHIPPING
PO BOX 316
PUEBLO. CO 81002

^^^^^ |rin\''l?oratarY

AUG- 6 1998
Mr. Vemon A. Williams
Surface Transportation Safety Board
1925 .K Street. NW
Wash.ngton. DC 20423-0001
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Rc: Finance Docket No. 32760 (Sub-No. 26 )

Dear Secretary Williams:
My name is Larry Scnanon. and I am the Manager Traffic/Shipping for Rocky Mountain
Steel Mills, an Oregon Steel Mills Company doing business at 1612 E. Abriendo Street, Pueblo.
Colorado 81004. I am submitting this verified statement in suppon of The Burlington Northern
and Santa Fe Railway Company's (BNSF) request for permanent overhead trackagerightsbetween
San Antonio and Laredo. Texas.
RMSM is currently shipping 10 to 12 carloads of Flue Dust per month via Laredo. RMSM
does yearly ship over 100 cars via Laredo and some of the other gateways. Laredo because of the
destination of shipments would be our primary choice of gateways.
The LT SP merger and the privatization of Mexico's railroads has resulted in a significant
reduction in competition of rail services for our company and other shippers over the Mexican
gateways. Because RMSM must rely on rail transportation to and from Mexico, and the fact that
the majority of its rail traffic must move via the Laredo gateway due to customers's requirements
and final destination of shipments. RMSM has been directly impacted by the lack of competitive
service under the conditions the Board imposed in the UP/SP merger proceeding.
BNSF is hamperedfromproviding RMSM with competitive service over the Laredo gateway
for several reasons. First, the congestion problems associated with shipping traffic via BNSF over
the Laredo gateway cause us great concem. Our traffic does not need to go through the Houston or
Gulf Coast areas. However, since BNSF's only access to the Laredo gateway is by connecting with
(he Tex Mex via the heavily congested Algoa-Corpus Chirsti line, our traffic is subject to
considerable delay and congestion. In addition, the reluctance of Tex Mex to enter into any long- .
tenn agreement with BNSF prevents BNSFfromoffering rates competitive to UP.
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RoQtETTE AMERICA
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Jul. 6. 199K

Mr \cmcn U iliiams
Secretarv
Surtaee Trinsponatio T Board
I9;< K Street. S VV
Washington. D C 2042?
Dear Secretan Williams
Nou comes Wilham R .Vfudd. Director of Lcinstjcs . Roquene .-*imenc3 Inc . 1-J17 Exchange Street.
Keokuk . loua in Suppon ofthe Burlrngton Northem Santa Fe's pcuuon for permarent overhead
trackage nghts on Lhe Union Pacific's San .Ajitonio-Laredo line penranmg Burluigton Nonhem Sarta-Fe
access to more direct route to Laredo

Roquene .•^enca is a Com Wet .Miller with plants m Keokuk, la and Gumee .III anJ have m excess of 500
emplo>ecs

v e produce Com Ssrup , Starch, Fmctose, Dextrose and Sorbitol m addition to the h> -prriuct$

of uei milling We currently are shipping Sorbitolfromour Keokiik facilit> to vanous locations in
Me\jco V la the Buriington Northern Sanu-Fe railroad which senes this facility.

It is anticipated that the current volume v^il] increase in the next 12 monthsfrom10 cars /year to over
50 Cars / >car By granting these overtcad trackage nghts to the Burlington Northem Sanu-Fe railroad ~
we bclic%e our transit time v^ill be reduced substsiiual. Wc currently lease in excess of 850 rail tankcars
to handle deliveries to our customers. The reduction in transit time directly affects our cost and allov%s
Roquene Amenca to become more competitive.

We pray that the Surface Transporuuon Board vvill consider this sutement and grant the trackage right
in orda to improve the competitive position of Roquette America in this lane.

.Mr Vemon Williams
Page 2
Julv 6. 1998
Thank You for v our consideration.
Sincerelv.

_

U R' rBill t .Mudd
Du-ector Loeistics

SANTA'S BEST.
i.i.'aaxi. TX :»«ej
TAX

IMI

October 14, 1998
Honorable Vemon A. W.Iliama, Secretary
Surface Transportation Board
1925 K. Street. NW
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Dear Sir,
My name is Richard Nugent. I am Vice President of Operations of Santa's Best Our
Company is a Seasonai-Decorativc manufacturer and distributor with multiple locations
m the Umted States. I am respotisible for the Lubbock. Texas Division.
This lener is wrinen -n support of pemianent overhead trackagerightson UP's Sao
Antonio-Lwedo lme, and is specially in reference to: Finance Doehet No. 32760 (Sub
iNumbers 26-28}.
During 1998, the Lubbock Division imported approximately 700 railcarsfroraour
operation tn Saa Luis Potost, Mexico. Due to the "mass" trafific problems at the Laredo
border and/or the San Antonio-Laredo line. I was forced to utilized the Eagle Pass
Gateway to transport our productfromSan Luis Potosi, Mexico to ShaJIow,tcr. Texas
The Eagle Pass routing increased the raiifreightcosts within Mexico by approxiauucly
10 /, over a more direct route via Saa Luis Potosi - Laredo. It al«5 increased xaileage of
^e route, which mcreased my intnuuit time ofthe railcars. as compared to the Saa Luis
Potosi-Laredo route.
I arnfilingthis Vcrifi.-.i Statement in support of The Burlington Northem and Santa Fe
Railway s ("BNSF-) requesi that the Board grant pertnanent trackagerightsoo the UP's
Saa Antomo-L«r ao line. I believe that this request wiU benefit our Compaay and other
Shippers and will result in service improvements and create meaningful competition for
rail shippers to the Laredo Gateway.
It is my undcrmnding that BNSF s request for trackagerightsover Saa Antonio-Laredo
Ime IS designed to ensure that compeuuon at this critical Mexican gateway does not
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Honorable Vemon A. Williams

-i
October 14,1998

compeuove. long temi commen:ial arrangement I «n c o n c o ^ T the t L ^ J
lack of compctiuon m the privatized Mexican rail systems i s ^ J „ K n , . v ^ ^
recetving a fiilly competitive service at the Lar^o Gale^,;
'^^^ ^ »
For all of these reasons ^ respectfully request that the Board grant BNSF's rcaue^ f«,
frackage nghts over the San Antonio-Laredo line. I believe A « difa v l u i H ^ ^ ^
Company and othe^ shippers, and would result in si^^ce Si^^'enT^^^^^
Gateway. « well as provide a competitive altemative for ship^„

Sincerely,

Richard Nugent
Vice President
mm

S O U T H TEXAS LIQUID T E R M I N A L . INC.
«%o* '"^-'O «vcs-
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Octoler 14, 1998

Tke Hoaoralle Vemon A. TiUiama, Secretary
Surface Tranaportation Boartl
1925 K Streat NW
^X^aakington, D.C. 20423
Re: Finance Docket No. 32760 (Sul-Noa. 26 and 28)
Dear Honoraklc Williama:
Wt support tke Burlington Nortketn Saata Fe (BNSF) petition refarroced ia tke
akove sukject. Anytking tkat will kcap tka rail traffic fluid and improve aarvica to San
Antonio w« lupport.
Sincerely,

Milea Lea
General Operations Manager

Miyddj

SYSCO

October 15, 1998

Honorable Vemon A. WiUiams
Secretary
Surface Transportation Board
1925 K Street, NW
Washingloo. D.C. 20423
Re:

FinaLte Docket No. 32760 (Sul>-Not. 2C and 28)

Dear Honorable Vemon A. Williams:
My name is Richard A. Kell. I am the Senior Director of Logistics of Sysco Corporation.
Our company is headquanered in Houstoa, Texas and is the largest marketer and distributor
of foodsetvic-: products in North America. Our distribution network is comprised of 70
distribut'or. facilities throughout the United Sutes including six facilities in Texas and
Louisian* These facilities receive inboviad shipments by rail (intermodel as well as carload)
and trvck from origins throughout the United States.
Our company's need for reliable and efficient rail transporUtion services ts expected to grow
in the future. It is therefore important to our business that efCcient and fluid rail service be
available io the Houston/South Texas market We have seen a degradation in service and
fewer competitive options available for our rail transponation needs since the UP/SP merger.
For these reasons, I am submitting thil Verified Statement in support of The Burlington
Northem and Sanu Fe Railway's ("BNSF'O requests for addidonal remedial conditions.
We suppon BNSF's requests because they will benefit our company and other shippers and
will resuit in service improvements, needed operational flexibility iad the ability to avoid
adding unnecessary mfirc to the Houston terminal area. For example. BNSF has requested
that the Board grant tnckagerightson additioaal LT lines in the Houston temunal area for
BNSF to operate over aay available clear routes throughout tbe terminaL We suppoil tfiis
request because it would permit BNSF to operate over aay available clear routes through the
ternvioal as determined and managed by the Spring Consolidated Dispatching Center, and not
just over the fomier HB&T East and West Belts. Tie resulr would be to reduce congestion
caused by BNSF trains staged in the Houston terminal waiting for track time to use the main
trackagerightsliner they currently share through die terminal and on the fomwr KB&T East
and West Belt lines.

Sj-tceCorporatiop

ut77077-i099 2ai/5M-13M

Sur&ce Transportadon fioard
October J 5.1998
Page 2
We also support the requests of BNSF for (i) permanent bidirectional overhead trackage rights
on UP's Caldweil-Flatonia-San Antonio and CaldM^lI-Plaionia-Placedo lines; and (ii)
overhead trackagerightson UP's Saa Antonio-Laredo line. It is our position that were the
Board to grant BNSF's requests, they would help to diminish the congestion on UP's lines in
and aroumd Houston and South Texas, as well as preserve competirion as the Board originally
envisioned in its decision approving the UP/SP merger.
In s\im, BNSF's requests for remedial conditions stand to benefit all rail carrien operating ia
the South Texas and the shipping public. It is in everyone'* best interest to achieve better
service for shippers and to reduce rhe congestion ia the Houaton tenninal and Soutb Texas
areas. Accordingly, the Board should grant BNSF's requests.
I certify under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct Executed this ISth
day of October, 1998.
Sincerely,

Richard A. Kell
Senior Director of Logistics
SYSCO CORPORATION

TAMCO
P 0 80X 325 flANCHC CUCAMONGA, CA 91739-032$

July 7. 1998
Mr Vernon A WiUiams
Seaetary
Surface Transportation Safety Board
1925 K Street, NW
Washington. DC 20423-0001
RE:

Finance Docket No 32760 (Sub-Nc. 26)

Dear Secretary Wllijatns
My name is Luke M.-Pietrok, and I am Vice President. Purcfiasing for TAMCO,
located at 12459 Arrow Highway, Rancho Cucamonga, California I am submitting
this verified statement in support of The Burlington Northern and Santa Fe Rai.Svay
Company's ( "BNSF") request for permanent overhead trackage rights between San
Antonio and Laredo, Texas.
TAMCO is a steel mill, presently the only existing mill located in the state of
California, with melting capabilities. In our manufacturing operations, it is necessary
for us to extract the solids from the emissions that are generated in our melting
process, in ader to meet or exceed the state and federal air slandards. These solids
are dassified as hazardous waste by the EPA, and must be shipped to a qualified
recyding fadlity We generate approximately 500,000 lbs. per month of waste that is
shipped and routed through the Laredo gateway in Texas. It is therefixe essential,
that we have an effident railway system in order for us to have a continuity of railcars.
and at an economical cost. Being located in the west, we are already at a cost
disadvantage, when you consider tf>e distance we are required to ship this waste,
compared to other steel mills that are located in the Midw«st.
The UP/SP rnerger and the phvatization of Mexico's raiiroads have resulted in a
significant reduction in competition of rail services for our company and other
shippers over the Mexican gateways. Because TAMCO must rely on rail
transportation, and the fact that all of our rail traffic to and from Mexico must move via
the Laredo gateway due lo this being the only authorized aossing point into Mexico,
TAMCO has been directly impacted by the lack of competitive service under the
conditions the Board imposed in the UPISP merger proceeding.
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July 8, 19M

BNSF IS hampered from providing TAMCO with competitive service over the Laredo
gateway for several reasons First, the congestion prob/ems assocated with shipping
traffic via BNSF over the Laredo gaieway causes un great concern. Our traffic does
not need to go through Houston c 3u»f Coast areas. However, since BNSF's only
access to the Laredo gateway is by connecting with the Tex Mex Railroad via the
heavily congested Algoa-Corpus Christi line, our traffic is subject to considerable
delay and congestion In addition, the reludanct* of Tex Mex to enter into any long
term agreement with BNSF, prevents BNSF fi'om offering rates that are competitive
to UP Rail.
In addition, the privatizati(> i of Mexico's railroad system (the FNM) has provided less
than antiapated competition within Mexico, preventing shippers from realizing
(xjmpetitive service at the Laredo gateway.

Although UP/SP's service has shown some improvement recently, TAMCO
cort.nues to experience delays in service, lack of equipment, increased dwell times,
and inefficient routing. If the Board were to grant BNSF's request, it wtxild permit
BNSF to provide effective competition fbr us and other shippers at the Laredo
gateway as a replacement for SP. as was antidpated by the Board. It is the only
long-tenm solution to address the servica and competition problerris that have, and
continue to jffect inbound and outbound traffic over the Mexican gateway.
Vhank you for taking into consideration TAMCO's views on this important issue.

Sincerely.

Luke M. PietPfifc

^ ^ ^ ^

Vice President, Purchasing
Cc Patrick LeClaire - BNSF
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\!r \ tfr;u-i \ Williams
StfcretJP.
Siirt'ace Transporation Board
I0;< K Street WV
Udiliin-ton D C ^-HJ
Rtf Finance Docket \o ;:"60(Sub-\o 26)
On behalf ot the Te\ai Crushed Stone Companv. I am submitting this venfied 5t?tement
to express m> suppon ofthe Burlington Nonhern and Santa Fe Railway Compa.w's
(BNSF) rf quest for perrraneni overhead trackage rights on the Lnion Pacifies
TavlorAIilano line
Mv name is William B Snead. and I am President of the Texas Crushed Stone Companv
located in Georgetown. Texas Our business address is P 0 Bo< IOOO. Georgetown.
Texas 78627 Our com.any is in the business of quarrysng crushed limestone Our
product is used in a variety ot ways including as a base matenal for roads, as aggregate m
concrete as aggregate in hot mix asphalt, in agnculture to neutralize soil acidity, and as an
air scrubbing material in i l tired power plants We ship our stone products outbouno
from our quarr. near Georgetown to customers in Houston and other points along the
Texas and Louisiana gulf coast .Additional shipments are made to points all ov er East
Texas In bound shipments to points on the Georgetown Railroad consists of empty stone
cars, loaded lumber cars, loaded ammonium nitrate cars, and occasional shipments of
other matenals
Currently, our rail service transportation needs are being provided by both BNSF and LT*"
with an irtterchange with Georgetown Railroad at Kerr/Round Rock. For stone
movements into and out of our quarry, the BNSF uses the trackage rights it was granted
over the.Kerr- Temple-Taylor line and sometimes the trackagerightsit was granted over
the Kerr-Taylor-Sealy line It has been our experience that these routes are inadequate
because of heavy congestion on L'P lines and the circuitous routing on the
Taylor-Temple-Milano route.
Because ofthe inefficiencies of the rail service being provided to us, we have been unable
to fill our customers orders in a timely manner. Our customer's orders have accumulated
to the point that we have had more than 1200 rail cars released for shipment Again

because of L^P's coneestion problems and BNSF's circuitous routing we have been only
able to ship an aver?8e of about 90 cars per day This has forced our customers to delay
construction proj^.-ts'and lose money becauie they have had men and equipment waiting
for the stone necessary to build these projects Since many of these projects involve the
construction or rehabilitation of vital highway projects these delavs are having a negative
impact on the transponation infrastructure ofthe state of Texas
It'BNSF Aore iinnted overhcid trackage rights over the LT's Tavlor-Milano line. BNSF
cji.:':- provide r.'\.u C.-j>n.tfd Stone with better, more efficient service bv avoiding r.uich
ofthe corrvested and circuitous trackage rights tiiat B\SF i» cirrentlv uiing Tiie
benetlts de'n .ed frcm these BNSF trackage rights will benefit Texas Crushed Stone, our
vJiictv.ets. the L P and the B\SF
I ctfi-.'.tx under :he penalty of perjury that the t'oregoiitg ii true and correct Executed thii
6 dav of Julv 1998

William B Snead
President
Texas Crushed Stone Company
\>nfication

State of Texas
County of Williamson
I William B Snead hereby verify that I hav? read the statements abov e and find that the
statements are true and con-ect to the best of my knowledge
William B Snead
Subscribed and swom to before me this L'i- day of July 1998
a for the
Notaiy Public in and
State of Texas
•ttt«ttt(tt
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My Commission Expires Mia
[iLal
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DOSAlU O AVERY
JOHN H . L E S E t r S
K E L V I N J . DOWD
ROBERT O . R O S E N B E R O
CHRISTOPHER A. MILLS
FRANK J . P E R O O U Z Z I
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PETER A. PrOML
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kjdAslovcrandloriui.com

Octo'oer 16, 19S8

.-.drian L. Steel, Jr., Esq.
Mayer, Hro'AT. & Piatt
2JC0 Per.nsylvar.ia Ave.-.ue, N.W.
V/ashir.gtcr., D.C. 20C35
Re: Fir.ance -ccket Mo. 3275Q fSub. Xcs. 2g ar.d 2°)
rear Adrian:
Enclosed please fi.-.d the f i n d , o r i g i n a l V e r i f i e d
State.T.ent of TMPA's Earle Bagley, i n support of 3.\'SF's Fort
'/;orth-3allas trackage rights i-ecr..:est.
We vould appreciate i t i f you could provide us with a:
extra copy of your rebuttal filing, for our client. Should you
have any questions regarding the Statement, please give a c a l l .
With best regards.
Sincerely,

Kelvin J . Dowd
KJD/cbh
Enclosure

VERIFIED ST.--T~MENT
CF
E.iRLE BAGLEY

My nan-.e i s Earle Bagley, and .Tty business address i s
P.O. Box 7000, Bryan, Te.xas "7305.

I an Manager of Fuel and La.nd

Resources for the Te.xas Municipal Power Agency.

In r.his

capacity, I have r e s p o n s i b i l i t y for various aspects of TMP.A's
^zi'.iL-y f u e l supply a.-:d transportation arrange.-ents, including
those for t.he r a i l transportation of coal to our Gibbons Cree;<
Stsa.T. E l e c t r i c Station near College Station, Te.xas.
I a.-n r.aking this State.T.ent i n support of the Burlington
::orthern Santa Fe Railway's request f o r trackage r i g h t s over the
lines of the Union Pacific Railroad between Fort Worth and
r a l l a s , Te.xas.

These rights './ould provide BNSF with an

a l t e r n a t i v e routing for the transportation of coal to Gibbons
Cree'<, v,-hich should allow BNSI-' to avoid t r a i n delays that
otherwise would result fror: operations changes ir.pler.ented by UP
to a l l e v i a t e i t s own system service problems.

THS* i s a Texas municipal agency i»rhich was created i n
1375.

I t i s a p o l i t i c a l subdivision of the State of Texas, whose

sole business i s the generation and transmission of e l e c t r i c

pcwer

the Member Cities who created TMPA. The Member C i t i e s

are:
City
City
Ci-y
City

of Bryan, TX
of Denton, TX
of Garland, TX
of Greenville, TX

The Gibbons Station i s owned and operated by TMPA f o r
the be.nefit of ics Member C i t i e s .

Gibbons Creek i s a

462-megawatt f a c i l i t y which consumes approximately 2 m i l l i o n tons
cf sub-bitummous Powder Riv^r Basin coal each year.

A l l of the

coal i s delivered by BN.^F, pursuant t o a contract which took
effect m 1996.

The t o t a l round-trip distance from the o r i g i n

cr.ines t c Gibbons Creek i s over 2900 miles, which accents the
irrportance of r e l i a b l e and timely r a i l service to TMPA's a b i l i t y
to mai.ntam adequate fuel inventories.

IfT-.pact of the UP Routing Cha.-.egs
One of the primary routes traveled by loaded coal
t r a i n s bound f o r Gibbons Creek includes a southbound BNSF
movement via trackage rights over che UP l i n e between Fort Worrh
and Waxahactrie, TX. Our empty t r a i n s also move northbound over
t h i s segment.

While precise t r a n s i t time d i f f e r e n t i a l s are noc

available, chis roucing usually i s preferable to a routing over
BNSF's own l i n e from Dallas, due t o the fact that f r e i g h t

shipn.ents via Dallas must contend and co-exist with cor-uter r a i l
operauons i.n che Dallas area.
The importance of mmi.mizing delays i n t r a n s i t f o r our
coal shipments cannot be overstated.

For e.xa.r.ple. a co.mparison

of average round-trip cycle times during the period rron May
through August, 1S93 t;o chose from the sa.me period i n 19S7 showed
an increase of some 17.5 hours i n the loaded d i r e c t i o n , or over
17%.

For TMPA, the difference translated into a drop i n coal

inventory from acproxi-acely 9C,C0a tons (our mini.mu.m target
level) on May 1 to approximately 22,000 tons -- barely three
days' supply

by Aug'ust.

We only were able to recover our

inventory, i n part, because of mechanical f a i l u r e s a t the Station
which forced i t s shutdowr..

By contrast, inventories re.mained

r e l a t i v e l y constant at between 85,000 and 90,000 tons during the
s-ur.mer of 1597.

Clearly, delays or interruptions i n r a i l service

have a significant, negative i.mpact on TMP.A's fuel security.
I t i s against t h i s backdrop that we have deep concerns
over UP's decision to i n s t i t u t e northbound-only direccional
cperations over i t s Fort Worth-Waucahachie l i n e , as part of i t s ~
Kouston/GuirCoast service recovery program.

Wich UP shifcing co

a norchJ3ound-only operation over the l i n e , i c seems Co us
inevitable that southbound BNSF trains descined f o r Gibbons Creek
w i l l enccuncer more delays and slow orders as chey atcempc t o

-swim upstream- against UP t r a i n flows.

Unfortunately, any

disruption tc BNSF's operations over the Fort Worth-Waxahachie
ll.ne means disruption to our fuel supply chain -- d i s r u p t i o n
which TMPA and i t s Member Cities can i l l afford.

BNSF's TrackacP R:^chcs Rgfjyyfr
We understand that BNSF has requested that i t be
granted trackage rights over UF's mam l i n e between Fort Worth
and Dallas, to provide an a l t e r n a t i v e route to avoid the t r a n s i t
delays that otherwise would result frcm UP's d i r e c t i o n a l runni.ng
plan.

According to information available to TMPA, these r i g h t s

would enable BNSF to access i t s e x i s t i n g l i n e from Dallas south
wichout having to contend with Dallas-area commuter r a i l t r a f f i c .
In e f f e c t , BNSF would be able to route i t s southijound t r a f f i c
(including TMPA's coal t r a f f i c ) around the newly-problematic
Worth-Waxahachie li.ne.

Fort

TMPA supports t h i s request.

We at TMPA are sym.pathetic

to UP's desire to f i n d

solucions t o i t s persistent service d i f f i c u l t i e s i n the HoustooL
area.

Howe^rer-. our obligations are to our Member Cicies and che

e l e c t r i c consumers they serve.

TMPA did noc create the

Houston/Gulf Coast service problem, and we do not feel thac our
interests i n a stable a.nd r e l i a b l e coal supply should be
compromised as a result.

I f UP i s to be permitted to implement

changes m

ics operations thac adversely affect parties thac ar-

not responsible for che problem being addressed, UP should
accomncdace those parcies Co the extent practicable i n order r.o
a l l e v i a t e the adverse effects.

UF's

over the Fort Wcrth-'Wa.xahachie lme

directional running plan
i s just such an operations

change, and BN'SF's trackage rights request a practicable remedy.
TMPA urges chac i t be granced by the Board.

STATE or KEVADA
COUNTY CF

IJ-S^^C,

•Mi

Earle Bagley, bei.ng duly .wora. deposes tid says that
ha ha. read the foregoing Statement, taow. the content, thereof,
and that th.

. r . tru. .. .tat.d co the &«.e of h i .

knowledge, information and b.li.f.

-6.

Earle Bagley

thl.

H - ^ , day of ^

MSrx.

1 998
OFFCMLtEAL

WASHOC COUNTY

Kotary public
My Comniasion expire.;
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July 2, 1998
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The Hcnorab.'tf Vemon A. Williams
Secretary', Surface Transportation Board
1925 K Street N'W
Washington, DC 20423
Subject: Finance Docket 32760 (Sub-No. 26)
Members of the Board:
My name is Charles W Pegram. I am Traffic Manager for Tosco
Refining Company which operates six peiroleum refinenes on the west coast.
This is my verified statement to the Board in support ofthe Burlineton
Northem Santa Fe Railway's request that neutral switching supervision be
imposed on the fonner SP Baytown (Texas) Branch.
Tosco ships approximately 200 tank cars/year to customers at Mont BeKieu,
Texas With the completion of a butamer unjt at one of our refineries, it is
anticipated that shipments of p-oduct into Mont Belvieu will increase.'
Smce the completion of the UP/SP merger, service failures have cost
my company thousands of dollars in reduced equipment utilization. Our
support of BNSF's request for neutral switching supervision is offered in the
belief that it will result in a more efficient operation and result in improved
turnaround time of oui" tank cars. As the Board is quite aware, railroad
service breakdown, particularly in Texas, has become of tantamount concem
to shippers and receivers. We believe that granting the subject request will _
be yet another step in therightdirection to bring rail service in Texas closer
to a normd level.
I certify under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct
E.xecuted this 2nd day of July, 1998.
Yojirs truly,
Jrr^^:r.r^rr£.,^

Charles W. Pegram
Traffic Manager

ULTRA.V(AK DIA>.<OND SHAMROCK

June 30, 1998
The Honorable V'ernon .-k Williams
Secretary
Surface Transponation Board
1925 K Street NW
VVash:ng:on. D C 20423
i

!
Re Fmance Doc No 32760 (Sub-No 26)
My name is Stese Geneva I am General .Manager, Transponation for Ultramar Diamond
Shamrock Company Thjs verified statement is being submitted in support ofthe request
of The Burlington Nonhem and Santa Fe Railway Company's ("BNSF") request for the
Surface Transponation Board to order neutral switching supervision on the former SP
Ba\tov.-n Branch
!

Our plant is located in .Mont BeKieu. Te cas and is in the business of processing and
sphttmg propylene, a petrochemical product, into components We sell these components
via pipeline to companies in the plastics and chemicals industry in and around the Gulf
Coast area
Our purchases of propylene are transponed to our plant in .Mont Behieu by rail We
purchase product form vanous origins in the United States, includingfromWilliams
Energy Company in Memphis. Tennessee BNSF carnes inbound to our plant 20 cars of
propylene every other day LT also provides rail service for a portion ofour propylene
traffic and aiso directly serves our plant.

I

We expea that by thefirstquarter of 1999. our business needs will grow. It is anticipated
that our company will require the capacity to load and unload up to 40 cars daily. It is
aJio likely that during 1999. our company will have the need for rail services for outbound
traffic.

t

As mentioned above, both BNSF and UP have been providing switching at our plant since
mid-April this year. Prior to that, for a short period of time, UP was providing haulage
services Our experience with LT haulage was that there were a lot of delays Although
service has been somewhat better with BNSF and LT both providing switching, we
believe that even :rtterservice would be provided if a neutral switcher were to supervise
operations on the branch.

P 0 I M (HOOO • UM Aurome. TOAI 7|j<M000 •210/ SU 2000

customers on the branch whether rh^.r r,;i c.!,
generally less congestion for all
if there >s onlv one ne ra7partv u'em^^^^
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for better coordination of a ^ a . - u S ^ n Z
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Si|«erely,
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sen-ice improvements for both LT and

' ' ' ' c o r r e c t

^

I teve Geneva
GeneraJ .Manager Transportation

Subscribed and swom to me this v^Q^day of Jure

JOOlO CHIRSTIANSEN
^Omeiubpmmsm

' " - P —
P*"^ '° ^"P«^'«
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July 7. 19S8

Mr. Vernon A. Williams
Secretary
The Surface Transportation Boar<j
1925 K Street. N.W.
Washington. D C 20423-0001

Re: Finance Docket No. 32760 (Sub-No. 26)
Dear Secretary Williams:
My name is Mike Causseaux. I am Distribution Manager with United Salt
Corporation located in Houston, Texas. This verified statement is being submitted in
support of the request ^f The Burlington Northw.Ti and Santa Fe Railway Company
C'BNSF") for the Surface Transportation Board to order neutral switching supervision on
the forrr.er SP Baytown Branch.
Our company is currently building a salt mining plant on the Baytown branch. The
first phase of construction is planned for completion in April of 1999 and we expect to
become operational at that time. Our customers use our salt in a multitude of products
such as water softener, and it is also used extensively in the dye, chemical and food
industries. Typically, our product is shipped via rail or truck to our customers.
Once operational at our Baytown plant, w« anticipate shipping 600-700 rail cararper
year from thatJocation to customers located primarily in the Midwest. We do not expect
any inbound rait traffic at this time.
In anticipation of our new plant operations on the Baytown branch, we are very
concemed about the efTiciency of twitching operations in order to keep our production at
steady levels and provide timely servica to our customers.
Based on these concems, \A« believe that BNSF's request to have neutral switching
supervision of the branch provides a good arx] practicai solution to the problems that other
:tIM7«7.1 Torn lW*Eti:iOMT

shippers have been experiencing on the branch. It is only logical that with one neutral
switcher on the branch there would be less overall activity on the branch. This in tum
vsrould likely reduce the number of switches and congestion for all customers on the branch
whether their rail sen/ices are provided by BNSF or UP. A neutral party supervising the
switching v\ould also provide for better coordination of all activities including loading and
emptying cars.
In sum. our company believes that the installation of a neutral party to supervise
switching of the branch would provide a long-term solution to our needs and the needs of
other shippers for efficient and competitive service and will result in service improvements
for both UP and BNSF.
I certify under penalty cf pequry that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed this
- d a y of July, 1998.
^

'•III

. /'

P Michael Causseaux
Dii.tnbution Manager

llf
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October?, 1998
Mr. Vemon A. Williams, Secretary
Surface Transportation Board
1925 K Street. NW
Washington, DC 20423-0001
Pinance Poclfef Wo. 3g7g0 (Sub-fit^^ end 28) (verfffed atMtemeni ip
suaooti ol BNSFM aoeratlne o^r eltar rtiutes in the Houaton terminal}
My name is Paul. F. Rasmussen. I am Manager, Commodities Procurement, for the
Red Star Yeast Company, a division of Universal Foods Corporation, in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin. Red Star Yeas! is the largest manufacturer of bakers yeast in the United
States with production facilities In Baltimore. Maryland; Milwaukee, Wisconsin; and
Oakland, California. The prime raw material for manufacturing yeast is molasses. a byproduct of the sugar Industry, from both imporred and domestic origins.
This commodity is best transported on rail. Annually, Hed Star Yeast receives some
two-thcusand (2.000) rail tank cars of molasses, about 80% of our inbound raw materia)
requirements.
Because of congestion in the Houston area, Red Star Yeast has been forced to use
other ports to meet our raii needs on shipments to our Milwaukee, Wisconsin plant. By
avoiding Houston, and its port, we have limited our sources of a basic raw matsrlal,
thereby, increasing our production costs because ot a lacl< o( competitive rail
transportation. We need lo retum lo a more competitive rail environment in the Gulf
port area.
I am filing this statemeni in support of the BurffngtofT Northem and Santa Fe Rallwa/$
(BNSF) request that lhe Board grant irackagerightson additional UP lines iri the
Houston terminal area for BNSF to operate over any available dear routes through the
terminal. Wc believe that this request will benefit our company and other shippers and
will result in senrice improvements and needed dispatching flexibility in the Houslon
terminal.

.13
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Vemon A. Williams
October 7,1998

Specifically, this requesi would permit BNSF to operate over any available clear routes
through the terminal as determined and managed by the Spring CorsoHdated
Dispatching Center, and not just over the former HBiT East and West Belts. The result
would be to reduce congestion caused by BNSF trains staged in the Houston terminal
waiting for track time lo use the main trackagerightslines they-currently share throunh
the terminal and on the former HBiT East and West Belt lines.
The request would create an important safety valve for dispatchers lo permii BNSF
trains to traverse clear routes In lhe Houston lerminal. It is a reasonable measure to
avoid congestion and should pose no harm to UP as it does not give any competrtive
advantage to BNSFs operations in the Houston lerminal.
The requesi thus stands to benefit all rail carriers operating in the Houston terminal
area and the shipping public. It is in everyone's best interest lo achieve better sen/ice
for shippers and to reduce the congestion in the Houston terminal area. Acconjingly,
tne Board should grant BNSFs request. '
Sincerely,

Paul F, Rasmussen
Manager, Commodities Procurement
PFR/jam

VPRIFICATION

I, Paul Rasmussen. declare under penalty of perjury, that the foregoing is true and
correct.
Furtr.er. I certify that I am qualified and ai-thorized tofilethis verified statement

^4^_ ? ^g^Mtt*^"-—"
Paul F. Rasmussen
Manager. Commodities Procurement
Red Star Yeast 4 Products
A division of Universal Foods Corporation

Executed this.
My commissioo expires vip^^^^^

^

I^ITROMEX
;uiy 2od 1998
Honorable V'eaoo A. U illiuni
Secretary
Surface Transportation Board
1925 K. Street. .V W.
Waihingfon. D.C. 20423-0001
Subject: Docket .No. 32T60
Sub-.Vo. 26.

Grupo Industnal Saltillo senes commercial. indus:.-.al and consumer markets with autopans ceramic floor
and stoneware Based in Saltillo Mexico. Cnipo Industnal Salullo «ai founded in 1928 and emplovs o^er
i:.0(»o people
•
Our iraflic depanment handle 20 000 000 dlls.>e3f to mo\e all kind or rreight Our rail traffic is or 156.700
tons.\ear. 30% or our lotaJ traffic These a/e our majn commodiues that «e handle l^ rail
Commodit>
Stiica Sand
Coke
Clay
Silica Sand

Shipper
Badger .Muung
ABC Coke
L uted Cla>
Okiahoma Sand

Origio
L tJey . Wl
Birmingham. AL
Cleason. TN
.Mill Creek. OK

Toot
84.000toni/year
30 OOOtoni'year
3I.200toas.Aear
ll.SOOtoni/vear

Lately, or bener said since the merger orLT SP ue hase evpenenced a lot ordela>$ on our businessfromthe
LSA mainJ> because of the lack or compeuuveness on rail transporuuon o\et the Laredo TXVue\o
Laredo. Tamps border
The dela>s as we all know ha\e been due the problems that the LT SP merger have incuned in handling
appropiately this merger to the fact that we as many other compares ha\e been jeoparduing our
inieraationaJ business because ordela> s incurred in iraffic.
Our company suonly bebe%ej that the LT/SP merger has not gi%en ui the opportunity of -aJtemate
:-mpeuuon" on raJ transporuuon semces to perfonn the vaffic through the menuoned border as the STB
..ivisioned when it approvedUje LT/SP merger.
Therefore we kmdJy requen that the BNSF obuuu overhead trackage ngiu on LT s San Antonio-Laredo
line, and that also obuin permaaeat bi•directional trackage nghts oo LT $ CaldweU-Flatooia-San Antonio
and Caldwell-Flaioma Placedo lues, in place of temporary trackage nghts at prejcat
U e believe that by iKjproving thete trackage nghu, all puties imohed. even the LT/SP »iU benefitfromit
Since they will hardly incur io congesuon again, since there »iJ] be aaother company that wtil compete »tiJi
ihem and will en/orce that both oomptnies become effiaem if tbey »»at to participate tn the market.
Thanking you in advance for your kindly attentioo to my requen and hoping that my requen u approved.
Sincerely yours.

Blvd. ware
A P 3fS
C P . 2t2J0
T»l.(»4) 1 t - « . t 1
11S0-10
ftt
n-so-fO
S«niiio. CeaAyiia,

VOLKSWAGEN DE MEXICO, S.A. DE C V .
Honorable Mr. Vemon A. Willianns
Secretary
Surface Transportafion Board
1925 K. Street. N.W.
Washington. D.C. 20423-0001
Pueblo. Pue. July 23,1998.
Dear Mr. Vernon,
Since thie nnerge of UP/SP we have experienced a iot of delays on our
railroad business between the USA and Mexico, mainly because of the lack
of competitiveness on rail transportation over the border of Laredo Tx./
Nuevo Laredo, Tamaulipas.
We believe that the UP/SP merger has not given us the opportunity to an
"alternate competition" on rail transportation services to perfonn the traffic
through The mentioned border as tne STB envisioned when it approved the
UP/SP merger.
Therefore, we support the idea that the BNSF obtains overtiead trackage
rights on UP's Son Antonio - Laredo line, and also a permanent bidirectional trackage rights on UP's Caldwell - Flatonia - Son Antonio and
Caldweli - Flatonia Placedo lines, instead of the temporary trackage rights
that the BNSF currently has.
We think that by approving these trackage rights, all parties involved, even
the UP/SP, will benefit, since they will hardly incurr in congestion again7
having another company to compete with, and forcing both parties to
become more'efficient in order to remain strong in the market.
We thank you in advance for your attention to our request

Best regards

FrariQisco Torres
Transport Planning

'

•

Westway
» WMITHf LO MlJCUteY. IV

Re Finance Oocket. No. 32760 (Sub-Nos 26 and 28)

r " " ^ n ®
^ ^^'^^"^
'V- ' am the President of Wesrway iradi-.a
Corooranon. Our company ,s iccated in New Orleanr. Louisiana and has ove fwentv
nve stcrage and nandl.ng terminals in the United States including cur la g e s t ' e S
fac:l.y in Houston, Texas. That facility receives inbound shipments by ra^l a;d S a t
the Pert of Houston and sends outbound shipments of molasses and other feed m f
Via BNSF and UP to destinations throughout the Un.ed States Our
company also receives inbound shipments from Mexico over the El Paso gateway^
Our company's need for reliable and efficient rail transportation services is
expected to grow ,n the future It is therefore important to our business tha compet'^ion
""''^
^ degradation m ser.ce and fewer
f,;^f't -^f
=^2^^P°^ation neec. since the UP/SP merger
For .hese -easons, I am sucmitting this Venfied Statement in support cf The Burl.notcn
Ncrhem and Santa Fe Railway's ("BNSF') requests for additional remediaf conS^^^^^
^•^-.rrrJ^'V^^^^f
' ' ^ ^ I ^ ^ ^ ^ ' ''^^-'•^se they will benefit our com.pany and other
shippers and w:ll result m service improvements, needed operational flexibility and the
achty tc avoid adding unnecessary traf^c to the Houston terminal area. For examp e
Hc!s'o^^!.^^'nfT
Srant trackage rights on additional UPHr'sTn the
p';r rK o ^
'^^^^'^ ^^'^^^'^
permit BNSF to operate over any
ava,iat^,e ciear routes through the terminal as determined and managed by the Sorbin
Ccnsohdated Dispatchirg Center, and not just over the former H B T T EastV^d W e 7
H o u l t o l ' f ^° ' ' ' ' ' '
'^^'^^
BNSF trains staged in L
Houston terminal waiting for track time to use the mam trackage nghts lines they
currently share thcough the temiinal and on the fomier HB&T East and West Belt lines.
trar...^? 'H,°
°^ ^ ^ ^ ^
permanent bidirectional overhead
racage rights on UP's Caldwell-Fiatonia -San Antonio and Caldwell-Fiatonia Plaiedo
l.nes: and („) overhead trackage nghts on UP's San Antonio-Laredo line T s ou?
position that were the Board to grants BNSF's requests they wouW hel^o dL^^^^ .hcongestion on UP's lines in and around Houston a n d l ^ o l % ^ a ^ ? ^ ^ ^
corr^etition as the Board onginally envisioned in its decision a p ^ o ' J g X UP^^^^^^^

In sum, BNSF's requests for remedial conditions stand to benefit all rail carriers
cperating in the South Texas and the shipping public. It is in everyone's best interest
to achieve better service for shippers, to reduce the congestion in the Houston terminal
and South Texas areas, and to preserve efficient and competitive sen/ice to all the
fVlexican gateways. Accordingly, the Board should grant BNSF's requests.
I certify under penaltv of perjury that the foregoing is tnje and
correct. Executed this I3th day of October . 1998.
Sincerely-

A. W h i t f i e l d Huguley, IV
AWHIV/dnd
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The Honorable Vernon A. Williams
Secretary
Surface Transportation Board
1925 K Street. N W.
Washington. D.C. 20423
RF:

Finance uocket No. 3276C (Sub-No.26)

Dear Mr. Williams:
This verified statement is being submitted in support of the request of the request of the Burlington Northern and Santa Fe Railway Company's ("BNSF") request that the Surface Transportation Board establish neutral switching supen/ision
on the Baytown Branch.
My name is Greg Greer. I am the Manager of Rail transportation with the
Williams Energy Company. Williams Energy in Memphis, TN manufactures propylene, a petrochemical product, at its plant in Memphis. We have our own fleet of rail
cars for shipping our product. Cunently, we ship 10 cars per day of propylene via
BNSF to Ultramar Diamond Shamrock at Mont Belvieu, Texas, which is located on
the Baytown Branch.
Our support of BNSF's request for a neutral switching supervision on the
Baytown Branch is based principally on our need for improved turnaround times for
our cars. Under current operations, BNSF brings 10 cars to the customer and holds
approximately 10 other cars for delivery at least every other day. If a neutral supervising switcher were installed, we believe that our company cars could be turned
around more quickly so that 10 cars couW be delivered every day, Instead of 20 cars
every ether day. The advantage to Williams Energy of improved tumaround times is
simple: our company could put o-r cars to more effident use and save costs associated with cars being held for delivery to customers.
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i; is also our view that with only one neutral switcher on the branch, there
would be less overall activity on the branch and generally less congestion for all rail
activities on the branch. This will lead to improved service for all customers on the
branch.
I certify under penalty of perjury that th' I foregoing statement is true and accurate to the best of my belief.

Grsg Greer

STB

FD 327C0 (Sub 26)

9-18-98
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GENERAL COUNSEL

U.S. Department of
Transportation

/

400 Seventh ot. S W
Washington. D C 20590

Office of tlie Secretary
of Transportation

September .fejl99«iVp j j
Vemon A. Williams, Secretary
Surface Transportation Board
Suite 700
1925 K Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20423-0001
Re: Finance Docket No. 32760 (Sub-Nos. 26 et seq.)
Dear Secretary WilliamsEnclosed herewith are an original and twenty-five copies of 'he Coiuments of the United
States Department of Transportation in the above-referenced proceeding. 1 have also
enclosed a computer diskette containing these Comments in a format readable by
WordPerfect 7.0. Included as well is an additional copy that I request be date-stamped
and returned to the messenger ^elivering these documents.
Respectfully submitted,
ENTERED
Office of (he Sscrefaiy
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iJiVion Pacific Corp., Union Pacific Railroad )
Co., and Missouri Pacific Railroad Co. -)
Control and Merger - Southem Pacific Raii )
Corp , Southem Pacific Transportation Co., )
St. Louis Southwestem Railway Co., SPCSL)
Corp., and The Denver and Rio Grande
)
Westem Railroad Co.
)
rHOUSTON/GULF COAST OVERSIGHT! )

F.D. No. 32760 (Sub-Nos. 26 et seq.)

COMMENTS OF THE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
Introduction
The Surface Transportation Board ("STB" or "Board") imposed a five-year
oversight period as a condition of its approval of the merger ofthe Union Pacific ("UP")
and Southern Pacific ("SP", railroads. Finance Dockel No. 32760, Decision No. 44,
served August 6, 1996. In the course of exercising this authority, the Board concentrates
on the effects of the merger and of the conditions used to address the potential
competitive harms from the transaction. See F.D. No. 32760 (Sub-No. 21), Decision No.
1, served May 7 1997, at 2. By Decision No. 10, served October 27, 1997, the STB
addressed competitive and other questions presented during the first year after the
merger. The Board at that time (1) preliminarily concluded that the rnerger as
conditioned had not caused substantial competitive harm, and (2) expressed concem with
UP's post-merger safety and service problems, although it found no basis to indicate that
they arose from market power created by the merger. Id- at 2-3. Since then the UP's
extensive service problems prompted the Board to bifurcate its oversight ofthe merger by
establishing a separate proceeding to concentrate on the transaction's eifects on the
Texas-Gulf Coast region. Finance Docket No. 32760 (Sub-No. 26), Decision No. 1,
served May 19, 1998.
The United States Department of Transportation ("DOT" or "Department")
commends the Board for its continued vigilance over questions of competition, service,
and safety m the afiennath of the UP/SP merger. Like many other parties, DOT is
participating in this proceeding with a view to assessing the effectiveness ofthe
condilions in serving their intended purpose. DOT presented its views on the safety of
the merged UP and the effectiveness of the original competitive conditions outside the
Housion-Gulf Coast area in DOT-3, filed September 1, 1998.
ll is the practice of the Department in rail consolidations generally and in the
oversight ofthe UP/SP merger in particular to evaluate all the substantive filings ofthe
various parties before arriving at a position on the merits and expressing that position to

the Board. The procedural schedule adopted in this portion of the oversight of the UP/SP
merger, however, does not allow for this approach. Decision No. 6, served August 4,
1998. Not only has UP yet to respond to the various requests for additional conditions
that have been filed in this proceeding, but the proponents of these potential conditions
will not complete the evidentiary record with their rebuttal to UP for another four weeks.
Id. Although the UP Quarterly Progress R-port of July 1, 1998 (UP/SP-344) and the
BNSF Quarterly Progress Report of July 1, 1998 (BNSF-PR-8) provide useful
information regarding each of these railroad's views on the efficacy of the original
conditions, under the circumstances, the Department is generally unable to provide
definitive recommendations to the S' 'B at this time. We do advance some preliminary
views based on the information now available, and we offer as well views lhat are
independent ofthe slale of the record. These mclude both appropriate standards for
assessing the effectiveness of the miTger conditions, and certain other recommendations.
Overview
This proceeding formally considers the need for any change in the remedial
conditions imposed to addres^ the competitive harms resulting from the UP/SP merger.
In reality, this proceeding cannot fail also to consider the interrelated but separate issue of
UP's abysmal post-merger service perfomiance. The Board allowed the emergency
serv ice order to expire, indicating that it believes that an emergency no longer exists.
STB Ex Parte No. 573, Service Order No. 1518 (Sub-No. 1), Decision Served July 31,
1998 ai 3-4. The Department believes that the Board's decision may have been
precipitous, and that poor service continues to deny many customers the level of
competitive service to vvhich they are entitled. Service provided by UP has not been
restored to pre-merger levels, let alone to a point where shippers are receiving the public
benefits from the merger promised by UP and SP in the course of the merger
proceedings. E.g., Comments ofthe National Industrial Transportation League, August
14, 1998 at 3; Comments of Cemex, August 14, 1998 at 3-4; Comments of Shell Oil, July
7, 1998 at 3.
The Department, in evaluating the requests for additional conditions, has held to
the principle that proposals should be supported if they would better enable competing
railroads to offer the level of competition provided before the merger. In view of
concems about capacity and service on the merged UP, the Department supports
proposals that enhance the general efficiency of rail transportation in the region if such
proposals do not alter the relative competitive positions of the various railroads. ' Even
conditions that may entail changes to the competitive stains quo ante may be warranted
until UP retums its service to normal, if those changes offer improved service. We do t ot
favor proposals that threaten to worsen congestion. DOT also supports proposals that
offer enhanced safety and reduce negative community impacts.
The Department proceeds from the general proposition that the STB should
continue to keep the record open in this proceeding regarding evidence of competitive
harm. Even though little evidence on competitive harm has been submitted at this point
'/ The STB's traditional precedent does not support extending the reach of competing
railroads above and beyond that warranted to replace competition lost by the merger.

in tlie proceeding, it would be premature to make a decision based on the record to date
while service issues continue to be the dominant concem of shippers and competing
railroads. See DOT-3, filed September I , 1998, in Finance Docket No. 32760 (Sub-No.
21). Until UP's service has reached and remains at "normal" (i.e., roughly pre-merger)
levels, it is difficult to come to a fair assessment of the elTicacy of the original merger
conditions. Until now, the rail carriers give^ rights via the merger conditions have not
been able to exercise them free from the constraints of unprecedented congestion on the
landlord carrier's systein. At the same time, the Department does not support allowing
UP an indefinite amount of tune to restore service to pre-merger levels. If UP cannot do
so in the near future, for example, by the end of the calendar year, the STB should
consider imposing additional conditions that vvill provide shippers with better service. In
this regard, although the terms of the Emergency Service Order have been allowed to
lapse, the Department is concemed that the recent improvements in service UP is
reporting may be due to lower tiafficon its system. Association of American Railroads,
Weekly Railroad Traffic. Traffic that has been diverted to other railroads may have
allowed UP to begin to improve its own service levels. UP may also have moved
equipment and personnel to the Houston area. This fall, however, when grain shipments
and intermoda! shipments may be expected to increase, UP's service may again
deteriorate. The STB should make clear that repeated service failures or a reversal in the
trend of improving service may warrant corrective actions.
Without regard to UP service quality or the future pleadings of ether parties, the
Department supports the Burlington Northem/Santa Fe ("BNSF") proposal for trackage
rights in the Brownsville area. We do so not because this is a competitive remedy, but
because of safety and environmental considerations BNSF Application for Additional
Remedial Conditions Regarding the Houston/Gulf Coast A-"a (hereinafter referred to as
"BNSF Application"), V.S. Rickershau-^r at 15-17. The current situafion forces BNSF to
operate trains along public streets, and thus represents an unacceptable safety hazard
when such routings are easily avoided. Id. ^
The Department now wishes to apprise the Board ofour views regarding specific
proposals related to the Houston-Gulf Coast area.
Positions of the Parties
BNSF as well as a coalition of railroads, .shipper organizations and public bodies
(the "Consensus Partners") have each offered comprehensive proposals for addressing
competitive and service issues in the Houston- uulf Coast area. There are also a number
'/ Although this may give BNSF some small commercial advantage, DOT notes that
under the current arrangement BNSF has not even exercised its trackage rights to
Brownsville, relying instead on haulage rights. Id. It would appear that grant ofthe
requested rights may only result in BNSF providing the level of competition originally
anticipated in Brownsville and at the Matamoros gateway. In any event, the advantages
to the community offset any change to the competitive status quo ante, particularly when
any disadvantage to UP will dissipate when the connecting line (now being built) is
completed. However, BNSF shoaid be required tofinancethe construction of any
additional storage tracks needed, et.pecially for cars that are awaiting Customs clearance,
so ;hal its trains do not intertcie with UP s operations.

of specific proposals that address individual shippers or line segments. These proposals
ask for extensions of trackage rights, access to additional carriers and, in the case ofthe
Consensus Partners, sale and constmction of certain rail property.
The Cor.sensus Partners, which include the Kansas City Southem Railway
("KCS"), the Texas Mexican Railroad ("Tex Mex"), the Texas Railroad Commission and
shipper organizations, propose what amounts to the introduction of a new railroad in the
region by connecting the KCS and Tex Mex. These parties propose to constmct
additional capacity in the Houston Gulf Coast area, and ask for additional trackage rights
and an expansion of the area open to service from the Tex Mex and BNSF railroads in
Houston. They also ask that Tex Mex be relieved ofthe condition imposed by the STB
that limits the tratTic handled on the trackage rights granted in the merger case to traffic
involving a prior or subsequent move on the Tex Mex. CMA-2/SPI-2/RCT-2/TCC2/TM-2/KCS-2 (hereinafter referred to as "CMA-2") at 6-7.
The BNSF proposal purports to seek access to no new customers, only additional
trackage rights in order to relieve capacity problems by allowing BNSF to use more
direct routes or permitting trains to be routed around Houston. BNSF asks as well for
conditions that would provide it better access to Mexican markets. BNSF Application at
14-17. BNSF also requests ' neutral" switching in certain congested industrial areas
where it now has trackage rights. Id.
Several individual shippers have asked the STB either to grant rights to allow
them access to another railroad (pointing to service failures by UP), or to restore
reciprocal switching available to them before the inerger but denied them by UP
afterward. Comments of E. I. Dupont De Nemours and Co.; Cemex; CMTA-1; Fomiosa
Plastics Corp.; Dow Chemical. '
Measuring the Effectiveness of the Merger Conditions
It is not possible to definitively determine if the conditions originally imposed are
adequate to the task of maintaining competition, given the service problems that have
persisted in the area. Nonetheless, the Department would like to offer its views on how
effective competition might be recognized and how cenain rights might aftect
coinpetition following the resumption of more normal (pre-merger) service levels.
In sum, the original conditions are intended to effectively replace the intramodal
competition lost as a result ofthe merger. This includes shippers and points that lost
access to two rail carriers, as well as those with certain build-out and other options.
Decision No. 44 at 123-124. Determining the effectiveness of these conditions requires
an appreciation of what might be expected in competitive markets, and an allowance for
the fact that the effectiveness ofthe competition that existed at the various points served
by two carriers before the merger may have varied widely.
Effective competition goes beyond merely being able to serve the same two
points. ElTective competition implies that both carriers have reasonably comparable
'/ In certain cases, shippers submit that UP has informed them that ii does not plan to
offer them service adequate to their needs, or even that it "will be unable to meet demand
into the future." See Comments of Cemex USA, filed August 14, 1998, at 4. Such
allegations are very troubling.

routes, in terms of distance and capacity, as well as adequate infrastmcture to provide
levels of service that offer shippers a realistic altemative. Competirion between carriers
may be judged most effective when it force? them to adjust rates and/or provide better
service in response to each other's actions m the market. It need not result in two
competitors each getting approximately 50 percent of the traffic. Competition may be
intense, yet one cairier may get a'niost all of the business: for instance, if all the traffic of
a shipper is offered for bid by contract.
Shippers that were captive to UP or SP before the merger would not be expected
to benefit from competition, and therefore it should not be surprising if the post-merger
UP share of such tratTic remains at 100 percent. A determination of effective
competition, therefore, cannot be based simply on shares of traffic in and out of Houston,
for example, as some have argued. CMA-2, V.S. Grimm & Plaistow, at 6-8. The
effectiveness of competition is best detemiined by customers vith access to more than
one railroad - for example, are competing railroads soliciting their business and do the
service proposals lead to counter proposals from the carrier cunently providing service
Service levels as well as rates may aiso be an important element in competitive
markets. If a railroad cannot provide reliable service matched to shipper needs - for
whatever reason — it will not be able to capture traffic and will not be able to serve as a
competitive check. BNSF Application, V S. Rickershauser at 10. Where, as here, a
tenant railroad must compete over thousands of miles of the landlord carrier's system, the
former is necessarily vulnerable to the problems ofthe latter ~ even without considering
fhe inherent possibility of discriminatory treatment. To the extent discrimination in
dispatching and/or switching exists, or if service problems and congestion persist, the
trackage rights will simply not be effective. Charges of systematic discrimination have
been raised here and, of course, must be taken seriously. We discuss this below in the
next section.
Additional Competiiive Conditions and Discrimination
Both Tex Mex (via the Coalition Pai1ners)and BNSF cite UP's discriminatory
treatment of their trains as a justification for granting certain of the conditions they
request. E.g. C.MA-2, V.S. of Nichols at 3-6; BNSF Application at 5, and V.S.
Rickershauser at 3-5. They also cite "stmctural"flawsin the rights granted to them in
Decision No. 44 that should be modified to permit them to better compete. CMA-2, V.S.
Woodward at 3-6; BNSF Application at 3-5.
Despite the claims of structuralflaws in the STB-ordered conditions,
discrimination in dispatching and other interference in operations, it appears from the
evidence previously submitted by UP, that the BNSF and T^.. Mex have been able to
attract significant volumes of traffic away from UP. UP/SP-344 at 73,74,101. These
traffic levels, however, may well have been influenced by the terms of the Board's
Emergency Service Order No. 1518, which augmented conditions imposed on the
•*/ UP offers an example of just this kind of competition in describing ils efforts to secure
a long-term contract with Geneva Steel in Utah, where UP will get 99 percent of that
shipper's traffic as the result of a nunber of rounds of intense bidding against BNSF.
UP/SP-344 al 87.

merger. The Department awaits UP's response in this proceeding and the rebuttals to
definitively resolve this issue.
However, given UP's extensive service failures, it is not surprising that both
BNSF and Tex Mex have been able to increase their traffic at UP's expense. Sec, for
example, UP/SP-344 al 80. Il is possible lhat UP service reached a point where shippers
that were able lo switch traffic from UP probably did so. Indeed, it is possible that UP
encouraged or acquiesced in some shifting oflraffic to help mitigate tht congestion on its
lires.
In any event, the Department is not convinced that the results of this
unprecedented period can bf extrapolated into the future. DOT is concemed about the
ability of the BNSF and Tex Mex to offer competitive service when UP restores its
service lo pre-merger levels. It is to be expected that UP will seek to regain any traffic
lost to its competitors. Indeed, this is the competition that was the goal of the conditions.
However, assuming UP is able to again provide "normal" service, it is possible that the
alleged discriminatory treatment of tenant railroads may continue o- even increase. This
could give UP a service edge over ils tenants so great that the latter a. e not able to
compete even as much as they could when, during the UP "meltdown," service provided
by all camers was equally poor. Il is impossible to make a determination al this time
regarding the effectiveness of the competitive conditions or if UP will provide better
dispatching to the tenant railroads when il restores ils own sei-vice to nomial levels.
Therefore, the STB should continue lo monitor the effectiveness ofthe competitive
conditions and service levels.
BNSF Additional Service Conditions
BNSF has advanced a multitude of requests for additional conditions. Several
may be useful in relieving UP service problems and in allowing BNSF to better compete
under the terms of the original condilions ordered by the Board. In some cases they
would enhance BNSF's ability to compete wilh UP by providing more direct routes.
BNSF Application at 13-14. We address them in tum below, using BNSF's enumeration.
BNSF asks in proposal 1 for pemianent overhead trackage rights in both
directions (bi-directional) on UP's Caldwell-F'atonia-San Anionio and CaldwellFlatonia-Placedo lines so as to avoid certain olher congested UP lines. BNSF
Application at 13. The STB did not grant B N S j i yrightsover these lines in Decision
No. 44. UP gave BNSF temporaryrightsover ht Caldwell-Flatonia-San Antonio
segment to ease congestion, and the STB subsequently ordered theserighisas part of the
Emergency Service Order of October 31, 1997. Planned improvements on these lines
and on the Austin Subdivision may reduce congei tion and eliminate the need for
continued mandatoryrightsfor BNSF over this segment. Ex Parte No. 573, Service
Order No. 1518 al 2. If congesiion is relieved on the line to which BNSF has pemianent
trackage righis, there would not appear lo be any reason to support this request on the
basis of providing coinpetition. Thisrighlwould be more important if BNSF was granted
rights between San Anionio and Laredo (see below), which the Department does not
support, since il would be the route BNSF w ould choose for access to San Antonio and
then on to Laredo.
On the Caldwell-Flatonia-Placedo line, UP operates in a southbound direction.
BNSF Application, V.S. Lickershauser at 14. As a temporary measure to reduce

congesiion on the Algoa-Placedo line, UP has allowed BNSF to mn southbound on this
line. Id. Tex Mex also operates over pan of this line. Id. The condition BNSF seeks
could reduce congestion if BNSF and UP continue to use the line for southbound iraffic.
If congesiion on the Algoa-Placedo line is reduced, however, UP could resume bidirectional running on the Caldwell-Flatonia-Placedo line. If BNSF is granted bidirectionalrightsin this proceeding, congestion on the Placedo-Flatonia segment of the
line could then be a problem, with three railroads operating iii both directions over a
single track line.
Grant of this condition could also enable BNSF to belter compete for traffic lo
Mexico and south Texas by giving it a shorter route from the north and by allowing
iraffic lo avoid Houslon. In DOT's view, no permanent decision on this proposal should
be made until UP is able to demonstrate that service has been restored to nomial levels
and a valid assessment can be made as to BNSF's ability to compete effectively for this
traffic.
BNSF's proposal 2 addresses Mexico access if.sues; we address it in a separate
seclio. below.
In proposal 3, BNSF asks for overhead Irackagerighison the UP Taylor-Milano
line. Id. al 13. This would provide BNSF a better route for servicing the rock, cement
and aggregate traffic from the Austin area. However, if the Taylor-Milano line is already
congested, and il is an important through route for UP, this condition would not relieve
this problem. On the other hpnd, rock and cement shippers from the Austin area have
presented persuasive arguments lhat UP has not only been unable lo provide them
adequate service, ii will not, by ils own admission, be able to meet their demand into the
future. Comments of Cemex USA Management, Inc, in F.D. 32760 (Sub-No. 21), filed
August 14. 1998. Grant of this condition may be wananted if the STB determines that
UP either will not or cannot provide an acceptable level of service to this traffic in the
near future. A better approach may be lo grant BNSF the more extensiverighisto access
the rock and cement shippers that the shippers have requested and encourage BNSF to
invest in additional capacity on those lines where they already have permanent trackage
righis. Id. at 6; CMTA-1, in F.D. 32760 (Sub-No. 21), filed July 8, 1998 al 1
BNSF's proposal 4, for "neutral" sw itching on lhe Baytown, Cedar Bayou, Sabine
and Chaison branches apparently addresses problems BNSF has had serving customers
on these lines, l ! has done so via reciprocal switching and haulagerights,but capacity
and customer preferences have limited BNSF's ability lo provide effective switching
service directly to these cusiomers. BNSF Application, V S. Rickershauser at 24. These
snippers object lo being switched by different camers because ofthe interference with
their operations, so although they strongly support access lo two earners, they prefer to
be sw itched by only one carrier. Id. The Departmeni strongly supports the need for fair
and impartial service on these lines in order for the shippers to retain the competitive
service they had before the merger. However, DOT does not clearly understand how this
condition would work on a practical basis, and therefore feels that additional planning is
wananted to ensure lhal such a proposal would be operationally feasible.
BNSF's proposal number 5 asks for the STB to order the Port Terminal R..vilroad
Association ("PTRA") lo operate the Clinton Branch so as lo reduce delays in service to
the Houston Public Elevator, id. al 20. Il is unclear how this proposal addresses
legitimate competitive problems or relieves service congestion in Houston. BNSF does
not explain how PTRA would be a more effective operator than UP, nor does it explain

whether or how PTRA would fund improvements that UP is planning for the line. Since
BNSF does not attribute this particular problem to discrimination by UP, it is not clear
how PTRA operation would improve the situation.
BNSF proposal 6 requests the grant of overhead trackagerightsto enable BNSF
to join the directional operations over any UP line or lines in corridors where BNSF has
trackagerightsover one, but not both lines involved in UP directional flows. Id. at 14.
This appears reasonable and necessary if BNSF is to provide competitive service. Simply
put, it is not plausible lo argue lhal confining a railroad to only one line while another
operator directionally travels on two allows them to be competitive. The trains operating
against the flow of traffic inevitably will be delayed, even with fair and equitable
dispatching. Confining a compe mg railroad to operating against the flow of Iraffic is
tantamount to allowing it to operate only during what night be very nanow service
windows.
DOT does not believe the Board intended to allow the landlord railroad (UP) to
arrange its operations in such a way as to impede the tenant railroad from honoring those
condilions imposed by the Board. This is particularly tnie when (I) UP only gained the
additional line, and hence the ability to initiate such direc'ional operations, through its
merger with the SP, and (2) the Board dismissed the concems of various parties about
this issue by noting that UP had agreed to allow BNSF to participate in theseflowswhen
they were proposed by UP in the course ofthe merger proceeding. Decision No. 44 at
132. A blanket refusal by UP to allow the tenant ra.lroad onto the line for an extended
period of time would no doubt have been rejected by the Board, and this situation is the
same for all intents and purposes. Moreover, it is inefficient to mn such trains against the
flow. Given the purpose of the original trackagerightsconditions and UP's service
problems, UP should not be allowed lo set up an anangement that is non-competitive as
well as inefficient. If there are strong reasons, unrelated to competition, for denying
directional rights lo the tenant railroad, UP should present them .or the Board to judge.
BNSF's proposal number 7 requests trackage righis in the Houston area that
would pemiit BNSF trains to operate there over any clear route as a means of alleviating
congesiion. BNSF Application at 14. This vvould appear to be a reasonable measure to
address congestion. While il does not appear to address any legitimate competitive
concems related to the remedial conditions ordered by the Board, neither does it appear
to confer any significant competitive advantage on BNSF (or Tex Mex, which should
also be given such righis if BNSF receives them). Given the continuing congestion
problems in the Hou.'.ton area, concems about the fragility of the UP recover)', and
possible problems during the fall peak shipping season, this condition should be granted
until UP is able to demonstrate that scvice has been restored to pre-merger levels. From
all accounts, the Joint Dispatching Cenier in Spring, Texas is working well. DOT
encourages the STB to assure tha* the railroads continue to cooperate in this manner and
that the Tex Mex is able to participate fully in ;he Center.
Finally, BNSF's proposal 8 calls for coordinating dispatching over UP and SP
routes from Houslon lo Longview and Shreveport, LA. Id. al 14 ll is the Department's
understanding that UP concurs in this proposal, which appears to be a rea.sonable measure
aiding both railroads.

Consensus Partners Additional Service Conditions
The Consensus Partners have also proposed a number of new conditions. Item 1
(a) of their plan requ'^sts relief for tne Tex Mex from the restriction the STB imposed on
the Irackagerightsgra.ited Tex Mex from Corpus Christi/Robstown to Beaumont as part
of Decision No. 44, which limited Tex Mex to transporting traffic that had a prior or
subsequent move on the Tex Mex between Corpus Christi and Laredo. CMA-2 al 6. The
STB removed this restriction in Emergency Service Order No. 1518 ("ESO") in an effort
to improve service in the Houston area. Item 1(b) requests the additional trackage righis
temporarily granted to Tex Mex over the LiP's line between Algoa and Placedo and over
the BNSF near Houslon be made permanent. Id. at 7.
UP is operating the two lines between Houston and Placedo in a paired directional
manner (i.e., trains run in only one direction on each track). The condition requested may
have merit as a temporary condition to maintain seivice levels. However, if UP ends
directional running on the lines, tenant railroads should be required lo operate over the
irackage righis they were given in Decision No. 44.
The issue of relieving Tex Mex from the limitation on the traffic il may move
other than that with a prior or subsequent move over the Tex Mex lines represents a
substantial grant of additionalrightsto Tex Mex. They would allow the railroad to
handle traffic to and from those industries in Houston served by the PTRA and forward
lhat traffic to KCS at Beaumont. This condition would provide Tex Mex wilhrightsnot
awarded under traditional STB precedent, since they are not needed to restore
competition (because PTRA-served shippers have access lo both BNSF and UP).
The Consensus Partners' condition 2 requests lhat PTRA or another neutral
temiinal railroad be givenrightsto serve all of the industries and trackage that were
fom ' --ly served by the Houslon Belt and Tenninal Railroad ("HBT"). CMA-2 at 7.
Shippers on the HBT continue to be served by both BNSF and UP, however, and thus
under traditional STB precedent there vvould be no competitive basis for this grant of
additional rights to the Tex Mex.
The Consensus Partners' condition 3 calls for expanding neutral switching to
customers located on the fomier SP Galveston Subdivision, preferably to be provided by
the PTRA. Id. This condition would allow shippers in the affected area to be served by
BNSF and Tex Mex in addition to UP. Since these shippers did not have competitive
service before the merger, under traditional STB precedent there would be no competitive
reason lo grant this condition. ^
The Consensus Partners' condition 4 requests neutral dispatching within the areas
covered by Condilions 2 and 3 (the former HBT and the Galveston Subdivision as well as
the PTRA itself). Id. at 8. The Departmeni supports this condition (it is similar to BNSF
proposal 7) as a temporary service measure - until service is restored to pre-merger
levels.

"V Certain industries located on the lines covered by condition 3 have requested a
restoration of reciprocal switching that, they maintain, was lost following the merger.
DOT supports the restoration of reciprocal switching in these circumstances. Providing
service by a neutral terminal railroad (such as PTRA) lhat did not exist pre-merger,
however, is inconsistent with traditional STB precedent.
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The Consensus Partners' condition 5 requests changes in the makeup of the PTRA
board. Id. The Department supports a condition ordering tha* the membership ofthe
PTRA conform to the charter of the PTRA. The Department understands that this would
allow Tex Mex and the Port of Houston to join the board.
The Consensus Partners' condition 6 requests UP to sell the out-of-service line
between Rosenberg and Victoria to the Tex Mex, which will then reconstmcl il and grant
trackagerightslo UP and BNSF. Id. This provision is reasonable and would add capacity
to the area. The Department supports it. However, if Tex Mex does not receive the
rights requested above to serve a larger part of the Houslon market (Conditions 1 (a), 2,
and 3), Tex Mex may not wish to proceed with this project.
The Consensus Partners' condition 7 requests lhat UP be ordered to sell or lease
an existing yard in Houston lo the Tex Mex at a reasonable rate. Id. at 9. The need for a
yard hinges lo some degree on the extension of additionalrightsto serve more shippers in
the Houston area, a grant inconsistent wilh traditional precedent. However, if Tex Mex
needs a yard to serve the business it already has in the area, this condition seems
reasonable as long as il does not interfere with UP's operations in the area. The
Department cannoi support Tex Mex's request for a specific yard without knowing of
UP's position and commercial needs as they relate to the various yards in Houston.
The Consensus Partners' condition 8 would allow KCS and Tex Mex lo construct
a new rail line on UP'sright-of-wayadjacent lo UP's line between Dawes and Beaun-.'^nt.
Id. In --elum, Tex Mex/KCS would deed theright-of-wayto UP in exchange for UP's
Beaumont subdivision. Id. This condition would add capacity, but it is not clear what
impact il would have on UP and BNSF operations. In any event, it appears unlikely that
KCS and Tex Mex will wish to pursue this project if they are not granted the rights
requested above to allow them to expand service to Houslon (Conditions 1 (a), 2, and 3).
The Department cannoi support the Consensus Partners' requests on the basis of
protecting shippers from the competitive impacls of the inerger. The STB's original
conditions designed to allow Tex Mex access to sufficient traffic to co.ntinue lo serve its
customer base appear to have succeeded. The Board has specified that ils grant of these
condilions "continues lo rest solely on the ability of Tex Mex to be able to generate
sufficient density and efficiencies on its own lines to rerr;ain a competiiive force at
Laredo." Finance Docket No. 32760, Decision No. 62 at 8, served November 27, 1996.
Those rights, so far, appear to have succeeded admirably in achieving the Board's
purpcse. BNSF continues to forward considerable traffic lo Tex Mex, traffic vvhich the
STFi feared would be lost as a result of the improved BNSF access to Eagle Pass, while
Tex Mex has received additional Iraffic from the Irackagerightsgranted by the Board.
BNSF Application al 34; UP/SP-344 at 101.
Mexican Access Issues
Both Tex Mex and BNSF propose significant changes lhat would enhance their
competitive posiiion with regard lo the Mexican markets over and above replacing the
compelilion lost in the merger. While the ability ofthe two railroads lo serve Mexican
markets has no doubt been affected by LiP's service problems, their complaints primarily
spring from disputes with each other rather than competition with UP.
In Decision No. 44, the STB granted Tex Mex Irackagerightsto Beaumont,
where it could connect wilh KCS and interchange traffic lhat has a prior or subsequent
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move on the Tex Mex (that is, mostly traffic to or from Mexico). Decision No. 44 at 150.
These condilions were provided because of essential service concems, and lo assure
access for NAFTA Iraffic. Id. at 149. In its Decision, the STB identified BNSF as the
railroad lhal would replace SP and work with Tex Mex to provide a route to Laredo lo
compete with UP. However, because as a result ofthe merger BNSF would now have
trackagerightsto Eagle Pass rather than haulagerights,the STB was concemed that
BNSF vvould have an incentive to route most of its traffic over the Eagle Pass gateway to
Mexico, rather than provide traffic to Tex Mex for shipment to Mexico. Id. at 148-149
A number of developments apart from the merger have had a significant impact
on the positions of BNSF and Tex Mex and may have made the Board's original
conditions inappropriate. The Tex Mex partnership wilh KCS, coupled with the rights
7 ex Mex was awarded in the merger, provided Tex Mex with an altemative to BNSF at
Laredo. BNSF Application at 9-10. The privatization of Mexican railroads may also
have made Eagle Pass a less attractive option for BNSF than was anticipated before
privatization. Id. at 11. The different privatized Mexican carriers now serving Eagle
Pass and Laredo have made interchange south of the border more difficult than expecied.
Id. As a result, both the Consensus Partners' proposal and the BNSF proposal ask for
nevv conditions that go far beyond providing effective competition and that w ould
significantly enhance their access to Mexico.
The limited evidence available to date from UP suggests that Tex Mex has not
lost iraffic as a result of the merger. UP/SP-344 al 101. Although Tex Mex points to UP
problems in Houston and claims ihat UP discriminates against it, Tex Mex makes no
showing that its traffic levels are fa'ling. CMA-2 at 11. In addition, BNSF is
interchanging more traffic wilh Tex Mex than SP did, which weakens the argument lhal
BNSF has inadequate access to Mexico. BNSF Application at 34, footnote 8.
In opposing new conditions for the benefit of Tex Mex, BNSF argues that the
board intended for it (BNSF) to replace SP as Tex Mex's connecting carrier. Id- With
lhe decline of importance of its Eagle Pass connection, BNSF claims it needs access to
Laredo, either at competitive tales (which il accuses Tex Mex of denying) or via trackage
righis over UP. Id. at 31. The Departmeni does not believe BNSF has demonstrated that
it needs trackagerightsbetween Laredo and San Anionio in order to provide adequate
service to Mexican gateways. BNSF has trackagerightslo Eagle Pass and Brownsville.
It is able to, and does, interchange traffic with Tex Mex to Laredo. Id. at 34. A grant of
BNSF Irackagerightslo Laredo could have a significant negative effectfinanciallyon the
Tex Mex, negating the Board's effort to retain essential service over that line. Neither is
it clear lhal additional access to Mexico is needed. The Laredo gateway is already
congested, although UP is adding capacity there. UP/SP-344 al 16-17. Finally, UP's line
between San Antonio and Laredo may not have the capacity to handle the additional
traffic BNSF proposes, so these trackagerightsmight even add to congestion.
The Department does not support the gi anting of any of the conditions requested
by BNSF or Tex Mex for acces.-; to Mexico, aside from the grant of trackagerightsBSNF
requests in Brownsville. The two railroads seem to have little need for additional
trackage righis lo provide service to Mexican markets, given that they are both moving
significantly more freight than vvas the case before the merger. The issues involved seem
mostly to relate lo the competitive rivalry between the two caniers and have little lo do
with UP.
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Shippers' Additional Service Conditions
The Department is generally sympathetic to the requests for improved rail access
from several the individual shippers UP continues to provide inadequate service, and
will not or carmot provide additional service as required by the shippers, theiefore those
shippers should have access to other caniers. DOT suggests that the Board set a time
limit, perhaps by the end of the calendar year, for UP to provide materially improved
service. If UP cannot demonstrate by then service has substantially improved, the STB
should consider a permanent grant of the trackagerightsrequested.
Individual shippers also decry a loss of reciprocal switching in some caser. DOT
considers that where reciprocal switching was available before the merger, it should
continue to be available. The Department does note that at least one ofthe proposals, that
of Formosa Plastics, offers to provide additional capacity on a congested line in retum for
broader accessrights.Comments of Formosa Plastic at 24. If there is a need to extend
trackage rights to assure adequate service in the future, this proposal may have merit.
Conclusion
The Department recommended divestiture of certain lines to address competitive
problems in its brief on the UP/SP merger. By providing altemative routes controlled by
different railroads, divestiture may well have also alleviated some ofthe congestion
experienced in the Houston area since the merger. DOT believes that the STB should
consider divestiture, as well as any other measures that may be appropriate, if pre-merger
levels of service and competition in the Houston area cannot otherwise be restored in the
near future.
STB oversight must continue, not only to assess the effectiveness ofthe
condilions imposed to ameliorate the loss of competition resulting from the merger, but
also to ensure that the service problems that have occurred are not the result of lost
competition. It is not clear how resolving the service problems will affect the
competitive situation. With UP's service meltdown everyone who could use another
canier probably did; UP may have even encouraged tbe shilling of some tratfic. If and
when service is "restored," UP will undoubtedly strive to regain any lost traffic and to
attract new traffic. Its tme competitive power, therefore, may not yet be known. On the
other hand, congestion problems on the lines on which BNSF received trackage rights
likely have impaired that carrier's ability to be full competitor to the merged UP. The
Department has not seen persuasive evidence sufficient to suppo I a definitive judgment
on the long-term competitive situation.
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The continued service problems in the area require the STB fo make clear that UP
has a responsibility to restore service to at least pre-merger levels, and to do quickly, or
face additional corrective measures. The Board should base any decision addressing
service problems on the righl of shippers to receive adequate service. If UP cannot
and/or will not provide service, the STB must order appropriate remedies, which could
include providing access to additional rail carriers lo captive shippers. The STB should
set a lime limit for restoration of service lo al least pre-merger levels and place the burden
on UP to demonstrate that serv ice has been so restored.
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